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Would you like one of the all
new, all singing, all dancing
RiSC OS 4 based machines,

designed to rock the market
in the biggest way since the
R scPC launch of 1994?

287Mhz Intel StrongARM
20Gb HD, 52x CD-ROM
64Mb PC133 SDRAM

Lightning 2D/3D graphics
USB, Modem. PCI Sound

RISC OS 4 + Software

See our Internet Services advert on page 51

Connect to the Internet from just £48
year through a fully RISC OS supported ISP.

Account includes 10Mb Webspace,
unlimited email aliases, Connection
software and Local rate Call access.

tradein
Trade in your RiscPC or A7000/+ for a
discount on a brand new Omega.

The prices below are merely illustrative
and we would recommend that you ring
us first on 08000 191 243 to discuss.

Prices assume that computers are
complete with keyboard, mouse and
floppy drive

£1199
inc VAT and delivery

CDRW + Software £230

Upgrade to 128Mb, £50

KINETIC
Rise PC

70Mb,
10Gb,40xCD

books
HTML 3.2 Quick Ref 5.00

JavaScript Primer Plus 10.00

How to Program JScript 10.00

Idiots Guide to JavaScript 10.00

Tricks of the Java Prog. Gurus 15.00

CD-ROM
48x IDE CD-ROM drive (R4) 46.00

24x IDE CD-ROM drive 35.25

hard discs
10.2Gb IDE (R4) 83.00

15.0Gb IDE (R4) 91.00

20.0Gb IDE (R4) 99.00

27.0Gb IDE (R4) 119.00

30.0Gb IDE (R4) 128.00

modems
56k External 53.00

ISDNTA 116.32

monitors
15" (3 yrs on site warranty) 115.00

17" (3 yrs on site warranty) 170.00

19" (3 yrs on site warranty) 293.75

14" liyama colour LCD 809.57

speakers
160 Watt 23.50

340 Watt 29.38

680 Watt 43.48

800 Watt Subwoofer System 58.75

380 Watt 4 pt surround system 66.98
Headphone/Microphone set 11.75

software
OvationPro 150.00

Site licence 300.00

HTMLPro 29.95

Site licence 49.95

DataPower 2 175.08

up to 10 machines 407.73

OvationPro includes HTMLPro

ARM610, 210HD, 8Mb

ARM710, 800HD, 16Mb
SA, 2GB. 32Mb

RISC OS 4

AKF60

AKF80

30.00

45.00

90.00

40.00

20.00

40.00

A7000,8Mb 30.00

A7000+, 1Gb, 24Mb 50.00
8x or less CD-ROM 5.00

more than 8x CD-ROM 10.00

Network Card 10.00
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Dealer

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 48xCD
16Mb and 4.3Gb HD

64Mb, 10Gb HD

oeTw©RX
56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT

8Mb C469

16Mb. 2Gb HD £528

i;irTwnimR75oo uu

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 64Mb
CD-RW

CD-RW+ 48xCD-ROM £939

138Mb, 30Gb, 40xCD, +Internet £ 1 409

Acorn SA RiscPC 16Mb. 4Gb 939.00

Acorn SA RiscPC 16+2Mb, 40xCD, 4Gb 1033.00

Acorn SA RiscPC 32+2Mb, dvdCD. 8Gb 1092.00

mdmico

RISC OS fitting requires your
machine to be situated at our

premises (not including on-
site fitting). This can be

arranged by courier for £30.

RISC OS 4 116.33

Fitting (including Data Transfer) from 35.25

On Site fitting - Please ring 08000 191 243

If you would like one of these amazing new RISC OS
4 machines you can pick'n'choose your own parts
from our list and we'll build it for you!
The Mico Base includes Base Unit, Floppy Drive.
Keyboard, Mouse, Fireworkz. Pipedream + extra
software!

Mico Base will not be sold on Us own

Please send cheques with order

r[i]

Mico Base £464 56k Int. Modem £ 66

16Mb £ 36 Int. ISDN £ 90

32Mb £ 53 Pick your HD, CD

64Mb £111 & extras from our

10Mb Network £ 21 main list

Real Ingenuity Limited
Kable House

Amber Drive

Langley Mill
Nottingham, NG16 4BE

Sales

Support
Web

08000 191 242

08700 119 120

support.realingenuity.com

Prices inc VAT, exc P&P

Small items

Medium

Anything else

£ 6

£13

£23

All prices correct going to press
E & OE © Real Ingenuity 2001

All products are supplied fully
guaranteed, but not on approval
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We had a question thismonthin the Letters page
from Brian Ferris, which I started to answer but
then realisd therewas rathermoretosay than
would fit. The main thrust of his letter was in

regard to RISC OS fallingbehind in Internet
technologies.

The best way to lookat this is to imagine that
Acorn(the company) led us, their market, into a
maze and then abandoned us in some forgotten
corner. Regardless of one's opinion of them they
were the leadersas it was up to them to produce
the hardware and the support technologies to go
with it.

So therewe were,stuck in the maze. Every
now and then there's been someone who pops up
and says "this is the way out" and the route might
he to go to Linux (the RJSC OS-like front-end ROX
is certainlyan impressivepieceof work), that
seems likea quick and easy way out. So some
peoplego off that way and it is an exit,maybeit's
another maze but it's more brightly lit and there
seem to be more peoplearound.

Then there's the ones who don't like being in
the maze,after all it is verydark and unfriendly.
And just through that hedge over there is a
brightly lit place where the PCplayground is.
Why not just forget the mazeand go there — it's
absolutely packed and there are some big bullies,
but it must be better than here.

There are those who don't want to leave the
maze but aren't really interested in getting out.
One day the maze will probablybe gone and
they'll just wander off.

Finallythere are those who want to get out
properly but the trouble with mazes is that it often
looks likeyou're moving away from theexit,but
sometimesyou have to beforeyou can make
further progress.

Of course without a clear leader you gel
arguments about which is the right way to go but
on the whole I think we are making progress.
We'reabout to hit a straight run in the right
directionwith the releaseof the Omega —
Microdigital have briefed me on what's goingon
but all I can say is ... not long now.Also then' is
work going on on Web technologies but again I
can't say very much. There is an exit to this maze
whichdoesn't involve leaving the market.And
we're nearly there.

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 .vr optional warranties (mill, deposit 10%)

MicroDigital Omega

Available soon the new

RISCOS desktop
From only £999.00 +VAT

(£1173.83 inc.)
287MhzStrongArm, ATX Towercase

Full spec, on release

Free software pack
Aboveptii et do notinclude monitorsplease tee

teparaieprii<• list

Kinetic RPC

Latest Acorn StrongArm
series machine

from £999 + VAT

70MB, 10GB HD,

40xCD (£38.39 /month)

Internet £1,199 + VAT
138MB, 30GB HD,40xCD

(£38.39 /month)
(includes internet pack)

Acorn A7000 series

Classic R03.7 / no CD £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Classic R03.7 24x CD £499.00 (£586.33) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net R03.7 £499.00 (£468.82) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net RO4.0 £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Odyssey CD £549.00 (£645.08) (£21.07)

Odyssey Primary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

Odyssey Secondary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

Odyssey Surf £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)
Aboveprice*tinnotincludemonitor* please tee

separateprice list

RiscStation

sSf !•"

Scorcher base from

£769 +Val (£903.58) £29.00 month

Scorcher Twindeck base from

£799 +Vat (£938.82) £30.67 month
The R7500 Scorcher from RiscStalion

arrives with a quality CD ROM
Reader/ReWriter and media, providing
a brilliant CD mastering platform for

home /business users.

RiscStation R7SOO

From £499 +Vat (£586.33) Over

£500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

R751X1 wilh I(All! memory & 4G Hard Drive
R7500 base only £499 +Val (£586.33) (£19.16)1
15" monitor system £599 + Val (£703.83) (£22.99)
17" monitor system £649 + Val (£762.58) (£24.91)
19" monitor system £749 + Vat (£880.08) (£28.75)

Plus Base only
Plus 15" system
Plus 17" system

Plus 19" system

l.ilcl'insuiMiMMH/ 10.2(1 IID

£579 + Val (£680.33) (£22.23)
£679 + Vat (£797.83) (£26.06)
£729 + Vat (£856.58) (£27.98)

£829+Vat (£974.08) (£31 B2]

Refurbished Acorn 710

Bases from £199 + VAT

Systems with New 15"
Monitor from £290 + VAT

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up 1 (from SA& R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version cum £69.00 (£81X18)

StrongARM Rev "T"
with RISC OS 4

only £299 inc vat

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88)
available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem

RISC OS compatible products for the new Millennium

RiscStation Portable

Taking orders NOW for
the new RISCOS portable

Only £1249.00 + VAT
(£1467.58 inc.)

includes; 12.1" colour Screen internal

Hard drive , floppy drive. CD-ROM .
and Speakers. Full peripheral Support.
Free software pack. Free carry case.

RiscStation NetWORX

v £399hase from on I + Vat

(£468.83) L.C.F. £15.32/month

HO base only £449 +Vat
(£527.57) L.C.F. £ 17.24 / month

50 niipAnn7500systemwilh 8Mb memory, (HD
version4GB HD), built in ZIP drive support.
Midisupport.3D sound. & sampler . lObaseTport
as standard, RISCOS 4 as standard. High speed
serial . High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb
memory& hard drive / CD-ROMetc.

Removable Drives

LS120IDEint # E55.00 £64.62

Zip 100 IDE Int H C55.00 E64.62

Zip 250 IDE int # E85.00 £99.87

Zip 250 parallel ext. # £129.00 £151.58

Zip 250 SCSI ext, # £105.00 £123.37

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext. £235.00 £276.12

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext. £299.00 £351.32

Orb 2.2 GB IDE £165.00 £193.87

Orb 2.2 GB Parrallel £199.00 £233.83

4GB IDE Pullman £79.00 £92.83

4GB Parrallel Pullman £139.00 £163.33

4GB P'llel Datasafe £119.00 £139.83

10GB IDE Pullman £95.00 £111.62

10GB P.llel Pullman £155.00 £182.12

10GB P'llel Datasafe £135.00 £158.62

20GB IDE Pullman £105.00 £123.37

20GB P'llel Pullman £165.00 £193.87

20GB P'llel Datasafe £145.00 £170.37

Removable IDE drives may require s/w
drivers or hardware support i.e. RiscStation

or Simtec.

Parallel Drives include RISCOS Software

RiscStation PalmTop

From only £143.83 + VAT
(£169.00 inc. VAT)

Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Computable.

MP3 CD Player
Plays back ordinary
audio CDs, CD-R

and MP3CDs

(which can hold

160-200 MP3 tracks
each).

Ideal with CD-

ROM Writers

only £99.00 inc VAT

Psion PalmTops

Series 5 Revo

£240 + VAT

(£282.00)
" 8MB memory
WP. SS, Diary.
Sketch. Jotter.

Spellcheck

Series 5 MX

£340 + VAT

(£399.50)
"16MB memory
WP.SS. Diary.'
Sketch. Jotter.

Spellcheck

Series 7

£595 + VAT

(£699.13)
•16MB memory
WP. SS. Diary.
Sketch, Jotter.

Spellcheck

CD-ROM WRITERS

~0

t»

--•

Prices Start

from

£149.00

+ VAT

"ScorchlT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn or RiscStation 7500 with
a home ('I> authoring package as found in the

RiscStationSCORCHERmachine. This package
contains the latest version of CI) Hum, Writahle

and ReWritahle media to get you started and one
powerful!

8x8.\32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

only £199 *Vat (£233.83)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE12x10x32xCDR/W

SCSI CDR/W from

CD-BURN

CD-SCRIBE 2

£149.00

£199.00

£169.00

£49.00

£45.00

£163.33

£233.83

£198.58

£57.58

£52.87

External versions Available



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY & Upgrades
RISCOS MEMORY

LOWER PRICES!

NETWORKING
Upgrade A310 A440 A4X0/1 A540 A3000 A30I0 A3020 A4000 A5000

1-2MB £25 £15 £15

2-4MB £50 £40 £40 £45

I-4MB £35* £75 £35 £45

4-8MB £55 £55 £55 £45 £55 £55 •/>

RISCOS

Carrier
£19" £19*

RISCOS

3.1

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMCia £20 £20

Arm3(33) £45 £45 £45 £45'

Arm3(25)
&FPA10

£85 £85 £85 £85*

FPA10 £45 £45 £-15 ? £45

VIDCor
IOC

£20 £20 £20 £20 £20 £20

EDO memory Suitable for
RPC, RiscStation & Mico

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000inl. 10baso2 or T, Access. C89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10baso2orTAccosst £89.00 £104.58

A-100/A5000 10base2 8T Accossi C99.00 £116.33

A302010baso2AccossWext. MAU £94.00 £110.45

A3020 lObaseT Access»/etx. MAU £94.00 £110.45

niscPC/A700010base2 8TAcc. £99.00 £116.33

Rise PCA7000 lObasoT Access. £94.00 £92.83

Anl Access. ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables

2M £2.00 £2.35

3M £3.00 £3.53

5M £5.00 £5.87

10M £9.00 £10.58

20M £15.00 £17.62

' Re-work if required £25 (£29.38) # not applicable to 33MHz A5000

Flash memory for Cameras / Osaris etc. Smart Media Flash for Cameras

Also A7000

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM

!6MbSIMMEDaFPM

32Mb SIMMEDO/FPM

64MbSIMMEDO

64Mb SIMM RS SOns

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

1-2Mb (exchange)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£8.51 £10.00

£28.00 £32.90

£55.00 £64.62

£59.00 £69.33

£99.00 £116.32

£170.00 £199.75

£25.00 £29.37

£75.00 £88.12

£65.00 £76.37

Network Hubs (more available)

State 10base2orCat5UTI»

any size made to order

We supply and / or install all
network components please
ring for your requirements

8MB £21.00 £24.68 64MB £69.00 £81.08

16MB £29.00 £34.08 96MB £125.00 £146.87

32MB £39.00 £-15.83 128MB £139.00 £163.33

32MB £35.00 £41.12

64MB £65.00 £76.37

8 Port l0bT.1 10b2

8 Port 100 "special*

8 Port 100/10 Auto

18Port10 16T+2BNC

16 Port 100/10 Auto

16 Port 100/10 Auto

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto

24 Port 100 "special"

Ex VAT

£35.00

£89.00

£99.00

£75.00

£229.00

£269.00

£299.00

£249.00

Inc VAT

£41.12

£104.57

£116.32

£88.12

£269.07

£316.07

£351.32

£292.57

NKTWQKKINC; SOI-TWARK

Topcal site licence £489.00 (£587.50)

NTIiler site licence £97.00 (Ct 13.90)

Omnicliont site licence £489.00 (£587.50)

£35.00 (£41.13)

£35.00 (£41.13)

£110.00 £129 25

Lanman98 single user

Win95FS single usot

Unman or Win95FS

10 user site liconco

Unman or Win95FS

20 user srto licence

£156.00 £183 30

Cg&ie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000 /Mica £ 19.95 inc.

Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £37.95 inc

Keyboard for RiscStation. RPC /A7000 £39.95 inc.

Trackball for RiscStation £24.95 inc

Trackball for RPC £42.95 inc

Acorn ERGO Mouso

A7000/ Riscstation Mouso NEW

Riscstalion mlra-rod Mouse NEW

Riscstal;on Ergo Trackball NEW

Riscstation Infra-red Keyboard

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 replacement K/brd

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard

Ex. VAT

£12.00

£10.00

£21.27

£21 27

£34.00

£29.78

£59.00

£69.00

£49.00

£25.00

£25.00

Inc. VAT

£14.10

£11,75

£24.99

£24.99

£39.95

£34.99

£69.33

£81.08

£57.58

£29.37

£29.37

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Break-out cable with driver sw £15 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable & drivers £99 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable, drivers &

InvolutionMK149 keyboard £199 + VAT

Podulo "MidiMax Card £79.00 £92.83

MiniPoduleMidicard (A3x00)

Rolurbished Midi card A3x00

Desktop FAX MODEMS

56k X2/V90 3Com USR

56k Flex V90 (Rockwell)

56k V90 Internal tor RS

ISDN modem (external)

(Dialler

Oregano

Webster XL

Messonger Pro

ArcFax Fax soltware

£99.00

£49.00

£49.00

£79.00

£17.02

£49.00

£21.28

£25.53

£26.38

£116.32

£57.58

£57.58

£92.83

£20.00

£57.58

£25.00

£30.00

£31.00

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autocbanger

£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52XIDE £39.00 £45.83 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37

48x IDE £34.00 £3935 SBkSCSt £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

40x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI Kwith cable) £115 +VAT
4()x SCSI lltwith cable) £120 + VAT

6x 40x CD Tower (.nn,,*«) £449 + VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

Ex VAT Inc VAT

210Mb £25.00 £29.37

500MB £45.00 £52.87

4.3GB' £59.00 £69.33

10.2GB* £75.00 £88.12

20.1GB* £85.00 £99.87

30.5GB" £99.00 £116.32

40.0GB * £109.00 £128.08

60.0GB" £170.00 £199.75

75.8GB' £212.00 £249.10

# requiresRISCOS 3.6/3.7 • requires RISCOS 4
or Partitioning s/w for only £25.00 + val
Pffi ii 4 r»r» nniupp

._„ tni ..... ./^.

170MB £39.00 £45.83

340MB £49.00 £57.58

500MB £59.00 £69.33

810MB # £89.00 £104.57

1.0Gb t £99.00 £116.32

2.1GB # £109.00 £128.08

4.3GB # £130.00 £152.75

£89.00 £104.57

£99.00 £116.32

£109.00 £128.08

£119.00 £139.83

£129.00 £151.58

£139.00 £163.33

£160.00 £188.00

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A3000 i/f add

£20.00 +VAT # includes partitioning software

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc Acorn Software

Mustek A4 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perfection

Epson Perfn Photo

Epson Photo unit

Epson GT9500

£119.00 £139.83

£149.00 £175.08

£212.00 £249.10

£275.00 £323.12

£85.00 £99.87

£149.00 £175.08

ImageM & Twain also available
separately

*^n

Bare Phoebe cases

(no electronics sorry)
Only £25.00 (£29.38 inc)

MONITORS
Ex VAT

£599.00

Inc VAT

£703.83

£999.00 £1173.82

£1299.00 £1526.32

£95.00

£119.00

£135.00

£215.00

£425.00

£115.00

£155.00

£239.00

£225.00

£340.00

£630.00

£149.00

£45.00

C49.00

£99.00

£59.00

£8.50

£111.62

£139.83

£158.62

£252.62

£499.37

£135.12

£182.12

£280.82

£264.37

£399.50

£740.25

£175.08

£52.87

£57.58

£116.32

£69.33

£9.99

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yron-slto)

18" LCD (3/r on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21 "SVGA 0.25 (Syr on-site)

15" liyama Vision Master 350

17" liyama Vision 700JT1

17" liyama Dlamondlron

19" llyama SM900MT1

19" liyama Pro 450

22" liyama Pro Dlamondtron

AKF52 Multisync 14" lyrRTB
SVGA 14" roturb 90 dnys wly

AKF12PAI. M'ralaibSOdayi
AKF52/53 Mftyncroluib90 d.iys

AKF60SVGA t4"rolutb90d.iys

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs wty unless specified

BEST PRINTER PRICES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour Inkjetliom A4 £199.00 £233.83

Postscript colour Laser tram A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser A4 £212.00 £249.10
Canon BJC 3000 colour »€ A4 £120.00 £141.00

Canon BJC 6200 colour #€ A4

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3

HP 610C colour

HP 640C colour

HP LASERJET 1100

HP LASERJET 2100 PCL

HP LASERJET 2100 PS

Photo drivers lor«

Scanner drivers tor I

€ Indudos Enhanced Drivers

£155.00

£340.00

£59.00

£68.00

£265.00

£449.00

£514.00

£58.72

£29.79

£29.79

£182.12

£399.50

£69.33

£79.90

£311.37

£527.58

£603.95

£69.00

£35.00

£35.00

***FREK Acorn driver by request***
rciurb dot matrix from £10.00 inc VAT

Interface Adapters
EESOX SCSI 32-blt DMA £109.00 £128.08

Storm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 int) £88.00 £103.40

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA (podule) £128.00 £150.40

Simtec 8-bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.62

Simtec 16-bit (AXO0/A5000/RPC) £45.00 £52.87

APDL 16-bit DMA £45.00 £52.87

APDL BlitZ 32-bit DMA £99.00 £116.32

Removable IDE or SCSI housing £20.00 £23.50

High speed serial cards dual £89.00 £104.57

High speed serial cards triple £99.00 £116.32

Cooling Fans

Fan lor A310/400

Fan tor RPC/A7000

Fan for PC-Co processor

7200 RPM HD Ian kit

Ex VAT

£15.00

£15.00

£4.00

£15.00

Inc VAT

£17.62

£17.62

£4.70

£17.62

Replacement Floppy Drives
A3000/400/500 £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

A30X0/4000/5(KH)floppy allows cross - formatting
of HI) and DD discs £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

TOPCAT Site licence £425 (£499.38)
IBrowse Site Licence £170 (£199.75)

(Offers available while special stocks last)

ARCSHARE

Acorn networking for PCs

£29.95 eXCViil £35.19 ine Vat

We stock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Carts all at low prices
Please ring for any Item

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refills

Single refills (1x22ml) £5.10 £5.99

Twin refills (2x22ml) £8.50 £9.99

Triple refills (3x22ml) £11.91 £13.99

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £12.76 £14.99

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £17.01 £19.99

125 ml £17.86 £20.99

250ml £32.33 £37.99

500ml £42.55 £50.00

1 litre £59.57 £69.99

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS @ I5p!!

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100

HD Re-label Ac'n or PC 10

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100

HD Branded 10 pack

20 cap Disk Box

40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Box

Mouse cleaner

3.5" Floppy head cleaners

CD-ROM cleaner

CD-ROM Lens cleaner

15 cap CD-ROM box

24 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM tower

Mouse Mats From

Ex VAT

£1.70

£12.77

£1.70

£12.77

£2.00

£17.02

£3.00

£1.69

£2.54

£2.98

£4.99

£2.50

£4.25

£4.25

£6.50

£5.10

£3.39

£4.25

£0.64

Inc VAT

£2.00

£15.00

£2 00

£15.00

£2.35

£20.00

£3.53

£2.00

£2.98

£3.50

£5.86

£2.94

£4.99

£4.99

£7.64

£5.99

£3.98

£4.99

£0.75

Wc have a large collection of Budget
PC software suitable for RPC Pc

Emulators and PC clones inc.

Education, Home, games an utilities
please ring for list

Refurbished PCs inc monitor

i.e. P200 only £249.00 ring for prices.
New Systems from £499 inc. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAILor PHONE:Chequesor P.O.sshouldbe
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, tel. no, card no, expiry dale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: salcs@cta.u-nct.coni

OFFICIALORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
r.im.iiy i'h.in;i-s inc. ins. & packaging charged :ii cusl

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg.jE6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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Put your money
on a leader?

Tt was last year we learned about this
unusual database that had been

produced on a RISC OS computer
and was initially intended for sale
only to Windows users. Luckily
someone put their foot down and the
database was released with RISC OS

compatibility. With an election
predicted for this May the database
now has topical interest and the
publishers are making it available at
£35 which is a reduced price for
individual use.

The full network edition, designed
for schools and colleges, was
released at £120! The RISC OS

friendly CD-Rom of British
Parliamentary Constituencies also
has Web support for the General
Election and after, and the new
Personal Edition is available at the

reduced price with an additional

special deal for Acorn users. The
standard edition at £50 now includes

a ten user site licence. The full

network edition remains at £120.

These are both available direct from

Polemic Booksor by order from any
bookshop. The new personal edition
is available at £35 direct from

Polemic Books only.
As a special offer for Acorn

enthusiasts any edition purchased
direct from Polemic Books in

February and March will be charged
at the price excluding VAT. Don't
forget to mention this offer.

To support users in schools,
colleges and universities they have
introduced Web-based updates and
election coverage on www.polemic
publishing.co.uk Click through the BPC
support Icon and go to Election
News to see a part of the information

available on every constituency.
British Parliamentary Constituencies
on CD-Rom provides a complete
analysis of voting in the 1992and
1997 elections, with a social,
economic and demographic profile of
each constituency, and a pen portrait
of the constituency and its member.
The CD-Rom was authored on Rise

PCs and it will run on RISC OS and

Windows machines.

The CD-Rom, which was written
by Professor Ivor Crewe of Essex
University and Tony Fox, also
contains the information on which it

is based in Datapower and Excel
formats which allow you to do 'what
if projections on the results of the
forthcoming election.

Polemic Books, Marquis House, 2
North Street, Winchcombe,

Glos GL54 5LH

Would you have scripted it?
One of the companies who are
expected to make their mark at the
Wakefield show is Cerilica who are

responsible for two major graphics
programs: Vantage and now
TopModel. The Vantage program has
be plagued by delays but the version
about to be released includes almost

all the originally promised features,
together with additional ideas taken
from beta-tester feedback.

Cerilica tell us that all the

promised features are now ready for
inclusion in the program. Another of
Cerilica's programs, RiScript, has
recently been upgraded. RiScript is a
PostScript and PDF imaging
program and can produce standard
PDF files. Recent upgrades have
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added the ability to convert RISCOS
to Type 1 fonts so that documents
prepared under RISC OS can be
correctly read on Mac and Windows
machines without making the files
over-large.

The latest upgrade now includes
Text Export so that PostScript and
PDF files from elsewhere can be

imported into any RISC OS word-
processor. A document ficould
already be saved as a Drawfile.

It's evident that RiScript can
produce industry acceptable PDF
files from a comment received from

Jim Lesurf. Jim produces excellent
support pages for the TechWriter and
Composition programs in his spare
time but has also recently written a

book. For previous books he had to
supply 'camera ready' copy which
didn't give quite the quality he
hoped for and increased the cost of
printing. For his latest book he
supplied PDF files produced using
RiScript and saved on a CD-R. His
publishers (Institute of Physics Press)
have said these were fine for use as

the source for printing and giving
Jim a better deal all round.

Cerilica Ltd, PO Box 40, Ross-on-
Wye, HR9 7WH cerilica@cerilica.com
www.cerilica.com

Jim Lesurf's support pages include:
TechWriterwww.st-and.demon.co.uk/

TechWrite/Tipsl.html Compo www.st-
and.demon.co.uk/Gompo/clues.html
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Music to your ears
Some people like their computers to
be a television, radio, CD player and
everything else at the same time as
being a computer; others like
their computers to stick to
doing what they do best.
We tend to agree with the
latter sentiment although
we do find that a Rise PC

can make Teletext far more

reasonable to use (thanks
to Octopus Systems).

Weare even willing to
change our minds
completely if someone
produces a computer that
also does the washing and
ironing. In the meantime CTA are
selling a machine that can
complement your computer rather
than add yet another function. The
machine? It's an MP3 CD player — a
portable CD player with a difference.

It can play normal audio (music) CDs
as you would expect, but also CD-R
discs and MP3 CDs.

When you consider
that a CD can hold

over 700 minutes of

music (or other
sound) as MP3s the
product starts to look
interesting. CTA
point out that you
can encode MP3s on

the RiscStation R7500

Scorcher and do it

faster than on any
other RISC OS

computer (using
BladeEnc). Having encoded the MP3s
you can burn them to CD, and play
the music back on the MP3 player.
You can even play through the
computer using an appropriate audio
cable. Using a portable player is far

- ':' .•..--"'

more flexible than being limited to
playing the MP3s through the
computer. The specifications of the M-
Box machine include:

• Variable audio playback formats
— standard audio CD, CD-R and
MP3 CD

• 22-track Programmable Memory
• Auto power save mode after 2

minutes of non-operation
• 5 play modes — Normal /

Repeat-1 / Repeat-All / Intro /
Random

• Line out jack for CD-to-cassetle
adaptor (optional) and cigarette
lighter adaptor (optional)

• Unit dimensions (W x L x Thk)
— 132 x 158x30.5 mm

• LCD display (W x L) 45x15mm

Price just £99 + VAT
CTA 01942-797777 168 Elliott Street,

Tyldesley Manchester M29 8DS

Quite ingenious really
LevensSoftware and Real Ingenuity have been trading
names of The Levens Organisation for some time now.
Real Ingenuity has been providing high quality graphic
and Webdesign services while Levens Software has been
active in the RISC OS world, and also in the contract IT
market providing mainframe consultancy.

The decision has been taken to drop the Levens
Software name and only trade as Real Ingenuity. Flence,
Real Ingenuity is the new name for Levens Software, the
RISC OS dealer for the Midlands. As a registered
developer for everyone's favourite operating system, as
well as appointed dealers for both RiscStation, Castle and
MicroDigital and an approved authorised installer, we
consider it very important to be at the forefront of the
RISC OS world.

r[i] say that with their RISC OS heritage they are want
to offer something special to the RISC OS community so
they have a special offer for you. Currently, the best ISP in
the world, as voted by readers of Internet Magazine,
charges its customers £141 per year (inc VAT), for a dial-

up connection to the Internet.
So this new service offers

everything that many other
popular ISPs give, for a fraction of the cost. The basic
package offers 10Mb of Web space, an e-mail account,
DialUp connection software and freephone technical
support. As if that wasn't enough, they'll throw a .co.uk
domain name into the bargain and all for just £48. (Per
year where applicable).

You can add an extra 15Mb of Web space and four more
e-mail accounts, plus scripting capabilities for the site,
including CGI, Perl, SSI, PHP4, ASP and MySQL, all for
just £48, and which has a free .comdomain name. They can
also have a 56k Voice/Fax/Modem, for just £48, or
WebsterXL and MessengerPro for just £48.

The only catch is that you have to sign up for a
minimum twelve month contract. There will be an extra

charge on administration if you want to move your
domain name within the usual two-year registration
period. Ingenious. (See adverts for more details)

r[i]

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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Get your machine updated
RiscStation backup Resource CDs are
now being issued. By the time this
edition of Acorn User hits the streets all

registered users of RiscStation R7500
computers should have received their
CD. The CD provides users with all the
software required to setup their R7500
computer per RiscStation's
recommendation.

Users are encouraged to use the disc
image software provided on the CD in
preference to any older, previous
versions. The CD also included a varied

selection of useful Demo, PD, and
Shareware software for users to try out.
As well as the CD being sent out
automatically to registered users, all
RiscStation dealers and re-sellers will

also have received a copy for support
purposes.

If you are a RiscStation R7500 user and
have not received your CD then it is most
likely that RiscStation have not received
your registration information.

RiscStation 01942 797 766

Go M@rket-Live!
Many large retailers have web sites
which display their products and allow
you to buy on line. Typically you can
browse through the on-line shop, add
goods to a 'shopping cart' and choose
the 'checkout' option once you've chosen
all that you need. It's then up to the
retailer to deliver the goods and charge
the appropriate sum to your credit card
account.

Now Co-Comp have produced
software to enable on-line shopping for
use by smaller as well as larger retailers.
M@rket Live! produces pages which the
retailer can amend to their requirements
and which has various levels of access

for employees according to status. The
customer's full credit card number is not

made known to the retailer —just to the
credit card company.

A typical site will have a welcome
page with a basic map of the site,
adverts for special offers, words of
welcome, and so on. A shopping page
will have goods that can be chosen by
category and displayed in name,
description or price order together with
details including price and picture.

An item can be 'bought' and added to
the 'shopping cart' which displays the
running totals. Once the shopper has
completed the purchases he can move to
an invoice area where he or she can

agree to pay by credit card. At this point
the purchaser is transferred to the credit
card company's secure line to pay the
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agreed sum and return to the shop once
payment has been made. The transaction
is made live (hence M@rket-live) and the
retailer never has access to the

purchaser's card number.
Anyone interested in such a program

should look at the demonstration site at:

www.market-live.co.uk Jeremy Coates of Co-
Comp has obviously studied Jakob
Nielsen (see elsewhere in this month's
News) as the pages on the
demonstration site are clear and fast to

use.

Jeremy confirms that the program can
be used by traders wilh full support
from Co-Comp including Web Hosting
and Design or sold as a package.

As examples of its use: a trader
holding little or no stock could transfer
retail orders directly to a wholesaler
supplier; the Web database could keep
track of stock and display an alternative
message when out of stock; an antiques
dealer could take digital photographs of
individual items and load the

photographs into the database which
could automatically produce a
thumbnail picture for the browse section
and when sold automatically delete
reference to the item or leave it

displayed as sold but suggesting
alternatives.

Co-Comp Box 199, Preston. PR1 9SS
enquiry@co-comp.co.uk 01772-496659

www.co-comp.co.uk

In brief

RISC OS Shows
As we go to press RISC OS
dealers are making last minute
preparations for the RISC OS
South West Show. For many
people the shows held
throughout the year are the
main chance to see and try
out new software and

hardware. The two major
shows are at Wakefield and at

Epsom and we have recently
received confirmation of the

next shows in each of the two

locations.

Details are available for the

sixth Acorn/RISC OS Show
from the Wakefield Acorn

Computer (User) Group. Once
again the venue will be the
Thornes Park Athletics

Stadium, Horbury Road,
Wakefield.

The show will be on

Saturday and Sunday 19th and
20th May 2001. There's every
chance of a number of

interesting developments
coming to fruition in time for
Wakefield so that's a 'must' to

go into your diaries.
Preparing for a show much

later in the year, so not as far
advanced with their

organisation, are the RISC OS
2001 group. We have heard
that Keith Dunlop of
ROUGOL has been appointed
chairman and organizer for
this year's show in place of
Mark Smith who led the

organisation of last year's
popular show, and who takes a
different role on the

organising committee this
year.

A number of representatives
from The ARM Club, SASAUG
and ROUGOL make up the
remainder of the committee,
which is larger than last year's
but includes almost all of the

same people.

Flash in the pan
There has been some recent

discussion about Flash on Web

sites. There is a plug-in for
RISC OS browsers which

enables you to view
Macromedia Flash files. The

plug-in is '.Flash ported by Leo
Smiers who also produces a
public domain PDF reader

Continued...



Liquid Silicon
We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which include
our IBarReader driver software to

allow bar codes to be read into and

control most desktop software.

fl) Kinetic Rise PCs
Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

CQ Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00
C3 StrongARM Rise PCs

Rise PC 8+0Mb, 2Gb HD £890.00
* Rise PC 16+0Mb, 4Gb HD £948.00

Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers, Internet
pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
Optional Workstation case upgrade

{J. Optional 300W PSU upgrade
fR Larger hard drives are available

RiscStation Computers
Qi R7500 Lite (no monitor)
SL. R7500 Lite(with their 15" monitor)
(Q R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)

R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

ECall

£1169.00

£41.10

£17.60

ECall

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.
R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at

^ least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn anda blank disc.

(/) R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
• H'l'l'M'i'l I'll L-l • IVi 111* tHH ,<It={-'ra»i»] It

additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer

5«5!

Further Information is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

' Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII), Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.

IBarCoder- £69.32

32-bit MIDI Sequencer

Controller map
tempo and ve|
otisfly alterabl
drawing with 1

.'•• "'
/' < Patterns can bi

rofloctChang

to 192 MIDI i
—' no track limit

rho disc available

Monitors
lyama S500M1 (15") £145.00

llyama S700JT1 (17") £179.00
liyama Vision Master 405 (17") £219.00
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £245.00
ilyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.00
liyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £245.00

ilyama S900MT1 (19") £259.00
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £365.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 450 (19" NF) £439.00
ilyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £375.00

iiyama Vision Master 503 (21") £735.00
Ilyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £765.00

ilyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £611.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £819.00
liyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £845.00
illyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £1055.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1565.00
illyama Pro-Lite 4633 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1" LCD) £1810.00
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A30001-4 Mb £64.60

A30101-4Mb £66.00

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00

A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00

A300,400,5000 4-8 Mb £128.00

Rise PC/A7000/RlscStatlon/Mico SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £26.35

32Mb FPM £61.95

32Mb FPM (high clearance) £Call

64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £60.95

64Mb FPM £114.50

128Mb FPM £272.95

128Mb EDO £209.75

1Mb VRAM £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM exchange £55.00

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

Something new is coming soon...
MIDI interfaces:
MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1 £89.20

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://wwW.liquid-SiliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome. ^ZCH

RiscStation drivers & cable £
RiscStation XG card & cable £1

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £2
Synth 8 or Basic Synth £
Synth Plus £
Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £
Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £1
Fatar SL 760 £4

Fatar SL 880 tt

Fatar SL 1100 £6

Fatar SL 2001 £10

Digital & Analogue IriamM 6 sampler £1
Sound Byte Recorder £
Yamaha YST-M8 speakers £
YST-M15 speakers £
YST-M20 DSP speakers £
YST-MS24 (2x satellites & subwoofer) £1
YST-MS30 speakers & subwoofer £1
YST-M100 speakers £1
YST-MSW5 subwoofer £

YST-MSW10 subwoofer £

Yamaha MU15 sound module £1
Yamaha MU128 module £7

Other software:

MediaPack £

MIDISupport £
Rhapsody 4 £
Junior Sibelius £

Sibelius 6 £

Sibelius 7 Student £3

Sibelius 7 ££

Sibelius for Windows is also available

Optical Manuscript £2
Sound module serial driver £

Studiosound £1

Other Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NIC slot) £1
Hard drives & kits

Mouse (Ergo) £
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £
Omega 10BaseT PCI card £
Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £
PS/2 pipe convenor for older machines £
Printers
Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £1
RiscStation internal modem pack (
RiscStation second serial port
Scanners

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £2
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £2
Triple serial card i
VlewFinder card £2

Other Software
Ankh I

CD Burn !

Chaos Engine 1
DataPower 2 £1

Doom-t- CDs I

Descent CDs £
DialUp & Messenger Pro I
EasiWriter Pro+ £1

Exodus I
FastSpool+ !
Inferno

Netplex I
OHP2 I

Oregano CD !
Ovation Pro £ <

Overload !

PC Pro 3 f
Personal Accounts I

PhotodeskOlympic £"
Prophet 3+ Pro £"
Quake I

R-Comp Internet Suite !
Repton Compendium 1
Schema 2 £'
SiteWriter I

Sound Plugin I
SVG Plugin I
Sleuth 3 !

TBA Games CD i
TechWrlter Pro+ E1

TopModel 2 £'
WebFX3D I

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD I

&TDK®

Discs (e.g.10x white discs - £4.99,20x black
discs - £6.93,50x black discs - £13.99)

Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £1.96,
1x9V alkaline-£1.92)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, MiniDiscs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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RISC OS second user copy
We know that many of you have got
more than one RISC OS computer. Our
nearest User Group (MAUG) recently
spent an evening showing how easy it
was to network two or more RISC OS

computers for file sharing etc. One
problem of owning multiple machines
is the cost of software and the cost of
upgrading.

If you have two Rise PCs do you
really want to spend over £200 to
upgrade to RISC OS 4? Well now you
don't need to; if you have already
upgraded one machine to RISC OS 4
you can upgrade the second at a
greatly reduced price.

You may now buy a second copy of
RISC OS 4 for just £75 + VAT +
postage/packing. The cost of despatch
will vary according to the destination,

but for UK users it is £1. To qualify for
this offer you must have already
returned your registration card for the
first copy.

If you've so far resisted upgrading to
RISCOS 4, but you have two or more
machines that you want to upgrade,
you can still participate in the offer. In
this case when you place an offer for
more than one copy of RISC OS the
first copy will be charged at the normal
price and the second will be charged at
the £75 price. Note that the second set
will only include the RISC OS 4 ROMs.

Order RISC OS 4 through your local
Registered Dealer (see the adverts
throughout the magazine) or from:
RISC OS Ltd ro4orders@riscos.com and

quote the serial number of your first
set of RISC OS 4 ROMs.

Web-ability? You
As the variety of machines connecting to
the Web increase so more people will
experience problems familiar to RISC OS
users. Far too many site designers don't
appreciate that the Web is meant to use
an open protocol and design their sites
to be viewed only on a machine like
their own. Their complaint trays are
soon likely to overflow with messages
from people trying to access their
'MicroSoft only' sites using WAPs, the
Bush net TVs (which use RISC OS
hardware) and others including
ourselves.

Although the complaints are
frequently directed to 'designers' using
Windows machines from people using
non-Windows machines the matter is

not, strictly, one of complaints between
computer platforms. If you'd like to see
the view from a neutral point of view
then have a look at Jakob Nielsen's
Alertbox: www.useit.com/alertbox

Jakob Nielsen has produced a bi
weekly web column since 1995 and in
his latest column (4 February) argues
that Web site designers are wrong to
blame 'stupid users' for problems in
navigating their sites.

He claims that the problems are for
the designers to tackle and that so far
it's mainly the more capable people that
are accessing the Web. Previous columns
have included:

Usability Metrics (January 21, 2001)
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Security & Human Factors (November
26, 2000) Drop-Down Menus: Use
Sparingly (November 12, 2000) Flash:
99% Bad (October 29, 2000) Content
Creation for Average People (October 1,
2000) New Devices Augur Decent
Mobile User Experience (September 17,
2000) Regulatory usability (September 3,
2000) End of Web design (July 23, 2000)
WAP backlash (July 9, 2000) Customers
as designers (June 11, 2000) Reset and
Cancel buttons (April 16, 2000)The
mud-throwing theory of usability (April
2, 2000) Why you only need to test with
5 users (March 19, 2000) Novice vs.
expert users (February 6, 2000) Is
navigation useful? (January 9, 2000)
When bad design becomes the standard
(November 14, 1999) Graceful
degradation of scalable Internet services
(October 31,1999) Ten good deeds in
web design (October 3,1999) The top
ten new mistakes of web design (May
30,1999) Who commits the "Top Ten
Mistakes" in web design? (May 16,1999)
The difference between print design and
Web design (January 24,1999)

Anyone producing their own web site
could well start by reading, and taking
to heart, the four earliest of these
columns. Anyone wanting to complain
to a Web site designer could do worse
than refer him or her to the AlertBox

site. You might just help to produce
some good Web sites.

program. Many commercial
sites use the Flash format to

make their site more

attractive. Besides showing
nice pictures and clips the
Flash object also allows you to
navigate through a site,
therefore, without the right
plug-in it was most times
impossible to get past the "Get
Shockwave" logo while
running a WWW browser.

Although Flash is nearly a
year old it has recently been
upgraded and will now
support the streaming protocol
with Oregano version 1.10.
While Flashdoes not support
morphing or Flash4 features it
will play Flash 4 files.

Although we now have the
capability to view flash files
not all sites will allow us to

enter because they test for
other required features or do
not detect the Flash plug-in.

http://members.ams.chello.nl/
l.smiers

Printing the best
More people are considering
purchase of a laser printer
now that prices have fallen
and Clares Micro Supplies are
selling the new Samsung
ML4600 brings you high
quality laser printing at an
excellent price. The ML4600 is
an HP6L compatible printer,
which means it will work

under RISC OS using the HP
Laserjet drivers.

It also comes with a PC

driver. If you use a PC, you
will be interested to know that

the ML4600 has both a
parallel and a USB interface.
The resolution is 1200dpi (but
only 600dpi with the current
RISC OS drivers) and has a
speed of 8ppm. It comes with
4Mb of RAM. It also comes

with a special toner save
button for extra economy. The
price is £228.00 inc VAT plus
£12.00 p&p.

Clares Micro Supplies Ltd
75a Webbs Lane, Middlewich,
Cheshire CW10 9DS 01606-

833999 sales@claresmicro.

com www.claresmicro.com

Contacting AU

news@acornuser.com
John Cartmell
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RiScript the RISC OS standard

view PDFs

view PostScript

view EPS

RiScript
The PostScript and PDF imaging package

create PDFs

export drawfiles

rint choices

NEW... RiScript version 4.12 out now!
RiScript has been made even more powerful thanks to the
latest free upgrade which brought automatic RISC OS to
PostScript Type 1 font conversion and inclusion into exported
PDF files. Extra confidence and ease in transporting
documents and designs between platforms is assured.

www.cerilica.com/riscript

PUBLISHED EXCLUSIVELY BY CERILICA LIMITED • PO BOX 40 • ROSS-ON-WYE • HR9 7WH • ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 0870 2411731 • WEBSITE AND ORDERING DETAILS: www.cerilica.com
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Nobody knows...
After three days at the BETTShow
can I make a plea to you all?
Upgrade! No, I'm not trying to do a
Microsoft on you and demand that
you upgrade every six months
because your equipment is out of
date — and scrap it all completely
after two years.

But... it's over four years since
Martin Wuerthner started producing
modules Cor ArtWorks — most of

which are indispensable in my use of
the program. There are freeware,
shareware and commercial modules

and I don't believe there is anyone
using ArtWorks seriously who can't
improve their productivity by using
some (or all) of Martin's modules.
For those of you who have discarded
ArtWorks because of problems you're
having — perhaps a glance at
Martin's support page will help.

I only mention it because many
people I met at BETT seemed to be
using very old versions of ArtWorks
and were unaware of the excellent

work of Martin Wuerthner. Yes I did

put them right.
It could be that you're all simply

waiting for Vantage to arrive. Version
1 is getting

/ closer —
/ honest! I

' promised
myself time

just after

TOPmodel
the 3D modelling package for RISC OS

Christmas to really get to grips with
v 0.97c — then I was asked to spend
some time chatting to all those nice
people visiting BETT. My,still
limited, view of Vantage is that it will
be everything promised.

I couldn't get to grips with
ArtWorks until I had to {Draw does
have its limitations) but once I
concentrated on using it, 1was
rewarded with a whole host of new

opportunities. Vantage is sufficiently
different from earlier programs to
require — and reward — serious
concentration.

Moving over to bit-mapped
graphics, Composition is now a totally
different program than the one I
purchased just over 12 months ago.
Its author, Rob Davison, has added a
whole new method of using
Composition using a scripting
language called CompoScript (there
were rumours that it would be called

Nora — explanation not needed?).
The latest version of Compo is 1.20
and by the time you're reading this
there should be a demo of 1.20

available on his Web site (and
presumably on disc from Clares who
publish the program). I only mention
it because of the many people at
BETT who knew of none of the

recent developments of Compo.
RiscStation and Castle were at the

Show, together with Icon Technology,
Photodesk, Surftec, Cumana/Cannon
and yours truly. I even met our
Editor in passing. We were there to
dispense help, support, good ideas, a
preview of last month's graphics
column and confirmation that there

really was an excellent and very
much alive alternative to Windows.

(OK so Castle did also succumb to
the freebie stampede sufficiently to
issue excellent free pens — thanks
for mine).

My comments in this column so
far have been limited to 2D graphics.
Like most people I'm far more
comfortable with 2D and 2D

representations of the third
dimension. Of course there are some

tasks for which 3D is essential; I'm
still struggling to answer a problem
thrown at me during a graphics
presentation I made at MAUG. That
was to produce an illustration of
threads in a weave.

Cerilica intend to stir us out of our

2D-limited world. Soon after you
read this column Cerilica will be

releasing Top Model, Sincronia's 3D
modelling program. The re-released
version will answer criticisms of the

earlier product with a proper
manual/tutorial to make the learning
curve simpler. As soon as I get my
hands on a copy I'll be testing that
claim. As I haven't used TopModel
before (I use Da Vinci from Aspex for
any 3D work) I should be the perfect
guinea pig — and this guinea pig
will be reporting back all its 3D
learning problems to you. I might
even have an answer to the thread

problem!

Contacting AU j
graphics@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J
Composition Clares Micro Supplies Ltd, 75a Webbs Lane,

Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 9DS
Tel: 01606 833999; Web: www.claresmicro.com also at
www.st-and.demon.co.uk/Compo/clues.html

Vantage & TopModel Cerilica Ltd, PO Box 40, Ross-on-Wye, HR9 7WH
Tel: 0870 2411731; Web: www.cerilica.com

ArtWorks Modules Martin Wuerthner; Web: www.mw-software .com

www.acornuser.com March 2001



Why use lazy old FAT clients,
when you can have fast and

efficient THIN clients?
Management
Control is centralised in a TotalBoot NC installation,
making it easy to manage and providing a secure,
tamper-proof environment. Because all software and
configurations are controlled by the central NC
Manager, the NC does not allow pupils to alter
application settings and viruses cannot be introduced.
Central management also saves time as the ICT co
ordinator will no longer have to move from machine to
machine, solving individual problems. Furthermore,
when the server is upgraded, all stations are instantly
upgraded.

Precedence

Applications
Along with curriculumcontent and communications
applications, TotalBoot NC installations can run
Windows TM and Acorn RISC OS applications,
providingaccess to a range of industry standard and
education specific software titles.

All NC installations come with NC Works - an

integrated productivitysuite including word processor,
spreadsheet, database, graphing tool, drawing tool,
painting package and Web browser. NC's provide
access to all the core ICT tools in an easy-to-use
environment.

...and at only £370 for a complete system
including 16MB NC with ARM 7500FE, 15" 70KHz Monitor, Mouse and Mouse Mat,

Keyboard, Headphones, and even a network drop cable!
Available for usewith NC NetManager solution, TotalBoot NT solution. Network NOT required with TotalBoot Zip!

TopCat compatible NCavailable upon request.

Access
TotalBoot NC installationsprovide Internet access and e-mail
forall stations - the communications tools neededto plug
into the National Grid for Learning. A wealth of curriculum
material, including Anglia Multimedia secondary or primary
content covering all curriculum areas, provides a powerful
intranet learning resource. In addition, TotalBoot NC
installations come with Interchange which providesa
curriculum index linkto the World Wide Web, ensuring pupils
have access to stable, educationally moderated and relevant
sites.

•1^
Cost Effective
Asallfiles and applications are managed centrally, NCs do
not require hard discs, floppy drivesor CD-ROM driveson
each terminal. This gives dramatic savings on unit costs.

Because NCshave no movingparts, there is little that can go
wrong. With PCs, most technical support requirements stem
from changing usersettings. Because this does not apply to
NCs technical support is dramatically reduced. As a result,
there are savingson repair bills and on costs associated with
downtime and disruptions to teaching schedules.

Integration
TotalBoot NCs can be integrated into an existing ICT
infrastructure protecting the school's investment and
extending the lifespan of resources. Old PCs, including 386s
and 486s, can be used as NC clients, giving a new lease of
lifeto legacysystems.

NCscan be connected to networks of different platforms; run
the same applications as exiting desktop PCs; and integrate
seamlessly with established standards.

UK Sales

Precedence

Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: +44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

m

Southern Area Sales

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions

Address: Surftec Ltd
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com
WWW: http://www.surftec.com



Play it loud
Ex-Acorn enthusiast Jonathan

Gutteridge and Dan Hewitt are
responsible for DarkHoleFM, a
new Internet Radio station that

they hope will become the future of
online entertainment.

They started running test MP3-
streamed programmes last December,
deejayed by Dan and produced by
Jonathan. Their programming currently
includes Dance, Rock and Pop at
www.thedarkhole.co.uk

Unfortunately no Acorns were used
in making the programme, but to hear

Your mother wouldn't like it

the show RISC OS browser Fresco© and

WebsterXL users will need a copy of
MP3Radio, the browser plug-in by Philip
Hardy of KiwiSoft.

Current versions of MP3Radio are

hard to find, but you can find a good
working version in the Arcade BBS
filebasc Web pages at www.arcade-
bbs.net/filepages/file88.htm

You will need to set up your RISC OS
machine to launch the MP3 playlist .pis
files by editing that mysterious
"MimeMap" file inside your Internet
application. The MP3Radio help file
explains how to do this, and shows the

required adjustments to the Fresco and
WebsterXL browser configurations.
However neither of them would to play
the programme by clicking on the Web
page link on my machine but you may
be more successful.

While we're on the subject of Internet
Radio, I've become a part-time
consultant for a London-based Rock and

Metal music station with a great deal of
computer technology at its heart. We use
PCs for digital recording, editing and
playout on hard discs and minidiscs;
ADSL connection by iomart.com for office

e-mail and Web browsing, and an ISDN
line for FTP access to the Sky Digital
EPG "what's on now" information

system.
The live station audio output is

digitised and sent via a leased-line
128Kilostream X21 data link to the

ground-station of the Astra 2A satellite
from which it's broadcast on Sky Digital
Channel 950. An off-air downlink feed is

encoded and streamed to the Web site

by a remote Windows Media server. But
RISC OS doesn't get a look in anywhere,
so you won't be interested in the URL
which is www.totalrock.com

Home of DarkHoleFM
"The Future of Online Entertainment"

The wholefuture ofInternet Radio?

In brief

Cold chilli
RedHotAnt, the Kent-based ISP
which introduced 24/7

unmetered Internet calls with

Acornsupport last summer,
seems to have foundered. They
have withdrawn un-metered

access and put into doubt the
chance of refunds or compen
sation for any subscriber.

The UK un-metered Internet

access fiasco (or should that be

FRIACO?) perpetuated by OFTEL
and BT is taking its toll, as time
runs out on ISPs' business models

that rely on the early arrival of
Flat Rate Internet Access Call

Origination. I'm happy paying
for my connection. Are you?

Telly too? No.
I've just missed the broadband
bargain of the year. Tele2 UK's
trial "Wireless-DSL at Home"

line-of-sight system provides
residential customers with

'always on' un-metered Internet
access at up to 150Kbps for
£9.99 per month and a £50
installation charge (all inc VAT).

A small microwave aerial

installed on your roof connects
the Internet via a Speedbox
Ethernet interface to your PC.
Their national coverage is
expected in "early 2001".

Tele2 UK Ltd

www.tele2.co.uk

No rules
Nick Boalch's "Silver

Suggestions" are good guidelines
for newsgroup netiquette; or
how to conduct yourself
consideratelyin public postings
to newsgroups.

Nick also recommends the

groups news.announce.newusers and
news.answers newsgroups for
items such as the tongue-in-
cheek guide "EmilyPostnews
Answers Your Questions on
Netiquette" by Brad Templeton,
also found at www.clari.net/brad/

emily.html

Nicholas Boalch

www.durge.org/~ngb/
scribblings/silver.html

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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Upgrade NOW! to

RISC OS 4
Key benefits of using
RISC OS 4 include...

Own more than one machine?

Upgrade 4
Buy extra copies of RISC OS 4
for only £88 (£75 ex. VAT)

If you own twoor more machines andwould liketo upgrade them all to
RISC OS 4. then you can save over £30 oneach extracopy of theupgrade.
• You must already have registered yourfirst full-price RISC OS4 upgrade
* Theextracopies include only the ROMs (no installation CDor manual)

All the documentation you need!

Manuals CD
The Manuals CD contains the full RISCOS PRM
(Programmer's Reference Manual), together with many other
manuals, all corrected and cross-referenced in HTML format:

RISC OS PRM volumes1-4 and 5a; User Guide; BBCBasic;Assembler;
C/C++; Toolbox; DDE; Internet;TimeCode; OmnlCIient

HriCe & iS w (£25 to Foundation members)

Special offer:
Buy RISC OS 4 andgeta copy of theManuals CD FREE!

• Vastly improved disc handling
RISC OS 4supports long filenames, allows huge numbers of files tobe
stored inany directory, and makes extremely efficient use of disc space,
giving 30% to40% more space onanaverage hard disc than RISC OS 3

• Faster performance
Machines fitted with RISC OS 4 runtypically 40% to50% faster than
equivalent RISCOS 3-7-bascd hardware—a major speed benefit which
isparticularly valuable for computers without StrongARM processors

• Extra ease of use

RISC OS has areputation for having the world's most efficient desktop
interface, and RISC OS 4 improves it stillfurther with new desktop
enhancements, improved stability andeven greater user-friendliness

• Remarkable compatibility
RISC OS4 isarguably the most backwards-compatible operating system
upgrade for any modern computer system: virtually all software and
hardware that works with RISC OS 3-5+ also works with RISC OS 4

Price £ I 2 O (fully inclusive)
Schools: Schools may purchase anevaluation copy of RISC OS 4 for
£69 ex. VAT (strictly one unit per school; officialpurchase order required)

FOUNDATION

ie/scHHH Foundation RISC User

Welcome!

News

Features

Forum

Database
/

A-to-Z Index

Creditsita J

\RISCW
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
WalesCF23 9JD

Tef. 02920 492324

Fax 02920 440071
www.riscos.com

sales@riscos.com

FOUNDATION

The CD-ROM magazinefor members
of the RISC OS Foundation

Volume 1
(issues
1 to 4)
already

available!

5jr j

Th.CCHWJ
of th- mac

Join the RISC OS Foundation and receive the ground-breaking new CD-based magazine.
Foundation RISC User, every quarter. Foundation RISC User isfar more than justanother CD
full of software; it is a true multimedia magazine which sets new high standards for quality on the
RISC OS platform. Every issue of Foundation RISC User ispacked with substantial, interesting anduseful articles by highly
respected writers, plus news of the latest developments from RISCOS Ltd and itsparlners and third party developers, a forum
for information exchange between RISCOS Ltd and RISC OS enthusiasts, and a comprehensive andfully cross-referenced
database of hardware and software products and user groups. The entire magazine isfully indexed andextremely well organised,
and is presented in a highly innovative, integrated format which redefines the concept of a magazine.

Comments from readers of Foundation RISC User

"Well done ona BRILLIANT CD!!!"—Chris Flynn • "Its a really excellent job."—DavidPilling
"Foundation RISC User shows why itsEditor, Richard Ilallas. received the RISC OS '99AwardforEditorial Excellence when he
edited RISC User for Beebug. It isasmart, professional-looking publication."—Peier Jennings, Eurekamagazine
"TheFoundation CDhas contradicted my opinion that Iwouldn't beable to read a CD magazine happily."—Fred Bambrimgh
"I'mextremely impressed with theFoundation disc. It looks good, reads well and issimple to navigate."—Richard Blylhe
"Theinterface isvery friendly andbetter thanmy perception of what a CD-based magazine would belike!"—Andrew Weston

New memberships and annual renewals: £35*25

New membership forAcorn Clan members: £%9*B ¥

Membership also includes
regular email newsletters

and special offers
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The data pathway
One genre of software that RISC OS
users aren't hard up for is database
applications. There are numerous
commercial offerings available as
well as a good selection of
shareware and PD choices.

DataWay is a shareware one
written by Bernard Veasey. The only
limitation to unregistered users is a
restriction of only 22 records in each
database. Registration costs only
£15.00 and increases the capacity up
to 2000 records per database,
although Bernard can extend this if
you contact him with particular
requirements.

Several examples are provided,
along with comprehensive manuals
in HTML, Ovation or Impression

format. However, use is
straightforward and beginners can
soon start to create their own

databases.

DataWay has several features
generally only found on much more
complex, and hence expensive,
applications. One such feature is the
ability to define a particular data
type to each field. This lets you
define particular fields as e-mail
addresses or Web page URLs and so
on, and will launch the relevant
field data into any recognised
'helper' application.

A use of this could be to store

your favourite Web addresses or
friends e-mail addresses as a stand

alone 'hotlist and address book'

application.
Not only

can you

launch field

data into

other

applications
but you can
also launch

whole

applications
as well. This

is because

you can

assign a
"filer_run"
command to

each field,
effectively

m \rthur.$.Pauls. .Work.AU.Mar.Dataway.dex^ip.Example

Ml W0/0-10
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Address List

RISCOS Ltd

3 Clarendon Road. Cyncoed
Cardiff

CF3 7JD

01222 464020

info@riscos.com

http://www.riscos.com/

Information

Who borrowed it?
Still on the subject of databases, Ian
Molton has provided a rudimentary
yet effective way of remembering
who you've lent that long lost book
or CD to.

If you, like me, lend to lend things
to friends only to forget who when,
six months later you suddenly realise
you can't find the article, then Lender

is for you. Lender is a simple
database system with preset fields
for item, date and who you lent the
item for. Each time you lend
something to a friend, you just enter
a new record and it will be stored —

ready for you to consult in a few
months time when you're hunting
for the required item and you've

meaning that DataWay can execute
the contents of a field in the same

way as if you'd double-clicked on
the contents.

Another feature is the ability to
'dial' telephone number entries via
DTMF tones from the computer's
speaker.

As you can see from the
screenshot, each DataWay entry
includes a sidebar containing
simple-to-use navigation controls;
next/previous records and first/last
record as well as a 'goto' a specific
record.

The top toolbar contains icons for
sorting records, searching,
deleting/adding records as well as
saving and exporting data. The
export facility is also flexible,
allowing you to export either all the
data or selected fields in either plain
text, CSV or Impression data
formats.

If you wish to protect wandering
eyes from looking at your data there
is also a password facility so that
you can lock access to your data
files until your chosen password
has been entered successfully.

If you're looking for a simple-to-
use, yet effective database solution,
which is also capable of storing
your Internet links and e-mail
addresses, then pop over to
Bernard's Web site at

www.bapfish.org.uk and download a
copy to test drive.

completely forgot that you lent it out.
Lender stores entries automatically

and only consists of two options; add
and delete, so it's simple, easy-to-use
and effective. You can download it

from www.users.zetnet.co.uk/hawk/

freesoft.html

Now, who did I lend my copy of
Acorn User to...

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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Top Ten Links:
(courtesy of www.riscos.org)

No. Visits Description

1 45 FrceNet - FreewareTCP/IP stack [more]
Homepage: http://www.coinptun.dernon.co.uk/frccnci/
Slaius: ?

2 27 Yass2 -'Yet Another Screen Saver': saysit all really .by IanPalmer [morel
Homepage:
Status: Freeware

3 21 WavEdit - Adiskbased WAV format sample editor,by Robert Hancox [more]
Homepage:hltp://ww».lopholc.frecservc.co.uk/:;ol'lware/wav.htm
Status:?

4 14 ChangeFSI RC - a newversion of Acorn's image processing program - converts sprites to
JPEG and just about anything to sprites, by Acorn [more]
Homepage: http://www.arsvei.dcmon.co.uk/Kcbstcr/download'
Siatus: Freeware

5 13 Complete Animator - an all inoneanimation package with tutorial video, by lotaSoftware [more
Homepage:huW/wWwJotfl co.iik/proilui'isMefiuilt.lHm
Status: Commercial

6 11 VProtect - Latest virusprotection module, by Pineapple Software [more]
Homepage: http:'/www.pincaple.demon.co.uk/instv.zip
Status: ?

7 11 POPstar2 - Improved version ofPOPstar, byJoseph Heenan [more]
Homepage:htlp://www.ping.demon,co,tik/aami'
Status: i

8 11 Browse updates - Version 2.06and2.07upgrades forAcorn Browse, by Acom |more)
Homepage: http://www.carlbob.frceuyi.com/frecuk.coni/c/a'r/carlboW»ebspacc/browse.'upgrade.himl
Status: ?

9 10 VideoPlus - converts VideoPlus codes intolimes and dates andvice vers, byJames MacDonald [n
Homepage:littp://www,nclnook.demon.co,uk/
Status: Freeware

10 9 ArcLynx - RISC OSport ofthetext based web browser Lynx, byAndrew Wood [mote]
Homepage: hup.''u * " ,cut iumst.ac.uk/-ivarchAicom.himl

Oi! Waynetta! No!
SLOB? No, it's not a character by Harry Enfield, but an old educational
program I discovered while digging around the Argonet FTP archives one
day. SLOB stands for SpotLight on Britain and is a round Britain quiz to test
your geographical knowledge. Although written back in 1991 and running in
single-task mode, it still runs on my SA Rise PC running RISC OS 4 so should
run on any RISC OS machine.

You can choose to be tested on one of a range of topics including cities,
ports, hills and peaks, rivers, islands, inland or coastal features and so on, or
you can opt for 'mixed' questions, which will allow the computer to select the
topic for you.

The questions consist of colouring a particular area on a map outline of
Britain, followed by a selection of multiple choice answers. Your task is to
press the number corresponding to the correct answer. Fail and you get asked
again before going onto the next
question when you answer correctly.

There are is a reasonably large
selection of questions so it should be
some time before questions get
repeated, and all the time you'll be
improving your knowledge of basic
geography.

SLOB can be downloaded from the

public software archives at
ftp://Hp.argonet.co.uk/pub/Acorn/PD/Education/

March 2001 www.acornuser.com
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Mouse outages
David Pilling is one name that will
be familiar to most RISC OS users

as somewhat of a saviour,
especially when it comes to scanner
TWAIN drivers or DTP

development (he's the author of
OvationPro). He's also the author of
the indispensable SpnrlcFS and a
number of other, often overlooked,
utilities. KeyFi.x is just one such
example.

Put simply, it's a module for
'fixing' the operation of the Shift,
Control and Alt keys and also for
emulating the mouse via the
keyboard. This will have benefits
not only for people who have
broken or lost their mouse and

want to control the pointer with the
keyboard but also for users who
may have disabilities or difficulty
pressing two keys at once.

KeyFix can be configured to give
'locks' for the control, shift and alt.
This work in exactly the same way
as Caps Lock and can also provide
audible feedback to verify
operation.

The mouse emulator is also very
flexible and provides full control of
the mouse via the numeric keypad,
including the ability to emulate the
three buttons and even double

clicks and drags — again all via
single key presses. One additional
benefit is the facility to toggle
between normal mouse movements

and 'step' mode, in which the
mouse pointer is determine by a
preset step size. This lets you move
the pointer in discrete steps and is
extremely useful for fine
positioning the pointer when using
Draw or Photodesk and so on.

Although the actual mouse speed
and step size can be configured via
a Choices window, they can also be
interactively tuned while in use, by
hitting the keypad + and - keys.

Full instructions are included

with the utility, which can be
downloaded from David's Web site

http://pilling.users.netlink.co.uk/soft.html

Contacting AU

Paul Vigay:
pcl|jago@arornuser.com



OCR Software for RISC OS
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The market leading RISC OS Optical Character
Recognition software. This new version from
APDL and ProAction is available on CD and
includes Sleuth 2. It converts scanned images of
text into an ASCII or RTF file with an accuracy of
over 97%. Sleuth 2 is not as sophisticated as
Sleuth 3 but on clear images may be faster.

Sleuth 2 £29 Sleuth 3 £49
Upgrade from Sleuth 2 to Sleuth 3 £25

Prices include VATand UK curiage

The new APDL

Turbo
Processor upgrade

Prices include VAT and assume that you have an
appropriate Strong ARMprocessor in good working
orderto exchange. Please add £3.50 UK carriage.

Interactive !Draw Tutorial

A new CD from APDL

Written by Tom Beeley
IDraw is a very powerful program, but the
manual supplied with the computer is not
very helpful. This CD is a comprehensive
tutorial, with lots of example Drawfiles for
you to practice on. You can either treat it as
a step by step tutorial, and there's evem a
checksheet for you to tick off each lesson,
or just 'browse' and
learn about the things
that interest you. £14.50

Low cost desktop C++ compiler previously
sold by BEEBUG. Now on CD with Manual
and Tutorial. Printed manuals are available
at extra cost. Includes modifications to
work with RISC-OS 4, lEasyDebug and
Library source code

£29
APDUli^fffliffi Manual £20

The Turbo processor upgrade is a part exchange processor for any Strong ARM Rise PC. It has a boosted
clock rate and other additions to increase speed. This method of improving perfonnance has been widely
used by enthusiasts, and the Turbo 287 can give a speed increase of between 15 and 30 percent depending
on the type of program being run.

Most users are naturally apprehensive about carrying oul this lype of work. It is possible thai the
processor could be damaged, as not all will work reliably at high speed, leaving you wilh a dead
computer and a bill for it new Strong ARM. The APDL Turbo upgrade removes the uncertainty of running
a fast processor, and is guaranteed for 1 year so there's no risk.

Upgrade prices
Turbo 257 - 257 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz £29
Turbo 275 - 275 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 or 233 Mhz £39
Turbo 287 - 287 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz or 233 Mhz £49

New - Turbo 276-T - 276 Mhz Revision T from 202 or 233 Mhz S/ARM £149

3.5" IDE Hard Discs PD, Shareware and low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers Datafile CDs

1.2 Gb
4.2 Gb
6.3 Gb
8.2 Gb
15 Gb
16.8 Gl)
20 Gl) 5400

206b 7200
30 Gb 5400

30 Gb 7200

40 Gb

18.8 Gb 5'A"

Other sizes available
'Plus i/face'price includes an

APDLfast IDE interface

Blit/
Lightningfast IDE interface

for your Rise PC. All the
features of our normalfast
interface but up to 7 Mb/sec
Only£119 orjust £109 when

purchased with a drive.

Drive + i/face
£52 £99

£66 £113
£73 £120

£76 £123
£84 £131
£89 £136
£97 £144

£116 £163
£117 £164

£141 £188

£127 £174

£99 £146

2.5" IDE Hard Discs
\3020 3000/301(

120 Mb £44 £94
170 Mb £54 £104

210 Mb £59 £109

330 Mb £69 £119

420 Ml) £73 £123

1.8 Gb £79 £129
A3020 includes fitting kit, 30101
3000 includes APDL IDE i/facc

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 1.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface
IDE CD ROM drives

40.x

48/50x

Internal External

£35

£39

£141

£145

Addjust £47 to Internal pricefor
un APDLfast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interfacefor any type ofmachine

CD Writers

Drive +CDburn

4.x 4.x 32x

te.4K.32x
8x 8x 32x

£99

£139

£151

£149

£189

£201

Drives will workfrom the built in
IDE interface, but Addjust £47

for an APDLfast IDE interface.

Add£7.50 carriage

APOL
39 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659
Fax: 020 8488 0487

www.apdl.co.uk

PD CD-3

PD CD-4

PD CD-5

Software

£4.50

£4.50

£4.50

Ovation Pro
New version on CD with loaders for
Impression, etc. Don't put it offany
longer. £139
Faster PC

The XT PC emulator that works on

any machine with 2Mb £20
Powerbase

Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need at a
sensible price £ 15
Menubar

Superior pull-down menu system
with lots offeatures £15
Tiger
Longfilenames and more £15
Worktop
Switch between 30 desktops witha
single mouse click £15

As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PI) and Shareware and around 500 discs
of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send SOP or two 1st class stamps

All prices include VAT and UK carriage except ^!S?
hard drives add £6 for internal drives, £8 external

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

APDL PD-1 £12.50

APDL PD-2 £12.50

DTP-1, DTP-2 £7.90
DTP-3 £12.50

DTP-4 £14.90

Publish Art *98 £7.90

Fantasy Pictures £7.90
The Grafix CD £7.90

Best Games 1 £7.90
Best Games 2 £7.90

Best Games 3 £7.90

SkullSOft collection £9.90

Soft Rock collection £9.90

Ergane £7.90
Earth Data £9.90

Earth in Space £9.90
Wizard Apprentice

New low price £7.90
Education

Resources £12.50

Over .800 programs and utilities. No games, clip art, music, etc.

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Each has over 500 Mb of clip art, ready to use in Acorn format
Highly acclaimed Clipart CD with more than 720 Mb.
Latest clip art CD with around 13,000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP
By request, from the Fanatsy section of theAPDL catalogue
1000's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more

20 of the best PD games ready to play direct from the CD
Games I was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Yet another great compilation with 25 of the best games.

Great budget price games CD with .'Arya. .'Xenocide and IPlig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

Translating dictionary for over 50 languagesby David O'Shea.

Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus IF.arthmap
Pictures, databases, a huge amount of information about the
solar system and galaxy at a sensible price
Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.

A CD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs,
over 5,000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds of classic
novels, multi-media, educational games and lots more.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface

RiscPC RAM

8Mb £9
16 Mb £26

32 Mb EDO £47

32 Mb FP £49

64 Mb EDO £69

64 Mb FP £79
128Mb from £139
2 Mb VRAM £72

1 to 2Mb VRAM exch. £49

Fast SCSI interface

Connect 32 SCSI. Up to 7Mb/see
Limited number at only £75

Ancestor*
No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDE interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
Software in Hash EEPROM for easy update.
Connectors arc available for external drives or CD ROMs
Fits A310, A400, A5000, A540. A7000 and any RiscPC.
You can now use CDR or CDR/W drives with ICDBurn. No need for
expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!

AH these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £62

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports [Ancestry 1 and II, [Family, CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can pass data
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload to your web site. Powerful and flexible
reporting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted to a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor* is based on the programthat GrahamCrow was
working on at the time of his death, which was a
development of his originalAncestry. Pricejust ven

UpgradesfromAncestor I andAncestor IIavailable

o
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Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security
DataSafe consistsof an external case to holda 3.5" IDEdrive, connected to yourmachine's printer port. This
gives a large capacity portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure data
storage and transport All the features of our ideA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.
Supply your own drive or we'll fit one for you. Prices start at £99 or with 10 Gb drive £178or /6.8 Gb £189
DataSafe is highlypraised, but there's beenone criticism. People wouldlike it smallerand lighterso carrying
between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafe 'mini'. With all the
features of thestandard version, thisuses a 2.5"driveso it's very small, about 5" by5" andless than 2" high,
and weighingonly about 14ounces! Prices start at £99 without a drive or with a 1.8Gb drive just £169
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All RISC OS 4 upgrades come with Writer and many new machines come with EasiWriter
4.08, both of which can be upgraded to the latest versions of EasiWriter or TechWriter
Pro 7.11. Contact us now to upgrade your copy and make the most of your machine.

Look at the added features you get - upgrade now!

The very best, actively developed, word processor on RISC OS has been
updated again and this is your chance to buy at a very special price

NORMAL PRICE SPECIAL OFFER TOTAL SAVING

Writer
£213.87 £179 £34.87

Writer
£155.09 £129 £26.09

Student prices Techwriter Pro+

Easiwriter Pro+

£100

£75

prices are

isiv

TechWriter/EasiWriter Pro+ Special Features
• Powerful multi-column word processor
• Read/writes Word versions 1 to 9 (Office 2000)
• Read/writes RTF (rich text format)
• Read/writes HTML- creates multiple pages with

automatic table of contents and links

• Reads Impression text files with styles
• Thumbnail and pamphlet printing
• Text flow over graphics
• Multi-lingual hyphenation
• Can spell-check in most European languages with

optional dictionaries (English as standard)
• Easy-to-use mailmerging

TechWriter Pro+ Extra Features

• Inline equation editor
• Saves equation as drawfile
• Converts equations to GIFs when saving as HTML

Upgrade prices
Upgrade your copy of TechWriter or EasiWriter at these
special offer prices and take advantage of the incredible
new facilities of the Pro+ versions:

From version 7 to 7.05 £12.92

From version 6 £25

From version 4.10 to 5 £40

From version 4.08 and earlier £60

From RISC OS 4 Writer,
TalkWrite, EasiReader £80

Add £50 to upgrade to TechWriter/row Easiwriter, all
upgrades includenew 254 page manual (exceptfrom version 7).

Icon Technology Limited
Church House • Carlby • Stamford • Lines • PE9 4NB

Phone and Fax 01778 590563
http://www.icontechnology.net
email: sales@IconTechnology.net



The RISC OS music market has

been changing markedly over
the past year or so. With the
demise of Acorn, several of

the long-established companies have
gone on to other things, for example
the PC platform.

However, with the advent of new
machines from several

manufacturers, many more people
now have access to sound and music

facilities as the majority of the new
machines have these built in by
default. This has come about

because the new machines use

standard chipsets as used in PCs.
With these systems, sound input

is usually provided by Line In and
Mic In jacks, allowing you to record
from mini disc players, Hi-Fis and
microphones etc. MIDI is usually
provided by a 'Soundblaster'
connector — a 15-way socket which
looks like a shortened printer port.

This can be used to plug in either
a PC joystick or a MIDI 'breakout'
cable which contains a small amount

of electronics inside the plug,
connected to two long MIDI cables.
This allows you to connect a
keyboard or sound module to your
computer for less than £10, a fraction
of the cost of doing a similar thing
with previous machines.

One of the most exciting
developments being worked on now
is a general standard programming
specification for sampling. In the
same way that Printers provides a
standard printing interface to
applications regardless of printer,
this sampling protocol will allow all
compatible capture applications to
use any sampler without having to
know the details of the hardware

attached.

It is anticipated that this will
become a RISC OS standard which

will finally eliminate the
incompatibilities caused by each
application having to have its own

Music round-up

Alan Gibson gives the low-
down on the current and future

music scene for RISC OS
drivers written and hence only
supporting certain samplers. To give
a round up of the current situation
in the marketplace, I have contacted
most of the commercial companies
who have been involved in music

and sound applications in the past
and present.

Most of their products are
available from the usual dealers as

well as from themselves. I also

contacted the main computer
manufacturers for their comments

and have listed everyone in
alphabetical order, with contact
telephone numbers and Web sites. I
have not covered any public domain
or freeware software here as there is

so much.

Sound of silence
Castle Technology
01728 723200

www.castle.org.uk
I asked Castle if they would hint at
any specs for future machines and
the response was "No comment".
Which I kind of expected.

Portable power
City Audio Services
01634 845878

www.cityaudioservices.co.uk
Julian Coleman has a wealth of
experience in sound recording,
including work for BBC Radio and
uses RISC OS machines in

preference to other platforms for
commercial audio production as, like
many of us, he finds them more
productive and reliable. He currently
uses a Rise PC with ProSound and

StudioSound software using Irlam's
i!6 digital and analogue sampling

TheCAS recorder is based on theRiscstation portable

card. Having found problems with
the software supplied with the il6,
he commissioned new software

which is also available for other i'16

owners to buy. Among other
projects, CAS have recently
completed a set of pre-recorded
announcements for train stations.

From his experiences of working
in diverse and unforgiving situations
on assignments, Julian is developing
a pet project to build a portable
audio processing system in order to
reduce the amount (and weight) of
equipment needed to take on such
assignments.

On a recent trip to the Peruvian
Andes, this equipment included an
A4 portable, plus mini disc and
portable DAT recorders, all of which
were prone to attack from the harsh
environment of the area.

The idea is that the portable
computer, based on a RiscStation
motherboard, can be slung over the
shoulder (closed for protection) like
a tape recorder would, with external
controls for recording/playback and
so on, a bit like on a Psion Series 5.
The computer would then speak to
you through the headphones to give

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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you feedback as to what it was
doing. Very neat.

Once back at base, the portable
can then be opened and used as a
normal computer for processing and
editing together the recordings and
sending the results down ISDN lines
at broadcast quality. The extra bits of
software have been written using Dr
Wimp for ease of writing desktop
programs. CAS are building this
machine for their own use at the

moment, so please don't expect to
see it at your local dealer just yet.

Towards the future, CAS are
looking forward to being able to use
standard PCI cards (obviously with
RISC OS drivers) in order to
advance their digital recording
capabilities and are involved with
the standard sampling specification
as mentioned in the introduction.

They are also willing to act as a focal
point for other developers who are
looking to produce compatible
products, be it with ideas or finance.

Wax rhapsodic
Clares Micro Supplies
01606 833999

www.claresmicro.com

Clares are one of the

longest established music
software developers. Their
Rhapsody range of software allows
conventional notation-based music

to be created and played back easily
and the printed output is of a very

high quality. Although Rhapsody 3 is
still available, Rhapsody 4 is the
flagship product and is still under
continual development by its author.

Unlike Sibelius, Rhapsody works
in the normal desktop environment,
allowing you to multitask with other
applications more easily and to play
back while doing something else, for
example.

The Serenade and Rhythm Bed
sequencers are also still available
and they tell me that Vox Box is on
special offer while stocks last.

Getting MIDI in
CJE
01903 523222

www.cje.co.uk
CJE are still able to supply the
MidiMax II cards, originally
developed by Computer Concepts
and then by ESP. This is the current
entry-level card, with MIDI IN, OUT
and THRU ports.

Smooth operator
The Data Store

020 8460 8991

www.the-datastore.co.uk

As well as being a specialist music
dealer, The Data Store have long
been established as one of the

premier Sibelius dealers and are now
the official distributors and technical

support contacts for the RISC OS
versions of Sibelius (Sibelius the
company deal with the PC and Mac

versions). All four versions are
available (Junior, 6, 7 Student and 7)
as well as site licences and bundles.

Sibelius 7 is the 'killer' application
which made many composers buy
Acorns just to run it.

Although no longer developed,
even today there are still a few
things it can do which the PC/Mac
version can't (for example syncing to
SMPTE) and several people still use
it in preference just because it's often
faster and the machines are more

reliable.

Power of thought
Expressive Software Projects
0115 944 4140

www.espmusic.co.uk
ESP were one of the most prolific
producers of RISC OS music
products, both with hardware MIDI
interfaces and with software. They
took over Computer Concepts' MIDI
Max card and Audio Dynamics' DM1
and PowerWAVE cards and updated
them all with MIDlSupport software
(which allows multiple cards in one
machine and software mapping of
inputs to outputs). They also
produced serial and parallel port
MIDI interfaces for all machines and

a software synth, allowing faster
machines to emulate a sound

module in software.

These days most of their work is
in the PC marketplace and they no
longer develop RISC OS hardware.

However, the MIDlMax II card
is still available via CJE (and
dealers) and Liquid Silicon
recently commissioned them
to produce another batch of
the parallel port interfaces as
these are all you can use on
older machines, for example
A4000s and on A7000s with

CD drives fitted.

Their main software

applications are still available
to order, including Synth Plus
and Compose World, although
these are not being developed.

Sample power
Irlam Instruments

01753 512520
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Music round-up

www.irlam-instruments.co.uk

Irlam have produced several
professional quality
audio/multimedia cards over the
years and the most recent has been
the H6 card.

This has the usual 16-bit stereo

analogue facilities but in addition is
the only card to have digital inputs
and outputs as well. However, due
to problems obtaining parts in the
future, they are only able to make up
another dozen or so cards. If you are
thinking of getting one, get it now!

Music specialist
Liquid Silicon
01592 592265

www.liquid-silicon.com
Liquid Silicon have specialised in
music since their beginning and it is
still a large part of their business,
despite diversifying into bar coding
awdEPOSsystems (and something
else which is not being announced
yet). As well as being general
dealers, they are the distributors for
McIIDI, one of the most powerful
and user-friendly sequencers
available for RISC OS.

The author of MellDl, Stephen
Borrill, is the owner of Precedence
Technologies who supply NC
systems and related technologies.
For future versions of MellDl, he
would like to put sample playback
(and recording) back in and include
sync master and sync slave support,

32-blt MIDI Sequencer

plus other interesting features.
Early versions of MellDl

supported samples using CC's
AudioManager, but it was limited to
8-bit sound and only to a few cards.
With the advent of the standardised

sampling interfacing, they are
looking at putting this back in,
which would allow MIDI and audio

sequencing in one package. MellDl
has it's own separate Web site:
www.melidi.co.uk

First with Omega
Microdigital
01274 618774

www.microdigital.co.uk
I contacted MicroDigital for sound
details on their forthcoming Omega
machines. Although some details
have not been finalised yet, they are
intending to support two specific
PCI soundcards.

The basic card will have a Crystal
chip set, 16-bit stereo sampling and
playback from 4-48kHz, with a 20-
voice synthesiser plus the usual
microphone input, speakers and the
Soundblaster-type MIDI connection
as mentioned previously. Their more
advanced card will likely be a top of
the range Crystal card.

Sound studio
Oregan Developments
0121 353 6044

Website is being relocated
Oregan became one of the largest

music software

I developers before
evolving into
Oregan Networks,
although Oregan
Developments still
provide their RISC
OS products such
as ProSound,
SludioSound and

MIDIWorks and

can provide
technical support
via e-mail.

However, there are
no plans to
provide further
developments of
these products at

MellDl

Liquid Silicon's MellDl 32-
bitMIDIsequencer by
Stephen Borrill

present.

The Archers?
R-Comp Interactive
01925 755043

www.rcomp.co.uk
RCI are a company with many
strings to their bow (sorry, had to
get that in somewhere!). They have
just announced an update to their
sequencer package, Anthem, which
now has better support for System
Exclusive MIDI messages.

This allows better use of Yamaha

sound modules in particular, which
use SysEx messages for practically
everything, including the XG sound
card supplied with RiscStation
Accent packs.

RCI are one of the other

companies supporting the
standardised sampling API
mentioned previously and have
"ongoing developments in sample
processing software" which should
be something to look forward to. I'll
leave you to interpret that!

They are also a music dealer,
having stocks of most ESP products

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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including the last few 16-bit
soundcard upgrades for 8-bit Rise
PCs. Andrew Rawnsley tells me he
is also interested in hearing from
musicians for some composing
work...

Accent on music
RiscStation

01942 797766

www.riscstation.co.uk

In addition to the current range of
Accent upgrades for RiscStation
machines (XG card, MIDI drivers
and so on), they are planning to
offer complete systems designed
from the outset for music

production, from initial composition,
to mixing, printing and recording. A
typical system will consist of a
selection from:

Yamaha XG sound card, fitted
internally; 15", 17" or 19" monitor; A
master/controller MIDI keyboard
for playing notes in; CDR/W drive
for recording your own CDs; MellDl
sequencer software; Sibelius 6
notation software; A3 printer,
possibly Postscript, for printing
music. Prices will range from around
£1200 including VAT for a standard

What's tocome? Who cansay..

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

Music roundup

Riscstation's R7500 lias

versatile music capabilititt

system to £2000 for everything with
a 19" monitor. They plan to
demonstrate the systems to
educational institutions, for example
universities, and have already had
good feedback from previous
demonstrations.

Musically, the RiscStation
machines have a Soundblaster-

compatible codec chip, with
integrated MIDI port (internal
wavetable connector and external

Soundblaster port which also
supports four standard digital
joysticks). In addition to the internal
computer's sound, they have
external Line In and Mic In jacks,
plus an internal CD audio
connection and an auxiliary
connection, which can connect to a

second CD drive or the internal

MIDI card.

This gives five different sound
sources, all of which can be mixed
and controlled through the supplied
software. Sampling rates go up to
52kHz (in 16-bit stereo) in as small
as 1Hz steps. Recording is separate
from playback and is done in the
background so you can use the
computer for other things while

sampling. You can also
therefore record from

one of the sources while

playing back or
monitoring something
else.

You will note I

mentioned MIDI as one

of the sound sources.

This means you can
play, for example a
Sibelius or MellDl file

through the internal XG
sound card and record

the resulting audio
output to a file (in Raw,
Wave or Replay
formats) and then write
the track to a CD, thus
allowing you to put
your own compositions
on to CD.

In a sampling test,
Mark Gillard from

RiscStation recorded an

8 hour, 20 minute
sample from his radio's

headphone socket. The whole file
took about 1.3Gb in disc space,
sampled in mono at 22050hz, 16-bit,
all recorded in one session.

Another interesting project on the
cards is the further development of
some voice recognition software
which already exists in simpler form
in the public domain. This is
unlikely to be actual voice
recognition, but software which can
respond to preset voice commands
(or sounds) and perform actions.
This could have a myriad of uses -
I'm waiting to sample my telephone
ring so my machine can pause its
CD player when a call comes in!

The future
With most new machines having
analogue sampling and MIDI built
in, at last people have access to cost-
effective hardware. And with the

new sampling protocols, future
software should all work in a similar

manner, driving forward a united,
coherent system which will be
beneficial to developers and users
alike.

The only current downside is that
there is little demand for digital
sampling to justify specialist cards
being produced. However, with new
machines appearing with PCI slots
(for example Omega, Evolution and
the Castle one) and especially with
XScale processors, we will be able to
use standard PC cards if drivers are

written for them. This is a far more

viable solution for the specialist
users out there and the future can

only bring even more PCI ^^^
goodies to our platform. I =1 fl I»J



'Accent' Midi kits from RiscStation Ltd. including

©YAMAHA*

Probably the best selling MIDI controller keyboard in the
world, the Evolution MK-149 has 49 full size touch sensitive

keys, pitch-bend and mod wheels, 6 memories, octave shift and
transpose buttons. The MK-149 can be battery-powered, PSU

powered or take its power directly from your RiscStation machine
via the Midi cable supplied. No wonder this keyboard is the winner

of 7 top magazine awards!

What Software?

Our new Midi hardware is designed to be compatible with all of
todays RISC OS 4 compatible software so should you already

own some modern software, any of our Accent packs will work.

RiscStation provide a great demo pack that enables you to use all
the top music packages currently available too. We give you the

opportunity to try a package before you buy the full product! Try out
the latest version of Anthem, MidiWorks, Music Studio32, ReMidi,

Rhapsody4, Meiidi Serenade, and various versions of Sibelius. Also
included with all packs is Monolith, the widely used Midi player.

Accent Pack 3 arrives with Rhapsody 2 composition software as
well as Karelia 2, the versatile midi file orchestrator and XG

controller. See what your XG card can do!

MUSIC MACHINE Packs

These packs include everything you could possibly need upto and
including;

RiscStation R7500; Scorcher Kit (CD Burner), 17" or 19" monitor,
Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card, Midi cable and software,

Evolution MK149 4 octave or 5 octave keyboard, A3 printer
full versions of Meiidi Serenade and Sibelius

Please ring for more details

The brand new Accent packs are available now
for your RiscStation machine. Utilising the midi
capabilities of the revolutionary motherboard
together with the directly attachable Yamaha Pro
XG Wavetable, professional sounds are easily
achieved. Why not go for the full package which
includes the excellent MK149 Evolution controller

keyboard.

DB51E

Yamaha's DB51 XG plug-in wavetable delivers an
amazing 676 voices with 21 drumkits and around 60
realtime effects. As much at home with classical

sounds as it is with modern, the DB51 is more than
capable of producing a well matched balance of rich
tracks for your future pieces. A top notch arsenal of
sounds and effects!

Accent Pack 1
Midi Break-out cable with driver software

£15 +VAT

Accent Pack 2
Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card, Midi
cable & software

£99 + VAT

Accent Pack 3
Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card, Midi
cable, software & Evolution MK149
keyboard

£199 +VAT

Tel:+44(0)1942 797766
Fax:+44 (0)1942 797711

Mail: info@riscslation.co.uk
Web: www.riscstation.co.uk

Contact us now for more details

on our new product range
including the complete

RiscStation Music Machine Packages

RiscStation Ltd.

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

United Kingdom
M29 8DS



PS2Mouse £24.95

Use PC style mice on your Acorn!

PS2Mouse+ £39.95

As PS2Mouse + Acorn through port

Trackball., was £34.95.... £29.95

Acorn trackball, can swap buttons

ParaFS £29.95 inc cable

Fast file sharing for later Acorns

Implemented as a filing system
for transparent access between
machines.

This is a small section of our products,
which range from game interfaces,
through cabling to custom microcontroller
solutions. Please call for a "no hidden
extras" quote for your requirements

KEYBOARD
CONTROLLED

SWITCH
Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate...

Share keyboard mouse and monitj
between PC and RiscPC.

witch between them

the keyboard.

Add our PS2MOUSE interface to g|
your Acorn a PC-style mouse port.
£99.95, delivered including all cables

ck with PS2MOUSE £119.95

Manual Switches
We can also offer a range of
manual switch boxes and
leads to share monitors and
other devices between a

RISC OS machine and a PC

Keybd/PC Mouse/Serial £39.95
15HD-5BNCIead £19.95

Keyboard/Monitor £39.95
Keybd/Monitor/PC Mouse £49.95
Printer £17.95

Beware inferior switches and
leads (eg all our monitor
switches are supplied with
UL2919 tri-coax-core cables)

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

,*»'...'liUmi-HnTTnT

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



MP3 on the Web

Where the MP3
takes you

Music has always played a
major part in my life. I've
always listened to music on
the radio, from back in the

days of the BBC Light Programme,
the Third Service (now Radio Three)
and of course Radio Luxembourg.
From a very early age I listened to
my elder brother's collection of 45s
and even my father's selection of
78s.

Then I bought my first single —
Keep On Running by The Spencer
Davies Group and from there, in my
early teens, I progressed into albums
with Every Picture Tells A Story from
Rod Stewart being the first 12in
piece of vinyl in my collection. Two
years later I remember the mind-
blowing experience the first time I
heard this and several other albums

played on a stereo record deck.
Over the years, other media for

listening to music have come along,
and some have them have long gone
too. 1had a reel-to-reel tape recorder
which we all realised was going to
be superseded by either 8-track
stereo or cassette tape recorders. I
chose the right option and got
myself a cassette recorder (mono of
course).

'NiexY came VHF or FM as they call
it now. Being able to listen to music
on the radio in stereo — wow! what

more could they do? It was digital
technology which saw the next real
leap with listening to and recording
music. Soon CDs replaced vinyl and
the long hard struggle to convert the
old record collection into CDs began.
You could even listen to CDs

through your computer sound
systems.

There was also DAT which

seemed to come and go in short
order. Then there were television

music channels like MTV and VH1

on satellite TV, which allowed you to
listen to and watch musicians

perform live or, as is more often the

What music can you get free
online? Rob Donaldson knows

case, watch the video. Now there is
digital television with Dolby stereo
sound, and let's not forget the
emergence of digital radio.

Making your own recordings
though didn't seem to be supported
in quite the same way as
commercially produced media for
listening to. CDs were read-only and
DAT was too expensive. The answer
came along, just as CD writers for
computers were becoming available
at a reasonable price.

MP3s revolutionised the way
people could record and replay
music. Quite simply an MP3 is a file
which contains digitally recorded
sound which has been compressed
so that it can be stored on your hard
drive at about 1Mb per minute of
sound and, more importantly, can be
written to CDs using commonly
available CD writers.

Now you can buy MP3 players
which can be programmed to play
MP3 files which you download into
them from your computer or CD
player. There are even MP3
dictaphones — devices which
record what you speak into a
microphone as an MP3 file and to
play back later.

The emergence of MP3 has given
record companies cause for concern.
No longer do they have a monopoly
on distributing digitally recorded
music to the public. Many illegal
sites were set up on the Internet
where you could go and download
music in breach of copyright. Other
methods of getting hold of your
favourite music in MP3 format

cheaply is to go to the many
newsgroups available on the Usenet.

There are groups there which
enable you to select which decade

you want to download music from.
You can download talking books,
Celtic music and there is (of course)
a whole group dedicated to the
music of The Beatles. My personal
favourite is alt.binaries.music.mp3.1970s.
Once again though I should warn
you that the people who are making
these sound files available for

downloading and the people who
are downloading them are in breach
of copyright.

Legal MP3 sites
There are a load of sites on the

Internet which feature MP3 files

which are perfectly legal to
download. The music found on

these sites are either copyright-free
or they are samples of work which
musicians have made available to

encourage you, the listener, if you've
liked what you've heard, to part
with some money to allow you to
hear more.

The biggest and best known of
these sites is MP3.com (www.mp3.com)
and here you can find music to suit
all tastes, from Alternative, through
Blues, Classical, Country, Easy
Listening, Electronic, Hip Hop/Rap,
Jazz, Latin, Metal, Pop/Rock,
Urban/R&B to World/Folk, plus
Books, Spoken Word and Children's
Music. MP3.com has charts for each

style of music and there is even a
chart called The Bottom 40 — I'll

leave it up to you to find out what
you gel from that particular page.

The site is easy to use and
contains advice on downloading
MP3 players which will allow you to
listen to MP3 music and sound files.

They also list the five best ways of
browsing the site for the music you
want to hear. You can go to the
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Musical styles page where all the
different styles of music have been
categorised, click on the category
you want and off you go. Then there
is the Features page which MP3.com
experts select new songs to feature.

Again, just pick your favourite
style and you can then go back
through the archive of featured
tracks. There is a weekly updated
top 40 which quite simply lists the
top 40 played MP3s on the site. Or
there is a local music page which
allows you to browse through music
from bands and artists from your
own local area. Finally, listeners to
MP3.com have set up Web sites of
their own which act as sort of like

radio stations which feature the

favourite sorts of music that the

listeners prefer. You can browse
through a list of the many 'Stations'
to visit on MP3.com

Also available on the site is

information on getting hold of MP3
hardware and software, although
though this is mostly for PC or
Macintosh users. Other facilities are

available: information on where to

buy instruments and sound
equipment, a place to visit if you
have CDs to swap. You can send e-
mails to other collectors and catch

up with the latest MP3 music news.
All in all a comprehensive site for
music enthusiasts.

Another big, well-organised site is
eMusic (http://emusic.com/) which is
similar to MP3.com in many ways
but differs because there are very
few free downloads. eMusic charges
a flat fee of 99 cents (American) per
track and $8.99 for a full album of
tracks. We are assured that the

artists get paid at least part of these
fees. I noticed that here you could
download tracks from slightly more
well known artists including, in the
jazz section, Duke Ellington, Miles
Davis and Charlie Parker. Elvis

Costello was one of the big names I
spotted in the site's current top 10.

Myplay (www.myplay.com) is a site
which has been set up specifically
for you to store your own MP3 files
on the Web. Quite simply you
register with myplay.com and in

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

A little bitof the top
100 Ml>3 sites

return you get an amazing 3Gb
locker in which to store all your
music, free, gratis and for nothing.
Once registered you can also access
other peoples lockers to download
what they have stored as well.

This site seems to have found a

loophole in that they cannot be held
responsible for what their customers
store in their lockers so you have
access to MP3s of tracks from top
artists. Just a quick glimpse and I
saw that you could download
someone's collection of Madonna

tracks. The downside to the site is

that it looks like the site was set up
specifically for PC or Mac users. I
only tried a couple of times but
failed to download anyone's MP3
files and kept getting the error
message — those with Oregano
might do better. Having joined
though 1 will be contacting the
company to see what needs to be
done for Acorn users to gain access
to this excellent facility.

One last site worth a look is the

excellent 100topMP3sites.com
(www.100topMP3sites.com) which does
exactly as it says on the tin. It is a list
of the top 100 MP3 sites with links
provided to each and every one of
them. Included on there is the

notorious Napster which used to be
an illegal site but is now 100% legal.
I only skimmed the surface so I can't
say for sure if all the sites are legal
or not but you can have loads of fun
visiting the sites and finding out.

Don't go to any of these sites
expecting to be able to download the
latest from Pink Floyd or Oasis. The
artists on most of the sites are nearly
all up and coming new stars or
newly emerging musicians who
have taken the decision to allow

music fans to try out their material
before buying more. I suppose it is a
bit like making a demo tape or disc
but missing out the middle man, in
this case, the DJs or the record
companies. Now you can make your
own minds up who will be the stars
of the future without having to rely
on someone else to decide if you will
ever get to hear some ^^^^
excellent material. I =< ^ I•J
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New High Performance Computer Systems
Advice, supply and support. Configured and tested to
customers specification.

Single Width I/O Card
Provides the 1 MHz Bus, User Port and ADC interfaces
of the original BBC Microcomputer.

Dual High Speed Serial Card
Provides additional ports, baud rates up to 230,400,
compatible with all popular Internet software.

12 Bit Analogue to Digital Converter Card
Provides 8 channels, voltage range -5V to +5V, up to
333,000 samples per second.

Consultancy
Hardware and software design and development.

We also supply: Desktop Fortran 77, IEEE488, 16 Bit
Parallel I/O, STEbus Interface Cards, etc

Look at our Web Site or contact our Sales Office for

further details

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
P O Box 80, Eastleigh, Hants, S053 2YX
Tel: 023 8026 1514 Fax: 023 8026 7904

e-mail: sales@intint.demon.co.uk
URL: http://www.intint.demon.co.uk 19

Monitors
Iiyama 15"S500
liyama 17" (S700ATI)
Iiyama 17" (A702HT)
CTX 15" Digital Scan
CTX 17" Digital Scan
Taxan 17"

£145.00

£195.00

£295.00

£115.00

£169.00

£149.00

CTX mons have (3 year on-site warrty)
Many other models available

Switch Boxes

Parallel 2 way (25w 'D' skts) £ 16.99
Parallel 4 way (25w 'D' skts) £19.99
Serial 2 way (9w 'D' skts) £19.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £19.99
Cables:-

Parallel port to switch box
Switch box to Printer

Serial port to switch box

15wHD - 15wHD for monitor

15wHD - 15wHD screened

Male - male mini DIN keyboard £5.49
Mini DIN to 5p DIN keyboard £ 1.50
5pin DIN to 5pin DIN keyboard £2.50

Many other switch boxes and cables
available to order

£4.99
£4.99

£4.99

£4.99

£16.99

Virus
Protection
Scheme

Pineapples Virus
Protection Scheme
has been running
for over seven
years and is still
being updated with
new viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are sent
out to members during the year,
and the total number of viruses
which can be removed is well
over 200. The latest version is
now scanning at up to four times
faster than previous versions
despite coping with many more
viruses.

Joining fee just £28.20
'Ifyou're interested in virus protection,

join the Pineapple Virus Protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

Inexpensive multi-user licences

Tfi ost powerful
odule

written

Finally, you can enter and edit text
in ArtWorks as easily as in a
word-processor!

The TextArea module

provides rotatable, multi-column
text areas. You can change the
number of columns at any time.

Text effects: font, font size, X:Y
aspect, colour, sub-/superscript

Paragraph alignment, space
before/after paragraph, force to
next column, keep together,
simple ruler control...
Draw export and Undo support

Special offers: "New Full Set Collection" ,
All modules (including TextArea) for only ,
"Update Collection" ,
BMExport, Grids and TextArea for only ,

New: Credit card online ordering service — check the WWW site

Please send your order including payment (bank notes or cheques
payable to Martin Wuerthner) to:

MW Software

Martin Wiirthner

Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern

Germany

martin@mw-software.com
http://www.mw-software.com/

'Price for e-mail delivery.
Add £2.50 for p&p.

Stock Clearance Items
Acorn 486 PC Card - ACA47 £20.00

Acorn 586-100 PC Card - ACA57 £40.00
CJE586-133PCCard-CJE59 £50.00
PC Pro & Exchange £15.00
Acorn 2 slot Backplane - ACA29 £10.00
RiscOS 3.7 software upgrade - ART11 £10.00
RiscOS 3 User Guide £5.00

^Jclway 56kExternal Modem £59.00
IDE Removable system rack £7.50

VGA to

PAL TV

Converter

The VGA Converter allows the output of any
Acorn running in a VGA or SVGA mode (or PC
comp) to be displayed on a TV or recorded onto a
video recorder. Remote control of zoom, position
and other settings are available using the infra-red
handset control. The unit has an output for the
computer monitor and also PAL composite and S-
VHS outputs as well as scan converted RGBS.

Price £159.00 inc vat

Pineapple Software
Suite 1, 310 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 020 8599 1476 Fax 020 8598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- AH prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £6 on most
hardware. Small items £3 (or
less). Phone for quote outside
UK. Official orders, cheques

and all major credit cards
accepted at no extra charge.

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers have

'W* been created from scratch using this
program alone, concrete proof of the power of
this creative tool' - Acorn User Mar96

New low price - £49.00 inc vat



'ViewFinder' RiscPC
Hi Res graphics card

Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)
1600 x 1200, 82 Hz 1280 x 1024, 107 Hz
High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920 x 1440, 65 Hz 1800 x 1440, 68 Hz
1600 x 1200, 88 Hz 1280 x 1024, 107 Hz

ViewFinder offers more thanjust higherdesktop resolutions; there
is hardware acceleration of a numberof common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
Simple to fit. More info at: http://www.cje.co.uk/viewfinder/

£235 inC VAT and UK delivery

ViewFinder + 17" Pro410 £535

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £701
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £1010

From Acorn's Spares/Service Stock

RiscPC Motherboards Mk2 £100

A7000 Motherboards £50

New 210MB Hard Drive £30

New 420MB Hard Drive £35

New 540MB Hard Drive £40

New CD ROM Drive 2 Speed £20

New CD ROM Drive 4 Speed £25

New CD ROM Drive 8 Speed £32

Prices Include Post, VAT & 3 Month Warranty

Optical PS2 Mice
No moving parts!

Logitech WheelMouse £34
Requires PS2Mouse Interface £27

Range of cordless Mice & Keyboards stocked

IBM Laser Printer
Refurbished Heavy duty printer,
6ppm, 300dpi, 200 sheet paper tray,
1MB memory Model 4029

£90 + £10p&p
Upgrade to 2MB £12 recommended

3 month Warranty

Offers from Software Bonanza

20% - 50+% Off

680+ of SW titles

list at:-

http://www.cje.co.uk/swoffers/

20" Monitor HP Trinitron
19" Viewable, 0.25mm a.g.
1280x1024 @79Hz,upto 1600x1200
Refurbished, 3 month Warranty

£300 + £10p&p

S/H RiscPCs from £260
RiscPC. RISC OS 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £260
Mk3 RiscPC, RISC OS 3.60, 16MB DRAM

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £360

A7000, RISC OS 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £200
AKF60 (£ 50 with system) ,£65

Kinetic StrongARM upgrades
with 122MHz SDRAM

£350 if PX R04 & StrongARM
£410 if PX StrongARM

£475 if no Part exchange
For 128MB version add £81

Kinetic

RiscPC
Systems 64MB/

128MB from

£1187

Iiyama 22" Pro 415 0.25mm £750 RISC OS4 compatible Hard Disc Companion £30

RiscStation Lite Plus 64MB, 10GB & CD £680 - Acorn C++ £125t

PC Card 5x86 133MHz 512k Cache £225 (From £90 with part exchange)

ANT Internet Suite £100 SCSI 4.3GB HD £185 External!

CD ReWriter IDE with Acorn S/W £235

User/Analogue Podules £58 (with A4 Concept Keyboard £85)

Laser Printer Samsung 8ppm 600dpi £240 56K V90 Modem £80

10.2GB IDE Hard Disc £90 30GB IDE Hard Disc £160

Psion netBook

7.7"LCD

640x480, 32MB

90% Keyboard
StrongARM

£860

Canon

BJC7100
Now from

£150

RPC-PC Network pack, RPC NIC Int., PCI Int. card, cables & LanMan98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175, Int. IDE £165

S/H Access+ lObT Podule £70, New lObT NIC £110

RAM for RiscPC/A7000 32Mb £85, 64Mb £85 & 128Mb £190

S/H StrongARMs
from £140

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5% CJE Micro's &4D
r " 78 Brighton Road

&UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE Worthing
Prices subject to change &stock. West Sussex

Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT BN11 2EN

cjEV52g Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cje.co.uk http://www.cje.co.uk



Presentations

w

r
Overhead views
In recent years, the practice of

giving presentations has been
undergoing a transition,
particularly in universities for

example, from using established
methods of conveying information
such as slides and transparent
acetates towards electronic

presentations with computer
controlled graphics projections.

Even without using a PC
therefore, is it not surprisingly that
one may become familiar with the
existence of a very popular software
PC package called Poxvcrpoint.

Thankfully, RISC OS has become
well-catered for in this area over the

past few years with at least two
major packages aimed at producing
high quality presentations to an
audience, controlled by your RISC
OS machine. One such package is
OV1P and its successor OHP2 from

Photodesk Ltd.

The underlying principle of this
kind of software is to allow the user

to produce the slides to be
presented on the computer and then
display them removing the need to

r 3 SSS
•» lbnlDbc4 :U App.

Andrew Weston examines the other

major player in the presentation league

prepare any other conventional
materials and subsequently
automate the transitions between

slides and so on.

A notable advantage of
presentation software is the facility
to add transition and presentation
effects such as screen fades and

sound effects or commentary. If
used effectively, these facilities can
give the presentation a much more
professional feel. In all these areas,
OHP2 is (at least) adequately
equipped and in this review I'll
examine the range of features
available together with the ease-of-
use permitted by the editing
approach OHP2 adopts.

Editing and effects
The software aims to make the

creative process as smooth as
possible from the outset by allowing
drag-and-drop operations of your

0HP2'sgallery ofbackgrounds, script window and export options

slide images in a way familiar to
any RISC OS users and utilising
image formats produced by the
universally available applications —
Paint and Draw. Indeed, as a great
many graphics file formats from
other platforms can easily be
converted to these RISC OS filetypes
with freely available software (like
ChangeFSl), there's no obstacle to
productivity.

The main editing is done in the
'script' window into which graphics
files are dragged and from which
they can be re-ordered, re-edited
(via the original application editor),
deleted or even moved to one of any
number of other presentation script
windows currently being edited
(memory permitting). The script
window is essentially a pictorial
representation of the order of slides.

A comprehensive manual is
provided in both HTML and
Eashvriter format which describes

the facilities available for displaying
the slides together with
accompanying visual and audio
effects.

Before moving onto the effects
available it is worth noting that in
spite of the control that OHP2
provides, ultimately the major
impact of your presentation will be
through the graphical quality and
content of your slides. For example,
consistency in the style and size of
the presentation is often less
distracting to the viewer and
certainly in the case of the latter, if
the graphic files are of different
sizes, OHP2 will scale them by
varying amounts to fill the screen
distorting the text in a similar
fashion.

Noliceboard Pro (described last
month) scales proportionally while
its method of overlaying individual
slides on to group-specified
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backgrounds means that consistent
style is encouraged — this stems
from its original design for stand
alone work.

Each OHP2 slide can be selected

and its various attributes, associated
sound file and introductory
transition effect from the previous
slide modified.

A range of backgrounds are
provided in the OHP2 'gallery' and
are in general quite stylish and
should be adequate at least for most
newcomers to the software for their

first few presentations. You are not
restricted to the gallery images in
any case as you simply have to drag
a graphic-file of choice to the script
window and select this as the new

background graphic.
It should be stated that only one

background can be used throughout
the presentation (which does
enforce style) although you are
given the choice of whether an
individual slide uses this

background image or just shows the
preset background colour through
any undefined areas. In a Drawfile
comprising a few lines of text the
background image or colour will be
seen around the text.

Individual attributes include

whether the slide keeps its
proportions or if it is scaled to fit the
screen boundaries; whether the slide
is automatically shown; whether the
slide is hidden and the target time
for the slide.

The automation feature can be

used quite dramatically as shown by
the meteorological demonstrations
included with OHP2. That is, if
slides are set to change into other
similar slides in pairs or in a series,
simple animations can be
implemented potentially greatly
improving the delivery of 'spatial'
data for example. A specific example
is the aforementioned atmospheric
movements.

The timings for a slide can be
used to control the progress of such
animations although, as detailed
wisely in the manual, considerations
must be made regarding the speed

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

of the RISC OS computer and its
likelihood of achieving a desired
rate. Timings are also useful in
discovering how long your
presentation lasts after a trial run
for example. The time-values for
individual slides on previous runs
are calculated cumulatively and
individually for later comparison to
your estimated 'target' times for a
slide.

In dealing with such tedious
aspects of rehearsal, OHP2 should
allow the speaker to divert more of
their efforts into the presentation's
content as opposed to manually
timing their progress.

Often one of the most immediate

contrasts of a computer-driven
presentation to a conventional slide-
show presentation is the transition
between slides. Although, the
conventional blank-then-replace
effect can still be used it is often far
more desirable to use some kind of

more fancy effect and OHP2 is
certainly not found wanting in this
area.

Transitions are divided into three

types — covers, dissolves and
wipes, a simple wipe-effect being
most closely-associated with
conventional slide projectors. The
transition on entry to a particular
slide can be any one of these and
the dialogue box responsible for
controlling this allows the user to
preview the transition effect using
two arbitrary images. This is a really
nice touch and will probably add a
lot to productivity.

Sound accompaniment
A variety of sound sample formats
are supported by OHP2 and each
slide can be given an
accompaniment in this way. A
library of sounds is provided but for
anyone wanting a personalised set
of sounds such as a commentary,
Rick Hudson's SoundCon is

provided to convert the sound
sampled with the user's hardware
into a compatible format. Several
examples are included on the CD. A
range of control options is provided

The presentation preview window andthesound dialogue box

to manage the duration and
occurrence of sounds. Thus, if the
user has the sounds they want to
use ready-and-waiting, then it's fair
to say that this area of presentation
is adequately-covered for in OHP2,
permitting music as well of course.

Another notable feature is the

support for the PC waveform (WAV)
files in addition to Apple AudioIFF
files. Together with the ability to
export the individual slides into a
cross-platform format (see below),
this should significantly open up the
user base for OHP2.

The presentation
The final presentation will depend
largely on the work that has gone
into the slide graphics and the
associated effects but a variety of
options are appropriately
implemented here.

Among these are the capability to
auto-run the whole presentation
(useful for stand-alone, unattended
presentations for example) and to
loop the whole presentation around.



for the first

One perhaps less obvious use of the
latter is if the presentation speaker
wants to avoid reverting to a
desktop display on the main
overhead screen and thus give the
presentation as tidy and
professional an impression as
possible.

A preview control window is
provided for inspection of most
aspects of the presentation within
the desktop environment together
with sounds if desired. You are

recommended however to view the

presentation in it's full screen
version before it's execution

however.

Verdict
OHP2 is on the whole a well-

featured package which is capable
of producing professional-looking
presentations. Perhaps to satisfy the
most demanding of users there are
certain deficiencies, such as the lack
of support for movies within slides,
although the necessity of
information of this nature is

Presentations

debatable. Additionally, certain
effects that can be seen on, say,
PowerPoint presentations cannot
easily be achieved here which
would be an advantage over the
present system in terms of display-
capability.

Specifically, these include the
slide-on / slide-off of titles often
seen in Poiverpoint displays. Here,
presumably one would have to
create a series of time-consuming
individual, automatically running
slides to attain this effect.

For the vast majority of people
though, OHP2 will produce
presentations to be proud of and
present them with an interface that
is stylish and user-friendly with
various additional features to add to

the power of the presentation.
Indeed it is these features which

add a great deal of value to the
package as a whole.

Assistance is provided at several
stages for inexperienced users of the
software. In addition to the manual,
conveniently, interactive help is
supported and also a set of
questions and answers pertaining to
common problems encountered
with the software. One problem is
maintaining consistent proportions
throughout one's slides and
thankfully a template file for Draiv
is provided with pre-tested
boundaries to work within.

The slide-hopper is another
useful features which deserves a

mention. Using this, the speaker can
skip slides via a small pane in the
corner of the screen during the
presentation. As the manual points
out, this can be useful to reveal
normally hidden slides that were
prepared in anticipation of a
particularly difficult question from
the audience, but otherwise
mercifully left alone.

Finally the ability to export (and
import) both the graphics and the
sound from or to other major
platforms increases the usefulness of
this package immensely both in
terms of convenience for the

increasing number of RISC OS users

with access to multiple platforms
and to those who may require a
features or two which another

package has.
This makes the software much

more attractive to users who may
well prefer to construct their
presentations at home for
presentation later on other hardware
if RISC OS machines are not

available.

Having said this, OHP2 can be
used as a stand-alone, one-stop
package for high-quality
presentation production while at the
same time, in the current climate,
attaining a perhaps essential means
of communication with similar

packages on other platforms.
A freely distributable viewer

program is included on the CD for
transport of presentations between
RISC OS computers (remembering
to collect together all necessary
graphic and sound files within a
single directory structure when
doing this).

The existence of another major
presentation package, Noticeboard
Pro, at the same time as OHP2 is
reminiscent of previous occasions in
the often sparse RISC OS software
field when two relatively specialised
pieces of major software co-exist
(who remembers the comparative
reviews of TopModel and DaVinci
90?).

It is to be hoped that this co
existence is beneficial to the

development of both packages and
that RISC OS users will continue to

enjoy the privileged ^^^^
availability of a selection. I =< fl I»J

Product details J
Product: OHP2

Price: £39.95 (Upgrade from vl.x
£12.95)

Supplier: Photodesk Ltd, 1 The
Courtyard, Southwell Business
Park, Portland, Dorset DT5
2NQ

Web: www.photo-desk.com
E-mail: support@photo-desk.com
Tel: +44(0)1305 822753
Fax: +44(0)1305 860483
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H* Corporate
j Software-H

Suppliers of Software to Business, Education & Charitable Institutions

Linux Products

Linux (Corel SE Standard) £29

Linux (Definite) £26.99

Improve Computer Literacy NOW!

Hand this course to your fellow employees and gain some more
time to do your own job...

• 35 knowledge-packed, interactive lessons make the learning
process fun and educational

• Complete coverage of the evolution of computers from
Pascal's adding machine in the 1700s to the high performance
personal computers and networks of the new millennium

• Answers questions your employees may have that block their
ability to grasp the subject

• Students will understand the basics of hardware, operating
systems, application software and networking to an extent that
you never believed possible

• Simplifies computers from their inner workings to the graphi
cal user interface

• This course will free you up to get on with your Information
Technology priorities instead of having to teach the basics or
correct the mistakes brought about by computer illiteracy

• Available on CD-ROM and also Web-enabled for use on corpo
rate intranets. Self-paced, self-administered, self-testing.

Up to 75% discount for Students Schools Colleges Universities
On Microsoft Adobe and other educational Software

Please call with your requirements

Office 2000, Windows 2000, Windows 98, Exchange Server
NT4 Workstation 0/S, Outlook Email, Photo Draw, Adobe Photoshop

Both Boxed & Licenced Products available

As one of the UK's Premier Software suppliers to Corporate Clients we now offer a
complete range of academic discounts on all our software.

These discounts are applicable to Registered Charities too.

Office suites contain Word 2000, Excel (spreadsheet), Access 2000 (fully relational database), Outlook (e-mail,
scheduling, address book), Publisher (easy creation of brochures, catalogues), Frontpage (web site publishing),

PhotoDraw, PowerPoint graphical slide presentation. Whatever you may think of Microsoft these software packages
set many standards. Corporate Software brings them to you cheaper than any of our competitors we are aware of.

Call now on 0870 870 7778
Fax to 0870 870 7779

E-mail: sales@corporatesoftware.org



Steve Turnbull
wastes a lot of
valuable time

m I happy? I certainly am,
back in the bad old days of
80's I was kept happy with

. endless hours of playing Elite
on the BBC Micro. Eventually this
slopped and I went on to more
fruitful work helping to edit the old
Micro User.

Then came Star Fighter3000. Oh
my, what a game, it was just such
fun — but it had that serious

drawback, it was just too addictive.
Eventually I had to delete it and just
play the demo — I got so good I
could finish the demo in under two

minutes.

But time went on and processors
changed and suddenly the demo
wouldn't work any more so I
stopped playing games completely,
apart from Angband.

But now, oh dearie me, iSV have
done something very, very naughty
they've released a CD containing
Elite and Star Fighter (plus Air
Supremacy and Sunburst which I
will cover in the next issue). In fact
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it becomes very difficult to do this
review as I find lots of reasons why
I need to go back and re-check
things in the games-

Star Fighter 3000
This is my favourite, and I was
interested to see if anything in
particular had been done apart from
ensuring it runs properly on the
StrongARM and on RISC OS 4.

It has received a little cosmetic

upgrade in the intro sequence, two
extra screens which have the "iSV

and VOTI presents" bits plus — a
little flashier titles images. However
the classic introduction where you
are tuning in to a TV station is the
same as is the accompanying music.

SF3000 always did have an
unusual back story: you are a
contestant in a TV show run by
FedNet. In this show you take on
combat missions, which initially are
fairly run-of-the-mill. But as time
goes on you find yourself engaged
in battle with other TV stations — in

pfe 4
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other words you may be a contestant
but you are actually fighting against
... other contestants? Weird.

The back story does actually run
through the whole set of missions
and there are a lot of them. So let's

get started on how the game is
played.

As a contestant you are equipped
with a combat air/space craft. The
missions are in three sets: Easy,
medium and hard. At each level

there are 36 missions, so you have a
lot to get through. The missions
themselves are structured in a

pyramidic form, you start at the
corner of one, having completed that
you can chose between one or other
of the two above it. When that's

done you can go to one of the two
above that and so on.

There's a full password system so
you can backtrack to an earlier
mission and then take an alternative

route up to the top. Ultimately
completing all the missions at that
level of difficulty.

You get an initial fund of cash
with which to equip your
ship and then read up on
the mission notes, check
out the map, your start
position and so on, then

— slart-
I personally prefer

keyboard handling of the
ship, although there are

>: MpS

gfff



the full set of options, and on my
StrongARM machine I felt the need
to set the game speed at the slowest
— maybe I'm getting old but even at
the next setting up ship movement
was barely controllable. I didn't try
any higher speed option.

As a quick hint for beginners:
The first mission is a "get used to
how to play" where nothing shoots
back and you have all the time you
need. Take this opportunity to shoot
everything in sight and pick up
every power-up token you can get.
This is the time to get your machine
equipped to take on the higher
levels when you have far less time
to spend collecting tokens.

There are several types of token:
Points ranging from 3,10,20 and 50
— I saw 100's on the demo (I think)

but not playing the full game
recently. Then there are the direct
power-tips which consist only of
anti-aircraft missiles, air-to-ground
missiles and additional lives. On

some levels you will also get the
special weapons, such as high blast
bombs (as opposed to missiles).

The other way of getting points
and power-ups are the parachute
drops, you will be alerted to the
drop on screen and the map screen
will show you where the parachute
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is descending. If you get to it fast
enough and "catch" it you will get a
random bonus which can include

shield boosts, weapon strength
increase and so on.

The missions have quite a variety
which shows the forethought that
went into the game design. At the
simplest every mission amounts to
"destroy these targets", but there are
plenty of wrinkles: Some missions
are in space; others on radically
unusual planets; some give you
friendly ships in support; at least
one mission involves a ship that
doesn't appear on radar; enemy
ships have varying levels
"intelligence".

Some missions require a certain
result to be completed while others
have a time limit either in terms of a

ticking clock, but others finish when

the enemy achieve their aim.
Another nice touch is that enemy
ships don't consider you to be the
only target, other friendly ships will
come under attack and will dogfight
quite happily without you there. In
some missions there are rival TV

stations slogging it out with each
other when you arrive.

And along with this is the variety
of objects you can encounter,
different types of buildings, alien
buildings, ships, submarines (on the
surface), space stations, satellite gun
emplacements; cargo ships; in fact
the only disappointment (in a way)
is that there are no mobile land or

sea vehicles unlike Clares'

Interdictor games. At the time the
program was written this may have
been too taxing for the processor but
now we have oodles of power to
spare. Shame.

This is one game where the
programmers were very very

thorough and one of the other areas
they approached was that of views:
You can watch the game from a
multitude of viewpoints.

The standard is the 1st person
"behind the head" (or rather, ship)
view, so you see your ship hanging
in space in front of you. You can also
take the 1st person "in the ship"
view; you can rotate your field of
view or switch front to back with a

single key. You can utilise the fixed
camera view which places imaginary
cameras at fixed grid points and
they follow the ship as it flies. You
can view from any of the friendly
ships in the game, or take a missile-
eye view when it launches.

All these options can get
confusing so there is a single key to



Reflex
Authorised

Installer

Electronics
Acorn§ m

The Official Service & Support Centrefor all Acorn Products

Acorn 28.8k Internal Modems £35.00
(fitting and free PD s/w available on request)

Acorn RISC PC DX4-100S PC Cards £30.00

8Mb EDO DRAM (A7000+/NC) £3.00
:4Mb DRAM (A7000/RISC PC) £8.00
210Mb IDE Hard Drives £25.00

420Mb IDE Hard Drives £32.00

!850Mb IDE Hard Drives £43.00

1Gb IDE Hard Drives £50.00

2 Speed CD-ROM £14.00
Mouse Balls £2.00

Non-Acorn PS/2 Keyboards (A7000/RISC PC/NC) £3.00
£9.00

£5.00

£15.00

£50.00

£22.00

£25.00

£35.00

£18.00

A4 Keyboards
A4 Floppy Drives
A4 Backlight Assemblies
A4 Display Units

IA4 Mains/Charger Units
A3000 Power Supply Units

IA5000 Power Supply Units
RISC PC 2 way Backplanes

PART EXCHANGE &

REFURBISHING
Reflex Electronics Ltd. offer a part
exchange scheme on Acorn computer
power supply units & motherboards.
Please ring for prices.

We also refurbish Acorn A4 battery packs
containing either NiCad or Nickel Metal
Hydride cells.

We have refurbished A4000's, A5000's,
A7000's & RISC PC's computers for sale.
Refurbished monitors are also available.

Please contact us for specifications and
prices.

Reflex Electronics Ltd. are the official

appointed supplier of spares by Acorn.
We can supply the majority of Acorn
original spares.

Acorn PS/2 Mice (A7000/NC) £21.99
Acorn PS/2 Keyboards (A7000/RISC PC/NC) £30.80
A3020 Keyboards £24.13
A3010 Keyboards £24.13
A4000 PSU's (Refurbished) £50.00
A7000 Power Supply Units £71.48
RISC PC Power Supply Units £64.90
Floppy Drives (A400Y1 /A540/A3000) £51.08
Floppy Drives (A440/A310) £44.00
RISC PC 1Mb VRAM (Refurbished) £20.00
RISC PC 2Mb VRAM (Refurbished) £40.00
CMOS Batteries (all except A3000) £2.75
AKF60/65 Monitors (Refurbished) £55.00

The above is a very small example of the
official parts we hold in stock. Please ring
for prices of other items on 01438 317200.

tassaM • :

Acorn A4 Portable Laptop £300.00
Please phone for more information...

REPAIRS
Acorn computer repairs from £65.00. *
Monitor repairs from £45.00.

* Includes BBC B's, Master 128's, A3xxx
series, all Archimedes, A4's, A4000's,
A5000's, A7000's and RISC PC's.

hffp://www.renexe\ecfronics.co.uk
Reflex Electronics Ltd., Unit 18, Gunnels Wood Park, Gunnels Wood Road,

Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 2BH.
Telephone: 01438 311299 Fax: 01438 311286 E-Mail: service@reflexelectronics.co.uk

All prices exclude carriage and VAT. E&OE.
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Free Ads
• Rise PC StrongARM

200MHz, RISC OS 3.7 32Mb
Ram, 0.5Gb HD, 2Mb
VRAM, SIMTEC IDE Card,
No CD Drive. Ovation Pro,
Top Model2, Doom. All
Boxed. Buyer Collects
(Edinburgh), any offers? E-
mail: stokess@logica.com

• Acorn A3000, RO 3.10,
Monitor, 4MB RAM, lGig
SCSI, 120MB IDE, CD-
ROM, MIDI, Sampler,
Video Card, Serial Port,
Joystick Interface, Software,
£100+p&p, Tel: 01242
244227

• Acorn Rise PC RISC OS

4.02, 74Mb, 6.4Gb Hard
Drive, 5X86 125MH Aleph
PC card Windows/Office97
Autoroute etc, 56k US
robotics Modem 1Gb APDL

portable hard drive for
back up. Artworks
Photodesk Impression and
lots more. Take best offer

this month £500ono.

Redditch (01527 403952)

+ \oads more

• Acorn A4000 for sale.

4Mb ram 80Mb hard disk

AKF50 high resolution
monitor. Lots of software

eg Easywriter, talking
startrwrite, advance,
pipedream, datapower.
About 50 Acorn User disks.

All in good condition.
£95ono. Tel 0191 2856872 e-

mail john.mcpherson@euphony.
net Newcastle upon Tyne.

• A3020 Archimedes and

mouse only. £30. I can
post it. E-mail risaville®
hotmail.com for further

details, or call 07712 357392

• A5000,AKF18

Monitor, 4Mb Mem, 41Mb
& 162Mb HDD, External
Cumana SCSI CD, B/W
400dpi Hand Scanner,
Armadillo Sound Sampler,
Canon BJ10 B/W portable
printer 300x360dpi,
Sportster 14,400 external
modem, all cables, Various
games, CDs & applications.
£500 o.n.o Tel Nathan: 020

8859 3444

tauter,
(tames,
Vises,

to/,,

4 7000, rK
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• FOR SALE:

StrongARM 233T and RISC
OS 4.02 - just three months
old, selling to upgrade to
Kinetic. Just £250. Saves
you £50 on buying new!
Visitors welcome to come

and see it all working.
Leeds. Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net or

telephone 0113 246 5303.

• WANTED: 586

133Mhz PC Card with PC

Pro software to run under

RISC OS 4. Must be cheap -
you can pick up a Windoze
box of this spec for about
£20! Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net or

telephone 0113 246 5303.

• Wanted:Irlam
Videodcsk,podule and
software in working order.
Edmund Gray,
egray@argonet.co.uk,
(01279)428913

• Acorn A4 portable.
4mb RAM 60mb HD

Excellent condition only

"v

used lightly, includes spare
battery, case 450UKP No
offers sorry 0151 336 1506
0151 353 1151 (fax) 07833
916420 frampev@eurobell.co.uk

• Wanted ESP parallel
port Midi interface must be
in good working order call
Ashley on 0151 3361506
07833 916 420

frampev@eurobell.co.uk

• 2 slot backplane, new
from Castle Technology.
Selling to upgrade to
Second Slice. £30 or nearest

offer. Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net or call

0113 246 5303

• WANTED: Irlam

Instruments il6 digital
sound card or other similar

product. Must be fully
working. Also interested in
Oregan audio
sequencing/production
software. Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net

0*$
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'¥£&£& Acorn User Free Ads Servicet- - Auc.
•,n- l\l. HaTQDls Vj Why not take advantage ofour free reader ad service? Fill in

'cO'fibug)» £«• • \ your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
.*C/j0ion), £24. I ( per D0X below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26
PQ AS- Image Ma] Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
l>H)]n vid 1uling}i| mail to: freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader
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make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:
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THE DATA STORE
THE DATA STORE

microcomputer!
• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for SibeliusAcorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone fordetails
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUSFOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.thc-data-slore.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.clemon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

Advertisers' Index
Aloph 1
APDL

Cannon

Castle

Cerilica

CJE

Co Comp
Corporate Software
CTA

Cumbria Software

DosignIT
Desktop Projects
Dansoft

Datastore

ETC Systems
Genesys
Icon Technology
Inkwell

Intelligent Interfaces
real ingenuity
Liquid Silicon
Martin Win timer Software

Microdigital
P & L Solutions

Passport 2 Learn .
Photodesk

Pineapple
ProCAD

R-Comp
Reflex

RGSC

Riscstation

RISCOS Ltd
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P & L Solutions

The Best Deals Around

Smart Media

Memory Cards
8mb £13

16mb £25

32mb £46

64mb £93

Compact Flash
Memory Cards
8mb £25

16mb £35

32mb £55

64mb £95

96mb £145

128mb £176

Firewire PCI Board Bundle £60

Firewire C/F Reader £70

Firewire S/M Reader £60

USB Dual Card Reader .. .£40

Flash path Adapter £50
ZIP Disk 100 mb £9

CD-R 74 min/680 mb £1

Epson Compatible Cartridges

For 400/440/460/480/580/600/640/660/670/

740/750/760/800/860/Photo EX (A3)/1200

Special Offer: 1 Black & 1 Colour £7,
or 2 Black & 2 Colour £12.50,
for any mixes please ring for offers.

Free delivery on all cartridges.

Hahnel Power Management Products

Hahnel Universal Power Supply (for laptops & digital cameras) . . . .£25
Hahnel Power Station Charger inc batts £15
Hahnel LR6 1600Mah NiMH 4 pack £6

Panasonic Batteries (for Businessand Home use)

LR6 (AA) for digital cameras, 4 pack £1
P6D 1500 MaH, NiMH Rechargeable for digital cameras, 4 pack . .£8
Fast 50 minute charger for P6D batteries £15

Lithium Camera Batteries

CR2 & 123A £2.50
CR5 & CRP £3.50

Alkaline & Silver Oxide Batteries

CR2016, CR2032,CR2025, £1 each, Pairs £1.80 for memory backup
LR03 (AAA), 4 pack £1.40 6LR6 (PP3) 9v £1.90 for smoke alarms,
RV08 £1 for car remote controls

Disposable cameras with flash for Parties and Weddings . . .£3.15 each

If you have any special battery requirements
not listed here, please ring for quote.

All prices VAT inclusive. Memory cards and batteriesprices
do not include Postage, this is normally £2.00

No surcharges, on major credit or Switch cards, same day despatch.

P & L Solutions, PO Box 9327, Birmingham, B17 8NY
Phone/Fax: 0121 434 3321

Web: www.palsolution.co.uk

Wto/ma/fam 0)112111 43&33&1I mmo

The Best Deals Around

P & L Solutions



return you to the original view.
These options do have limited value
and it's nice to have them but the

urgency of the moment means that
you will almost certainly stick to the
main view most of the time.

Back on the game play itself,
between each level you have the
opportunity to re-equip your ship —
in fact you can do it mid-game if
you return and dock with the
mothership. Another advantage of
this is that you rebuild your shields
more quickly if things have got
particularly hot, but the
disadvantage is that enemy ships
will attack the mothership and if
you lose that you usually lose
completely; regardless of the
number of lives you have
remaining, the game is over.

Also between levels you can get
the one-armed bandit. This can give
you various bonuses including the
"bonus level", which means that
when a mission is complete the sky
becomes peppered with parachute
drops and you can rush around
picking up extras. Unfortunately
this can also reduce your armament
which is very very not nice. I'd be
happier without this particular
feature.

So there you have it, Star Fighter
3000, it's a great game. For me it
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balances speed of play and
difficulty level perfectly so, now
that I've finished this review I shall

have to delete it and make the CD

unaccessible in some way — but I'll
keep it handy just in case I get some
free time.

What can you say about Elite that
hasn't been said a thousand times

before? It was the first, it was the
best and Acorn was the machine

that had the original
implementation. Of course this
version isn't the original, this is the
Burch/Gringrass ARM conversion
which was a faithful copy with
some limited enhancements as

permitted by the original author, Ian
Bell.

This is the free version now

available on Ian Bell's Web site but

code has been added to modify it
(once loaded) to run on
StrongARM/RISC OS 4. Having
wasted many an hour on Elite in the
dim and distant I was keen to get to
grips with this version.

Elite is the definitive space
trading game, what you do is travel
from world to world trading goods
and generating cash while building
up your cash and your Cobra Mk III
spaceship. You have a rating which

starts at Harmless and works its way
up to Elite, depending on the
number of pirates you've blown out
of the sky.

In the game there are eight
galaxies and in each galaxy there are
hundreds of star systems, each one
has a sun and a planet, and around
each planet is a space station and
sometimes a moon. Every planet has
its own tech level, political structure
and level of lawfulness which affect

the prices of goods and the number
of pirates you're likely to find.

The planetary and system
characteristics and the planet's name
are based around the location of the

system in the galaxy so all the
individual information does not

have to be stored, only the
coordinates — which is why this
huge game could be fitted
(originally) into a 32K BBC Micro.

Play starts on the planet Lave,
which is fairly poor and agricultural.
So you spend your 10 credits buying
17 tons of food and try to ship it to
the nearby system of Leesti which is
also poor but its got a bit more
technology. You sell the food, and
make a profit, then buy in
computers and ship them back to
Lave. Then you do it again. And
again. And again.

Bored? You won't be because



unfortunately it's not that easy. First
there's docking and then there are
pirates. You have to master the
docking procedure, so that you can
arrive in the space station and
deposit your cargo.

Every space station has a docking
tunnel facing inwards towards the
planet — imagine a line running
from the centre of the space station
to the centre of the planet and get
your ship on it. However there's
another problem, the space station is
rotating and you have to match that
as well.

Theoretically if you en get
yourself on that imaginary line then
the rotating bit is not hard. But if
you aren't on that line properly then
the moment you start to rotate
things go horribly wrong. I did
manage it again after all these years
so I can be smug.

Pirates are the other main

problem: You can hyperspace over to
another system as soon as you've
exited a space station but arrival
accuracy leaves a lot to be desired.
You usually arrive a very long way
from the planet. Your radar screen
shows the planet's direction so line
yourself up and start powering
towards it.

The RISC OS version added a

little extra to speed up this part: the
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short range jump. This works lovely
unless there is some heavy mass in
the locality, in which case it doesn't.
Unfortunately the type of mass
you're most likely to encounter is
another ship, or many ships. And
they're usually not friendly.

At the start you're not ging to be
any great shakes at flying, not only
are you inexperienced but your ship
is not well-equipped with killing
stuff — it's very expensive. There
are many upgrades you can buy to
the lasers (pointing in all directions)
you can have four missiles and also
ECM. But it's the good lasers you
really need.

If you're lucky you'll go speeding
by a space battle that's already in
progress and not get involved or it'll
be some cargo vessel big or small,
sometimes it'll be a squadron of
police ships (flying in formation),
convenient if they're going your
way but mostly they aren't.

But so it goes, you build up in
strength and status and when your
status reaches a certain point
missions get triggered, there aren't a
lot of them but they add interest.

Naturally you have to fuel your
ship, this costs at the space station
but you can avoid it by getting fuel
scoops and flying into the sun
(remember the Sunprobe episode of

ameshow

Thunderbirds? It's just like that.)
If you don't like ordinary trading

you can become a asteroid miner
instead, though you'll need a special
mining laser — I had mine mounted
on the left of the ship so as not to
get in the way of real fighting.
Though in this case you have to
watch out for Rock Hermits who

live in some asteroids.

Also you must be careful you
don't get caught by the thargoids —
it's usually lethal. This alien will
yank you out of hyperspace and
swarms of them will attck, it's
important to take out the
mothership if you can then the
drones can be picked up as alien
items which are worth a pretty
penny. However if you're out of
hyperjump fuel, getting caught
somewhere between stars is very
inconvenient. You end up having to
use the short distance jump for a
very long time to get to the nearest
star system.

And that's Elite, nowadays 1don't
have the time to invest in a game of
this type, but it still holds up with
an excellent balance of playability
and not too much time between

planets.
Just make sure you practice that

docking before trying to play
seriously.

Product details

Product: Other Worlds

Price: £16.50

Supplier: iSV, 86 Turnberry, Home

Farm, Bracknell, Berks, RG12

8ZH

Tel: (+44/0) 1344 455769

Web: _vvwjjyw™£cluctslcfMil<
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order online: http://www.ukhosts.com e-mail: sales@ukhosts.com tel 07041478141

domain hosting Main Site

http://www.ukhosts.com

Support Site
http://support.ukhosts.com

£65!
+VAT

pa

Includes 100mb Web Space, Own Control Panel
Unlimited POP3 e-mail and e-mailforwardings

FTP access. CGI-BIN, ASP, Ready Made Scripts

no hidden extras

all prices include all fees

no transfer charges

xo.uk £5!T
* minimum 2 years

.com £20! ^
* register for up to 10 years

Main Site
http://www.ukhosts.com

Support Site
http://support.ukhosts.com

.eu.com
+VAT

pa

" minimum 2 years

also uk.com, uk.net, gb.com,gb.net
us.com, ru.com and many others

t»eur« your «u.com
tfunUfi btfort

mm»B03y «n» aou £25!

Other domains also available

.org.uk, .net, .org, .II, .ch, us.com
.gb.com, gb.net, uk.com, uk.net

xn.com, .qe.com, .za.com, .hu.com,
.se.com, .br.com, .uy.com,
.ru.com, .no.com, .sa.com

domain cloaking
£2IT

cloak a new domain to your existing
domain and receive e-mail forwarding

order online: http://www.ukhosts.com e-mail: sales@ukhosts.com tell 07041478141

-(PKHOStScom)-

Debian!
We now have Aleph ARMLinux for the Rise PC
using the current Debian Linux. It includes our
book of over 120 pages and over 3000 appli
cations on three CD ROMs, including the Moz-
illa web browser, GIMP for photo manipulation,
and Word Processing and Spreadsheet pack
ages, all for £40 including postage and VAT.
We can provide a new Hard Disc with Bootable
Aleph ARMLinux already installed, and with
space for your RISCOS and PC work too, from
£150 for 10GB. Larger drives, and RISCOS 4
and the drive reformatting needed to use it, are
also available at extra cost.

A number of options is involved; details are on
our Web pages at:

www.alephl .co.uk/armlinux/order
We are happy to quote before you order, or
post you details and an Order Form.
Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse Bottisham CAMBRIDGE
UK CB5 9BA Tel +44(0)1 223 811 679 Fax 01 223 812 713

email info@aleph1.co.uk

mm
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SiteWriter is a power
ful web site authoring
tool for RISCOS.

With SiteWriter, you
design your pages vis
ually, placing elements
precisely where you
want.

You never code HTML,

as SiteWriter prepares
your site in HTML ready
for viewing in a web
browser or for upload
ing to the internet.

SiteWriter has been

improved since its first
release. A demo can be

downloaded from our

web site.

Price (inc)
SiteWriter £60

dan@ dansoft.co.nz

Order bv cheaue:

?!) -i'J/. VJvv

L-j-jI',: 55!J vb'r\

Order by credit card:
email, us for derails

dan @ dansoft.co.nz3D effects made easy

* Rise 0S4 Authorised Installer

* Rise 0S4 Registered Developer

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables

* Technical support & advice

* Over 10 yrs of experience

* Authorised Acorn Dealer

Contact :-

Voice 01702 462385

Fax 01702 469224

Mobile 0850 553356

Address :-

41, Riviera Drive
Southend-on-Sea

Essex SS1 2QT

E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk
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When it was first released

DialUp was the fledgling
contender up against a long-
established piece of Internet

software, the ANT Suite. But almost
immediately, with the announcements
from ArgoNet it became elevated to
possible replacement, and made some
comparisons between them a little
academic. However, some of them will
no doubt still stand so long as people
are still using the ANT Suite.

DialUp, as the name suggests, is
basicallyan Internet dialler, it handles
the connection to your ISP, and then
you can use other software such as a
Web browser to do something more
interesting. Although you do get some
other software included in the price of
the basic package — more of which
later— you can also opt to buy DialUp
along with R-Comp's other Internet
software (the WebsterXL Web browser
and Messenger Proe-mail and news
client) for a discounted price.

Thebasic price of £20will get you
just the dialler software and
accompaniments; Messenger Pro
owners can get it for £15, and
WebsterXL owners just £10. Buy all of
the above together and you have a
pretty full Internet suite for £60, which
compares favourably with ANT's £100
— although it's not within the brief of
this review to argue the merits of
WebsterXL over Fresco, or Messenger
Pro over Marcel.

Setting up
Although die-hard RISC OS fans
might deride Windows on a regular
basis but by a law of averages it
spawns the occasional good idea.
Many ISPsprovide something called
an INSfile which can automatically set

Richard Goodwin let's you
in on what DialUp can do

B

Web

Browser

up the Windows Internet software to
use your account with that ISP.

Not to be outdone, these files form
the heart of the DialUp configuration.
Given that pretty much ever)' ISP
provides these files (including RISC
OS stalwarts ArgoNet), it makes a lot
of sense to take advantage of this and
have RISC OS software that is

compatible with an accepted standard.
The best way to get these is to go

online and download one from one of

those (semi-)free ISPs, which if you're
starting from scratch will require the
use of a machine "borrowed" from a

friend, employer or educator to
register and bring the INS file back on
a floppy, but there are a number of
half-completed scripts available so that
you can configure an existing account
with minimal input.

Currently these are very UK-centric,
the only other country represented in
the scripts folder being a single file for
Denmark, something which I'm sure
our other friends from overseas will

want updating in future versions, or
indeed may be able to contribute to. If
you are registering an account via non-
online methods though, whatever
country you're in it makes sense to ask
for an INS filewith all of your details
pre-configured to be sent on floppy
along with any paper details.

Public domain
I mentioned some of the other

software that came with the program;
these include mail and news

Internet Apps - Offline

Read

Mail

Transfer

Mail

Transfer

News

File

Transfer

transports, an FTP client and a simple
command line telnet program. If
you've accessed the Internet using
RISC OS machines before then no

doubt you'll be very familiar already
with PopStar, NeivsHound and FTPc.

These have been in use for ages, and
are firm favourites with the PD

community. PopStar and NexosHound
enable you to fetch your news and e-
mail automatically when you dial-up,
even if you can't actually access
anything without getting another
piece of software. Because they're so
standard you won't have a problem
finding something compatible, either
from R-Comp or other sources, and
they're established enough to be
stable. FTPc is an excellent FTP

program which I have been using for
some time now, and can heartily
recommend.

I must admit to being a little wary
about commercial companies taking
on PD software, which seems to be
happening more often of late; a
previously fragile PD scene has just
started to look a little healthier with

the PD libraries of old slowly being
replaced by Web sites such as
AcornSearch (www.acornsearch.com), but
I'd hate to see commercial interests

causing this to falter.

Other packages
Having mentioned Voyager in passing,
it's obvious that it's ArgoNet's
software that Dialllp resembles the
most. Not only does it act in a similar
way to Voyager, it looks quite like it
too. There's a long window with a
number of large icons which, when
clicked on, will load your Web
browser, e-mail client and so on.

There's an online time count on

there; a connect/disconnect button,
although connection is easier if you
just left-click on the iconbar icon, and
right-click to disconnect; You can
quickfetch your mail and news; You
can even add your own icons to load
your favourite programs. Even the

www.acornuser.com March 2001
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whole concept of an Internet program
aimed at people who want it to work
without having to bother with any of
the technical stuff puts DialUp on
Voyager's turf, although R-Comp
might say otherwise.

Voyager is technically cheaper, given
that you pay £25 to get online with
ArgoNet and get three month's access
which is usually £10 ex VATa month,
effectively they're giving you a fiver to
take it off their hands and comes with

software that DialUp doesn't have by
default — Web browser, e-mail client,
newsgroup client, telnet client.

There is though one huge difference
however: Voyager only works for
ArgoNet subscribers. It's locked into
their service, and so can be subsidised

by the monthly dues. Voyager also
comes with relatively crude mail and
news clients, and although the Fresco
browser is generally considered better
than R-Comp's Webster XL — faster,
certainly — updates are not as often
forthcoming, and may indeed have
dried up altogether now.

This brings us to other main
contender for your Internet suite
budget, the ANT Suiteitself, which
also contains all you need to get going
— e-mail, news, the same Fresco
browser, plus many smaller utilities —
but weighs in at around £100, which is
more expensive than putting together
all the R-Comp products in one go,
and that's if you can still get hold of it.
I personally have a number of issues
with ANT's mail reader too, so
Messenger Pro might be a better buy for
the inexperienced user anyway. The
ANT Suite was the major Internet
suite for RISC OS, but without updates
and a new distributor this may be
pretty hard to get hold of in future.

One big plus point that DialUp has
over the alternatives is its ability to use
multiple accounts. After setting up my
existing ArgoNet account to test the
software, I decided to give it a more
thorough going over and sign up for
one of those free ISPs (FreeUK). Both
accounts sat side by side, and when
my ArgoNet account gave me a busy
signal it was a simple matter to switch
over to the alternative. There's

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

software around to get
the ANT Suite to use

multiple accounts, but
it's not as simple and
needs to be hunted

down and downloaded;
Voyager has never had this ability, and
probably never will.

Final thoughts
Overall though I found the package to
be quite robust — although the first
version crashed when I tried to set it

up, by the new edition I was able to
maintain longer connections than on
Voyagerusing my rather flaky 'phone
line, although I wasn't using the same
ISPso it may not be a fair comparison.

I had been trying to upload a large
number of photographs taken with
my digital camera to my Web site, and
Voyager with FTPc" died after half an
hour — to the point that FTPc crashed
horribly. DialUp allowed me to upload
for 11 hours before the connection

stopped, at which point DialUpsimply
popped up a box informing me that
traffic had ceased and would I like to

disconnect? Although this particular
test was a little extreme, it's not an
isolated incident and I'm starting to
use DialUpas a first choice now.

The original version had a few
niggles that would have slopped a
few setups working, but thankfully
these areas have been worked on and

the newer version comes with a

plethora of options if you are of a
technical bent, the modem options for
instance going on to a second
"advanced" window so that the

number of choices doesn't confuse the

novice.

Full block driver support is now in
placeso that users of serial cards can
select from the full range, not just the
internal serial port; not only can you
switch off the annoying modem whine
when it first connects, but if your
modem supports it you can even set
the volume with a slider. It was

originallystated as working on Rise
PCs and later machines (A7000 series,
RiscStations and so on), but you
should now be able to use older

machines — although personally I

wouldn't recommend using a 4MB
A310 for anyone's browsing pleasure,
it should be just about possible.

One minor point that I'd like to see
worked on is customisation — the

ability to add themes or skins to the
icons, which I think are a little bland
even though they use more colours
than the usual Voyager stuff. It's a
feature that was added to Voyager by
popular demand, and even the ANT
Suite can have sound support bolted
on, so I can see the same being asked
of DialUp.

But maybe I'm just biased — I wrote
the sound themes support for Voyager
and host most of the sound and

graphics themes on my Web site.
Seems a shame to be able to skin

Webster XLor Oregano but not the
dialler.

Summing up
For the price — as little as ten pounds
if bought in combination — DialUp is
a robust piece of software that is easy
to configure for the novice, but now
comes with enough options to please
the more advanced user. If you already
have an Internet suite that you're
completely happy with then there may
not be a huge incentive to make the
change, but, especiallygiven the lack
of any real alternative, it looks like R-
Comp will be the first port of call for
newbie Internet users in the
future. |3^i^

'roduct details
Product: DialUp (and support software)
Price: £30 alone; £20 with Messenger

Pro; £10 with Webster XL; £60

for whole package
Supplier R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat,

High Legh, Knutsford,
Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: (+44/0) 1925 755043
Fax: (+44/0) 1925 757377
E-mail: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk
Web: www.rcomp.co.uk
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M@rfeet-Ltve!
Introducing the best way to get
your products online in a flash!

-*•»"•' -^
-. Take your products direct to buyers homes, let
* your shop be open 24/7/365!

# Take orders or enquiries any time 0/ day or night

^ Web based administration, unlimited products and
S^ categories

© Tax bands, discounts, multiple shipping schemes

Stock management, automatic image thumbnails

Fully integrated with WorldPays' real time credit
card authorisation system - no need /or manual
processing 0/ credit cards

Give products 'on special' status - shown on every
page

Fully database driven allows /or easy management

Customisable with your logos and existing site style

Manage shoppers' accounts sa/ely extensive password
protection

Full hosting on /ast commercial webservers - an
impressive all round solution.

.

rket-live.co.uk
or phone Co-Comp on 01772 49665

WorldPay pic
Accreuiiea fanner

\Web Hosting]

Tel: 01772 496659
Mob: 07970 064479
Fax: 07971 434612

Web Programming]
&Design J

Your RISC OS friendly web solutions company

Co-Comp would like to introduce you

to a product that we believe will be

influential in bringing RISC OS products
direct to your door - M@rket-I_ive!

Over the next few months you should start

seeing vendors of all descriptions, RISC OS

or otherwise, utilising a new web shopping

system designed and developed using

RISC OS. M@rket-I_ive! is designed to be

a browser independent shopping cart

solution that does not compromise on

quality or features, for consumer and
vendor alike.

Demand more from your dealers

secure credit card facilities, where
# only the banks get to see your card

details

• a full online order history
f alter your user preferences when you

decide

% comprehensive product viewing options

> demand M@rket-I_ive!

Don't accept 'E' as a sideline!

Domain Names
w From £10+VAT.

PO Box 199
Preston

UK
PR1 9SS

Authorised
Installer

^8

^\

Email: sales@co-comp.co.uk Web: www.co-comp.co.uk

[Co-c*ft
Turn-Key Internet, Computing & Business Solutions

M@rket-i.ivef
The best way to get your products online in a flash!
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Master of th
There are two sorts of people

who are connected to the

Internet: those who pay for
their connection by the

minute and those who don't.

Whichever sort you happen to be
you will share a number of common
needs in a program designed to
download files but a critical

requirement is rarely implemented.
For those paying by the minute a

very large file that is cut-off after
90% has loaded can represent an
expensive failure. Even those of us
paying a fixed price for connection
have reason to be wary of long
downloads, especially if the modem
line is shared with a voice telephone
link.

Wouldn't it be an excellent idea if

you could simply restart a
download from where it left off after

a disconnection? As the Internet gets
busier and the files that you want to
download get larger, disconnection
in the middle of a download

becomes more likely.
WSS have come up with

LoadMaster which seems to solve this

major download difficulty. Not only
will the program allow
downloading to be resumed after an
external break but you can also
pause the download. The latter

John Cartmell finds out how to
download big files without pain

might be to allow your daughter to
use the telephone to make her
arrangements to go out clubbing for
the night, or to cease your Internet
access before 8:00am and the start of

expensive online time.
LoadMaster is a simple, small

program that is a delight to use. It
enables you to queue a list of files
you want downloaded and will
collect them for you one at a time. If
you want you can stop an
individual download and start

another or instruct it to download

more than one at a time — all by
simple mouse-clicks.

The download status of each file

in the list is indicated by traffic-light
indicators; amber indicating 'ready
to go', green 'downloading' and red
if the download has stopped. If a
download has been stopped and
you re-connect to the 'Net later the
indicators will automatically move
to amber ready to re-commence
downloading. All this happens in
the background allowing you to
complete other tasks. The one thing

that ensures that any application
continues to be used is the way it
makes itself easy to use. LoadMaster
is installed by simply coping it on to
the harddrive and a file is included

with it to optionally enable
LoadMaster to start every time the
machine is run. The instructions,
included as a text file, are clear and
soon become second nature.

LoadMaster accepts input of a file
name by typing in the file address.
To make life simple the http.7/www.
and ftp://ftp. prefixes are generated
by pressing the up and down keys.
Also available in the same way are
the last ten addresses loaded. This

allows easy access to a range of
related files by simply amending
each address in turn.

In most cases the address needn't

be typed in at all. If, for example
you encounter a URL in a Fresco,
Oregano, Browse or WebsterXL Web
page you can transfer the link
directly to LoadMaster. Although not
(yet) mentioned in the manual it is
possible to do the same from Pluto

by clicking Menu
over the URL in the

Pluto article viewer,
choosing 'Save as'
and dragging the
save icon into the

LoadMaster input
area. The whole

interface is simple
and soon becomes

an easy and very
natural way of
working.

To keep you
informed, the
LoadMaster window

indicates the URL

of the source file,
and the filename

URL of source files

button to stop download

bytes downloaded so far

complete file size

Stop |[# From: j ' httd//www.vigay.c
Fetching To: {Current Transiejits.Software.200 i/o I

From:

Jo:

current action

filenames of saved files

\LoadMaster - Cu

http://www.vigay.com/riscos/ap ps/f

urrentTransients.Software.2001/01/

traffic light

input area for new fetch
77/i' various elements of theLoadMaster download window
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e download
it's being saved as, together with the
bytes downloaded and the size of
the complete file.

It's clear that LoadMaster is at its

best when used side by side with a
web browser. Files for downloading
can easily be added as you browse
through pages leaving LoadMaster
working away in the background as
you explore new pages. If the
browser dies on a bad page
LoadMaster continues; if the whole
machine dies LoadMaster will

remember where it was and will

continue from the break point once
restarted. Some pages can cause
problems because they hide the
URLs of files on offer but these can

be added to Loadiuaster manually
after looking at the Web page HTML
directly.

LoadMaster's strengths are its ease
of use and its solution for the

dropped connection problem. If you
already have a partial download on
your harddrivc this can be added to
the save box (drag and drop) and
the new download starts from

where the original ended. End of
problem.

The authors, Paul Gardiner and
Robin Watts, are clearly interested in
talking to authors of complementary
programs to ensure that interaction
between programs remains as a
smooth as possible. The program

works. It worked for me over a

period of weeks without complaint.
For a utility that's exactly what is
needed. It looks like LoadMaster will

be in daily use here, and on many
other RISC OS machines, for ^^^^
some time to come. ' 3 BI *-*

Product details J
Product: LoadMaster

Price: £20 + VAT

Supplier: Warm Silence Software, PO
Box 28, Woodstock,

Oxfordshire, OX20 1XX

Tel: 01608 737172

Mobile: 07885 487642

E-mail: info@vvss.co.uk

Web: www.wss.co.uk

Get a great impression
Saturday & Sunday 19/20 May 2001

Saturday 10:00 to 17:30
Sunday 10:00 to 16:00

ance booking Adults/Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16) £1.50
(tickets available from mid-January 2001)
Adults £4.00

Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16). £2.50
(Foundation rate on production of membership card)

'Please, note that ticketsare validforboth days

he door

VVACG Show 95 Cumbrian Way Lupset Park Wakefield WF2 8JT
Ticketbobking cheques/POs made payable to "WACG Show"
(sorry - no credit or debit cards)

Free car parkin-
Disabled acces:

Show theatre

Civic opening by ayor i

RiscStation Village
R-Comp Games Arcade
Castle Internet Cafe

Wakefield

} HuRR*::'*::- r -niRK
HORBUR^ F-Om

www.wacgiorg.uk/show showinfo@wacg.org.uk

a, RComp, Castle, RiscS

ciTHL &TK ST-SDiurn
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rci@rcomp.co.uk

ZRobert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford,'.Cheshlre WA16 6PS • Tel 01925*755043 YFax 01925 757377 v 4irrpi//www.rc6mp.co.u

Web Authoring
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£105
Next-generation Web authoring tools for RISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution toall your Web authoring
needs, whetherlargeor small. Available eitheras a complete
suite or piecebypieceas a series of components, with the
HTMLEdit family youcan choose exactly whatyou need:

HTMLEdit 4+ £53

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features
WebsterXL £25

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit.... £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2 £30

Sitemanagement tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.

Professional Utilities
Addresslt £99

Post code and address finder system that no businesscan
afford to be without! Includes complete postal address details
forthe UK inan application that works alongside other
RISC OS business software (R-Comp edition is non-expiring)

Addresslt upgrade £50
(Upgrade from Fabis expiring version)

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £60
Firstclass software to get you online!
Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro and WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for£115.

Messenger Pro £30
Comprehensive emailand news reader software
• Easy to set up and use, yetextremely powerful
• Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£40) versions available.
WebsterXL £25

Browser with support foradvanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScriptand 128-bit SSL etc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exportnig, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £20
Internet connectionutility; supports multiple ISP accounts
NB. £15to Messenger Pro owners, or €10if youown WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer £25

Web sitegrabbing utility for offline viewing

Publishing and Design
EasyClip 2 £25
Graphical resource management system
Storeand manage your clip-art collection with greatease

EasyClip 2 upgrade (from Fabis edition) £7
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Network Printing
Print-server Box inc Software £160

3-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access up to three traditional printers viaa network

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print serverboxesfrom
RISCOS computers.

Music
Anthem £70

The RISC OS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.
Ringfor details - we canadvise inmost sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

MidiMax 2 MIDI Interface £99

ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £55
Listen to MIDI music withoutexpensive hardware!

Games
Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent £30-00

Doorn+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) . . .£22-00
Quake £23-00
Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
RISC User Nutshells CD £32-00

R-Comp Inferacfive is the UK distributor for:

Artex ProAction
Ankh .

Exodus

£10-00

£2000

Various titles
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Here is the news
Now that we are on line,

browsing the Web, we
should look at how you get
yourself set up to access both

the newsgroups and e-mail.
We already have all the little bits

and pieces required to get
connected to the Internet, and have
set up an account with an ISP
(Internet Service Provider),
assuming all went well in accord
with my previous article. We now
need a News Fetcher to go out and
collect the news we request.

Newshouud is one such, it is free
and well thought of. Make sure you
get the latest version, v.1.4 which
went onto Joseph Heenan's Web site
mid October 2000. Do not try to use
any older version.

You will find version 1.39 on the

Oregano CD, and also hidden inside
DialUp (the version I got). Do not
use it. It caused me endless grief
even though, as I now know, I had
it configured 'correctly'. It simply
gave endless "cannot resolve
newsserver hostname" errors. Some

people seem to have got it to work,
but 1simply could not on my
machine. The new version uses the

Acorn/A NT Kesolver (which you
have inside Bool) instead of its own.
In stark contrast this version works

like a dream.

While you are on, also get a Mail
Fetcher. Popstar is the one I used.
Version 2.02b is the latest at the

time of writing. Get it now because

Martin Hodgson gets
you better connected

some of the configuration for news
fetching also involves mail fetching.
These Fetchers send, as well as
fetching, news and mail for you.

Now whatever information the

Fetchers fetch (and send), they need
to store it somewhere. That is why
you need Newsbasc. I used version
0.60m available free off the Web —

like everything else.
Finally, to actually read what has

been fetched, you need a Reader.
Messenger is free, so get that off the
Web. There are also Messenger Pro
and Pluto 2, the fully fledged
commercial readers, which you
might want to use later for their
advanced features. But for now I

reckon the free Messenger will do
nicely.

You will be relieved to know that

is the last of the software you will
need. Incidentally, if you think all
this looks complex compared to
other computers, such as Wintel
PCs, you would be wrong. A PC has
a DUN (dialler) which functions
just like Sockeleer. If you want to set
up an ISP manually the procedure
is the same.

However, if you just bung the
ISP's CD into the PC drive and run

it, the dialler is set up automatically,
like DialUp
does on your
Acorn. In the

PC this

usually resets
all manner of

things you
would prefer
to be left

alone. I do

admit though
that with

Outlook

Express, the
mail and

news

fetchers,
storage, and
reader are

NewsHound Choices

bundled together, and therefore
rather less intimidating. To
summarise: connect to the Internet,
go to www.riscos.org and follow the
links to download Newshound,
Popstar, Newsbase and Messenger
from their respective authors' sites.
Copy them all into your Internet
directory.

Setting up
When you first run Nezosbase it will
come up with a Save window. Drag
this into the Internet directory,
where something called '.Newsdir
will be created. This is where all

your news and mail will be stored.
When you first run Newshound it

will ask you for a News Hostname
and Nickname.

What this means is, look down
the OFFL/INS file you used before
when setting up Sockeleer, and find
the entry NNTP_Server=. That
gives something like
news.freeuk.net. Enter that as the

Hostname. The nick, or nickname,
is a three letter identifier for your
benefit so you know which is which
(you can add more ISPs later if you
really must). For FrecUK I use fuk,
but it can be any three letter
combination.

Now, with Newshound loaded,
click Menu on the iconbar icon and

select Configure. Click on the Fetch
radio icon, and click the button for
"Only when system variable
set/true" so it is ticked (Figure la).
Also tick the button for "Fetch At

Startup". Leave "Quit when done"
for now — we may need to do some
trouble-shooting later so we want
Newshound to stay loaded. Then
click on Save to save these settings.
Note that against "Default
groupfile(s)" you should see the
Nickname you used for the
NNTP_Server {fuk in this example).
If not, then make it so by typing it
in. Incidentally, all that is meant by
NNTP Server is the name used to

News Fetch

Default groupfile(s)

\V At startup J Quit when done
Every

fuk

J
J Post articles every
J Only when dialup active

[7 Only when system variable set/true

minutes

PPP$Connected

Report Errors

(§ All J All except DNS

\^/ Non-existent groups
ij) None

Figure la: Setting up lite fetching options in Ntrwshound

JNNTF

(* Fetch

JMisc

Save

Cancel

Set
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locate the News server. Now click

on the Misc radio icon (Figure lb).
Ensure you have ticked the buttons
for Enable newsgroup list fetching
and Open status window at start of
fetch. At the bottom, tick Get list of
all newsgroups, and Fetch
newsgroups descriptions. Click on
Save.

Now, just for interest, click Menu
on the Newshound iconbar icon

and select Servers... It opens the
directory containing your news
server files. One of those, deiuGrottp,
is set up by the software author and
shows how the file should look,
with a few comp.sys.acorn
newsgroups subscribed from the
ISP 'Demon'. Load it into Edit for

examination.

Very useful for sorting problems
if they occur, but do not modify
these files without taking a backup
copy. Especially do not mess with
the number after NEWSGROUPS.

You can however manually add or
delete newsgroups. You can also
change the default Group file by
changing the three letter nickname
in Newshound's Configuration
window shown above.

Inside both the Newshound and

Popstar archives, as they come from
the Web site, is an application called
InstTrans. Click on both of them, to
install their transports into Newsdir.
The transports are a set of standard

ffj NewsHound Choices

Msc

py" Enable newsgroup list fetching
J Run IFetchEnd atend of fetch

\V Open status win at start of fetch
_]Open status win full size
_| Close status win atend of fetch
_J No iconbar icon
_J Quit when offline

Next fetch (immediate effect)

\^/ Get list ofall newsgroups
\V Fetch newsgroup descriptions

Figure lb: Settinguphow Newshound behaves when run
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routines used by Newsbase to talk to
the fetchers.

Load Newsbase again, click your
Menu (middle) mouse button on
the icon. Select Setup. The Nerosbase
Control Panel will appear. This has
eight options. Clicking any of these
opens up a setup window.
Fortunately we do not need all of
them.

Newsbase supports the Help
application, so do load that to get
very helpful messages.

From the control panel select
Hostname setup: In the Domain
space type in the Domain name you
used when setting up Socketeer
(and which you found from your
ISP's OFFL/INS file. For example:
freeuk.com). Leave the rest —
Newsbase can handle all manner of

complex arrangements for people
on networks and machines which

are "hot desked". We are not. So

just click on the Set button.
Select Local users: Click on Add

in the Local user management
window to open a small window
into which you type your User
Name. This is the name you chose
for yourself when you set up your
account with your ISP, and is the
first part (before the @) of your e-
mail address. Then click on OK.

Back in the Local user

management window use the
up/down arrows to have you
shown in the User slot, and click on
Edit. In the Modifying user:

window, type your
Real Name into the

slot at the lop (that
is, your actual name
you use). Tick the
buttons for Admin,
and for Mail access

and News access (for
read and send /

post, and delete)
Also lick the two

'active' buttons to

the right of Mail
Outbox and News

Outbox. Leave all the

slots blank, so the
default Outboxes are

used. Click on Set, then on Save
back in the Local user management
window.

Select Transport setup (Figure
Ha): Before doing anything else, did
you first set up the Newsdir
directory from Neiushound, then run
the two InstTrans applications
which came with Neioshottnd and

Popstar to install the transports? If
not, do it now. You probably will
need to reload Newsbase in this

event, and get back to where you
were.

In the Transport setup window,
in the upper one third of it, click on
the menu icon to the right of Source
transport. From the pop-up menu
select Neu'shound. Similarly, for
Default mail route select Popstar,
and for the Default news route

select Newshound again.
Still in the Transport setup

window, halfway down is the
Transport entry, with a menu icon
to the right of it. Click on that and
select Newshound. The rest of this

section changes a little to reflect the
fact you are now dealing with the
news setup.

Tick the 'Check arrivals, new
news' button. In the lower of the

Gateway slots (the news one) enter
the name of your NNTP_server
(News server), from the OFFL/INS
file supplied by your ISP (which we
also used for Newshound).

Now click again on the menu
icon against Transport and select
Popstar. Tick the 'Check arrivals,
new mail button. In the upper of
the gateway slots type in your
SMTP_server, also gleaned from the
OFFL/INS file from the ISP's CD.
The SMTP server is the route for

your outgoing mail. Notice that the
entries against the two via's in the
upper section change to show your
settings.

Again click on menu against
Transport, and this time select
'local'. Check that both the Check

arrivals buttons (new news and
new mail) are ticked.

Now click on Set to close the

Transport setup window. Back in
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presents

ri48 net
Levens Software has a new

name, Real Ingenuity, and a
whole new service

Internet Connection, at an affordable
price, with RISC OS support,

you can't be serious!

r[i]
realSurf

Local Rate (0845) Connection
to the Internet, supporting
both Modems and IDSN

+ 10Mb Web space for your
own webpages

+ 1 Email account

+ Connection software

+ Utilities disc, ready to
access your account

+ 0800 Freephone
telephone support

+ FREE .co.uk domain name

Use our online domain name

finder to choose an available

name.

ri48 net/freename

r[i]
realSoftware

WebsterXL, JavaScript
enabled web browser and

MessengerPro, the ultimate
email/news client

ri48 net
Each package option on this page

costs just £48 each, including VAT.
All you are required to do is

purchase realSurf

56k Fax/Modem, to connect
to the internet at speed

r[i]
realSurf+

Account upgrade, featuring
+ Extra 15Mb of web space
+ 4 more email accounts

+ FREE .com/.net name

+ FREE scripting facilities,
Perl/PHP/SSI/MySQL/ASP

Yes please, I'd like to connect to ri48 net, where
everything costs just £48 inclusive of VAT.

I would like to order

• RealSurf £ 48* yearly
• RealSurf+ £ 48* yearly
• RealModem £ 48*

• RealSoftware £ 48*

Please choose your desired free .co.uk domain name

1st .co.uk

2nd .co.uk

3rd .co.uk

Ienclose a cheque for £.
to Real Ingenuity Ltd.

_, which I have made payable

Please send your cheque, along with this order form to:
Real Ingenuity Ltd
Kable House

Amber Drive

Langley Mill
Nottingham
NG16 4BE

I wish to be known as

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

_@myfreedomainname.co.uk

*RealSurf and RealSurf+ services can be paid by £24 advance payment (by cheque) and quarterly standing orders of £12, payable after six months.
Alternatively, send a cheque for the full £48. RealModem and RealSoftware must be paid for in advance.
E&OE. Domain Namessubject to Availability. Services subject to Termsand Conditions, which are available on request. © Real Ingenuity 08000 191 242
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Newsbase Control Panel

I Hostnamesetup
D
a News/mail filters

can be edited by hand in Edit. You
can also edit the Group file by hand
in Neioshound if you menu on the
iconbar and select Servers..., and
load the relevant 'xxxdroup' file
into Edit. That seems to be the

important one.

Setting up Messenger
Load Messenger to the iconbar, click
menu over it and select Choices...

which brings up another panel full
of intimidating things to set — but
we can ignore all of it. Come back
later (like, in a few weeks) if you
want to do things such as change
the cosmetics of your news pages.

However i suggest you do click
on Server choices in the top left
corner. Tick on Start server

automatically, then on Set, then on
Save choices. This makes Messenger
load Neiosbase automatically. Since
one without the other is not a lot of

use, you may as well select this
option.

The end
Believe it or not that really is the
end of all the setting up. All you
have to do then is actually run the
thing.

Which should be just what you
do, but things happen, about which
it is a Very Good Idea to have some
knowledge and that can ^^^^
come in the very next article. I=*flI»1

Local users ^r*!_ Newsfeed setup

fealt
©comp Mail &newsstorage
©rec

P Other options

-\ Transport setup

TCP/IP services

Transport setup

Auto-setupSource transport |newshound
Default mail route |popstar
Default news route | newshound

.Hj via
13J via

relay.freeuk.net

news.freeuk.net

Transport

Description

Check arrivals

Route outgoing

newshound 13j Q| Setup | Edit | Update
V1.08. for NewsHound 1.36 and above. © Joseph Heenan

new ma) \7 new news
Gateway | j

news Gateway news.freeuk.net I

Set | Cancel |Hi Show Routes.. I Save

Figure lla: Newsbase needs toknow which transports it should useforeach type offetch

the Newsbase Control panel, select
TCP/IP services. Tick (click on) all
four buttons next to Autostart, then
on Set.

As a point of interest the Ports
which are being listened to are
Virtual Ports, of which all
computers have thousands. HTTP
(Web pages) are conventionally on
port 80, and NNTP (news), POP3 (e-
mail in), SMTP (e-mail out) are as
shown in this panel.

Finally from the Newsbase
Control Panel, select Other options
(Figure lib). In the top half of the
Other options window tick Auto
process new: for both mail and
news, and Announce new: for mail
& news, also on Keep logfile.

Click on the menu icons to the

right of both Default Mail Reader
and default News Reader, and
select Messenger in both cases. Note
this detects the full path to find
Messenger. Therefore do not at any
later date change any directories or
their names. Finally click on Save.

In the main Newsbase Control

Panel click on Save to ensure

everything is really saved and close
the window. Incidentally, we have

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

ignored three of the setup areas in
the Control Panel. These are used

for setting such things as the length
of time after which news and mail

items will be automatically deleted,
and network and multiuser options.

You can apparently add and
delete Newsgroups here but it
hasn't worked for me. The relevant

file 'groups' is to be found inside
INewsdir.newsbase.config.NewsHound, and

>g|x| Otheroptions |

Auto process new: p/" mail \j~ news
f/ Announce new: ^) mail only (• mail &news

[/* Keep logfile J Syslog Min disk space
none si
1024 Kbytes

Moderated posting path

Mail-to-news gateway

Default Mail Reader

Default News Reader

moderators.uu.net SI
SI
si
SI

ADFS::HardDisc4.$.lnternet.!Messer

ADFS::HardDisc4.$.lnternet.!Messer

Hi Debug... | Set Caneel Save

Figure lib:Configuring Newsbasefor its behaviour when fetching e-mail andnews
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CASTLE

Order now!

ONLY

£49 + vat

Primary site licence £199 + vat Secondary site licence £399 + vat

The

cool

way

to

surf

Oregano

The new RISC OS

web browser from

CASTLE

Download a FREE trial version from

www.castle.org.uk/oregano/

or call 01728 723200

'reefax 0800 783 9638

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
bridge Road, Framllngham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK

email: sales@castle.org.uk www.castle.org.uk
E&OE
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What's it a
I have mentioned the USB in a

past Rambles column but the
editor thought you might like to
know a little more about it

seeing it is soon to make an
appearance on the Omega. Looking
at some of the comments about USB I

have read on Acorn Web sites there

seems to be a bit of confusion out

there as to what it is, what it offers
and it's usefulness in the RISC OS
world.

First off, it stands for Universal
Serial Bus, which is strange really
because it is not actually a bus at all.
A true bus has the same electrical

signal going from point to point to
many devices, like the SCSI bus, the
IEEE488 bus or even the humble I2C

bus. But when you have a bus you
have the problem that there can only
be one device talking at any one time
and on most busses there is a danger
of a "collision" when more than one

devices tries to drive it at the same

time.

The USB gets past this problem by
not being a bus at all, all
communication is wired point to
point between a master and a slave.
The clever part is that it can be made
to appear to the user just like a bus
by the use of intermediate devices
called hubs, these take streams of
communication and switch them to

one and only one device at a time.
Of course that device might be

another hub which directs it to

another and so on, up to five hubs
deep, with a maximum of 127
devices. In this way it looks like a
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Mike Cook goes into some detail
about the bus coming to our stop soon
bus because you simply add a new
device onto a spare socket and when
you run out of sockets you simply go
and buy another hub.

Let's start at the beginning, there is
only one master, which is your
computer, and this is called a host.
The host does all the talking and
commands the slaves, the peripheral
devices, to accept data or send back
a package.

Slaves don't speak unless spoken
to, and then they are told exactly
how much data to send back. The

exciting thing is that these devices
can be virtually anything that
requires slow to medium data
transfer speeds. Nowadays,
"medium" data speeds mean live
video images, digitised sound and
even mass storage media like DVD,
CD and hard disc.

The other great news is that USB
devices are hot pluggable, that
means they can be attached and
removed without having to shut the
system down. If I want to change a
SCSI device I have to shut down the

computer, turn all the other SCSI
devices off, attach or remove the
required device, turn them all on and
then reboot the computer.

Messy though it is, it's not so
time-consuming with a Rise PC but

try doing that with a
PC (providing you
can get it to shut
down that is), or a
Macintosh. You are

into serious tea

drinking time. The
USB allows the hot

pluggable trick by the
simple expediency of
having the power
connectors in the

plugs longer than the

signal connectors so that when you
plug them in the power and earth are
always established before the signals
and so the signals aren't fried.

There are two types of connector
on the USB, the first is a down
stream port, these are long and thin
and have host data flowing out of
them towards the peripherals. The
second is the up-stream port, these
are roughly square and connect up
towards the host. A USB cable will

typically have one type of connector
on each end although some devices
like a mouse will only have one
connector on a flying lead.

The other great thing about the
USB is that it can supply power to
your peripherals so some devices do
not need an additional power supply.
Each device can have up to 100mA of
current but by special negotiation it
can get up to 500mA to power it.
Many drives and input devices are
bus-powered like this. It also shuts
down power to devices currently not
being used so only active devices are
consuming power.

The USBcan operate at two
speeds, full speed at
12Mbyte/second and slow speed at
1.5Mbyle/second. However, there is
an overhead to be taken into account

as data is split up into packets, with
acknowledgments of each package
and sometimes error checking too.

In addition to the two speeds
there are four types of transfer that
can take place on the bus, not all of
which are available at both speeds.
They each have different
characteristics, for example
"isochronous transfer" guarantees to
transfer data at a constant rate

because it is time critical, like digital
audio data.

The price you pay for this is that
the integrity of the data is not
guaranteed, you might experience



about, USB?
the odd drop out. This would
typically be used for audio data
where a missed byte can be masked
but there is no time to re-send the

data.

On the other hand the "Bulk

transfer" mode is used by printers
where the data has to be correct and

it is no great disaster if a package has
to be sent again. It is these different
transfer modes that make the USB so

flexible, see the table for a list of the
transfer types and typical uses.

The USB also has a distance limit,
any one cable can be as long as 5
metres but as you can have up to five
hubs passing on data you can get 6
segments of cables giving the longest
distance of 30 metres from the

computer. Other busses can be used
over much longer distances but the
USBwas not designed for such
applications.

Applications
So how is this magic used? The
secret to the USB is software, all the
protocols for communicating are
strictly laid out along what should
happen in the event of any errors.
This is quite complex software and it
might seem that this is a barrier to its
widespread use.

However, all of the complication
is hidden from the user by the use of
host software and USB drivers, it's
plug and play. Even application, or
driver writers are spared most of the
complication of this software by the
operating system.

Basically all an application has to
do is to ask the host software, which
is part of the operating system, what
devices it has found. It then

identifies a target and then tells the
host to start communicating with it.
Each device on the USB can be

identified in several ways, perhaps
the most universal is by type and
class.

Here a device can say, for
example, it is a "human interface"
type, with a class of "mouse". If that
were to be the case the host software

would know what

to do with that class

of device and no

further drivers or

application would
be needed. Have

you ever used a
computer with two
mice? It's a great
source of practical
jokes.

Other types and
classes could also be

supported in decent
host software like

the bulk storage
type with a class of
CD reader or hard drive. Other

devices like a printer would need
drivers writing, these would be
exactly the same as the drivers we
need at the present but they would
direct their output towards the USB
port instead of the parallel or serial
port.

Therefore all the existing printer
drivers could easily be patched by a
single application. Note however
that the USB knows nothing about
what data a printer needs, it only
knows how to communicate with it.

So having a USB printer and a USB
port on your computer is no better
that a parallel printer and a parallel
port, you still need a driver. Sorry to
disappoint anyone who thought
otherwise.

What we don't know about the

Omega yet is how good the USB port
will be. Will it support isochronous

USB Design by Example
A Pt.kucjIGuttata ftuWrng VOt
John Hyde

transfer used for web

cams? Will it support
bulk transfer for

printers and
scanners? What will

the operating system
host support be like?
We will just have to
wail and see but

remember that the

Omega is only the
first, I am sure that
USB should be

regarded as essential
on any modern
computer.

I have only just
scratched the surface here so if you
are interested in the USB protocol
and want to make USB devices to

connect to the bus I would

recommend two books on the

subject:
USB Complete by Jan Axelson,

Pub. Lakeview Research ISBN 0-

9650819-3-1. A detailed look at what

is needed at both ends of the bus.

USB Design by Example by John
Hyde, Pub. Wiley ISBN 0-471-37048-
7. More technical with design
examples and a wide selection of
USB devices reviewed.

Both books come with CDs and

are biased towards the Windows

operating system at the host end.
However, most of this host
functionality is required no matter
what the operating system so the
information is easily ^^^^
transferable. EZID

Transfer type Control Bulk Interrupt Isochronous

Typical use Configuration printer / scanner mouse, keyboard Audio

Required? yes no no no

Allowed on low speed devices yes no yes no

Error correcting yes yes yes no

Guaranteeddelivery rate no no no yes

Guaranteed latency ° no no yes yes

Full speed (max data bytes/ms) 832 1 12162 64 1023

Lowspeed (max data bytes/ms) 24 3 not allowed 0.8 < not allowed

0 Time between transfers 1 13 x 64-byte transfers
2 19 x 64-bytetransfers 3 in three 8 byte transfers
4 8 bytes per 10 milliseconds
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rCCUMANA
^k f The best name in memory

The names you can trust for all your
computer requirements

Get more for your money

Don't limit yourself:
your school has a choice!

Prefer to carry on using Acorn software
but need to introduce a PC environment?

Call us NOW for your FREE ICT Planning Document

Word is spreading that Acorn / RISCOS machines are returning into schools.
HTML software titles are becoming available from software houses that will run

under the RISCOS platform using Castle's Oregano software.

Thin Client Technology Independent Computing Architecture (ICA)
This is a system to provide cross-platform software compatibility with low client station capital and
running costs, whilst providing higher levels of reliability. To explain, you need a network
infrastructure, an NT server and any number of Thin Client computers, or Network Computers (NCs).
All the Thin Clients are controlled from a central NT server (or servers), which hold user configurations
that are centrally administered and thus client systems cannot be re-configured locally; this minimises
client station problems. As NCs have no floppy disc drive it is impossible to introduce viruses or
indeed pirate software from these client stations. Other standard desktop computers can also be
added to the system if requiredand these can comprise a mix of Acorns, AppleMacs and PCs. ICA is
a cost effective way of extending the useful life of your existing older Acorn (or PC) computers, many
of which willprobably be mechanically sound for a good few years yet.

If your school requires a demonstration or site visit then please contact us.

Tel: 01279 730800 / 900

Fax: 01279 730809

e-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk
CITRIX www.cumana.co.uk CITRIX*

Call us now on Tel+44(0)1279-730800/730900 Fax +44(0)1279-730809. sales@cumana.co.uk, www.cumana.net
Cumana is a trading name of: Cannon Computing, Whitegate, Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath,
Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7ED. Akalat Feb 2001
Without Prejudice.AII Registered Trademarks acknowledged. Partners: Nigel D. &Sara L. Cannon. I
All prices areUK £sterling &, unless otherwise stated, exclude VAT, exclude delivery. E&OE. EmHtiI •
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BETT 2001 Awards
Comedian Fred MacAuley presented
the BETT Awards this year. There
were over 400 nominations with

teachers from all over the UK voting
for the overall winners across 13

categories, in addition the Innovation
and Top 20 awards were decided by a
panel of judges.

And this is how the results of the

voting went:

Online Learning Resource (Free)
www.mathsyear2000.org

Online Learning Resource (Subscription)
www.atschool.co.uk

Education Software in Primary Schools
ReviscWise Series

Education Software in Secondary Schools
Force and Motion

Software Tools in Primary Schools
Numbers, Words and Pictures

SoftwareTools in Secondary Schools
Workspace Explorer

Interactive Multimedia Content

Out and About

ICTHardware in Primary Schools
Intel Play QX3Computer Microscope

ICTHardware in Secondary Schools
Airport

Support Service
The Learning Network BoltonCurriculum ICTCentre

Special Education Needs (Software)
Out and About SEMERC

Special Education Needs (Hardware)
JAMC@M 3.0and JAMSTUDIO Tag Learning

Top 20
Crick Software

Innovation

iBook and Airport Apple
School Management Solution

NumeracyCompleteand Literacy Complete SkillsFactory

Cities online

Maths Year 2000

Pedegog

BBC Educational Publishing

Fable Multimedia

Black Cat

CSF

SEMERC

Tag Learning

Apple

A new colourful online service of

graphical cross-curricular games and
exercises for Key States 1, 2 and 3
can now be accessed via

www.EducationCity.net
Education City (01458 254709) has

been designed to improve standards
of attainment through fun
challenges. The Web site is split into
two sections, Primary and Secondary.
The Secondary section covers maths,
English, French, German, science and
topics with exercises such as Ready,
Steady, Bake. This is set in a
restaurant kitchen where Stig and
Sten ask students to mark out a

fraction of a cake and then deliver it.

Meanwhile, the Primary section
includes exercises for English,
science, maths as well as common
primary topics. Thus Shopfor Fun
asks children to pay the correct sum
for a range of items for sale on a
market stall.

Teachers can tailor exercises to

focus of questions and topics to suit
their children, as well as monitoring
progress against curriculum Key
Stage targets. Education City costs
£60 per subject at Primary level
rising to £150 per module for
Secondary school.

In brief

Logotron alone
Pearson Education has sold

educational-software house

Logotron to its management team
for an undisclosed sum. The team

is headed by Managing Director,
Julian Pixton and the company
plans to keep its long-time base in
Cambridge.

This makes Logotron (01223
425558) the largest privately
owned educational-software

publisher in Europe. "This will
allow us to accelerate the

development of our ground
breakingeducational
technologies," commented Pixton.

Saying goodbye
Rickitt Educational Media (REM)
have been bought out by Paul Tuff
and David Bennett. This ensures

that REM retains its independent
status, and while founder Martin
Rickitt steps down as Managing
Director, be will continueto act as
adviser for the meantime.

Future plans include a
significant investment in the
development of Web-based sales,
delivery and content. Access www.r-
e-m.co.uk

Weather watchers
New resources for studying the
weather are now available from

The Advisory Unit for Computer in
Education (01707 266714). These
take the form of an extensionpack
for their Weather Reporter
automatic weather station.

The system enables schools to
make automatic records, daily or
hourly of wind speed and
directions, temperature, sunshine
and daylighthours, rainfall,
pressure and humidity.This
information can then be saved as

used as CSV data for work in

geography, maths, science and ICT.
The new pack includes a

Resource Module that consists of

teaching materials; a Display
Module that enables live weather

data to be viewed at local network

stations; and a Web Module for
creating automatically updated
Weather Reporterdata on school
Web pages.

Contacting me J
Pam Turnbull:

educ@acornuser.com
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Free for all
When you buy any of the new

TextEase products you'll
find a section on the CD-

ROM called Curriculum.

This holds a set of curriculum

resources divided into 11 subject
areas which will run with one or

more components of TextEase Studio
or you can download these from the
Softease Web site. But should you
bother?

The first thing I noticed was that
someone had been paying attention
to the colour coding of the National
Curriculum and that the activities

had been designed to cover the
requirements to use ICTin other
subjects.

Diving into the first set I accessed
Key Stage 1 and 2 files on Art and
Design. Using the word bank you
can create patterns of shapes before
using the fill tool and TextEase 2000's
new polygon tool as Key Stage 1
children explore visual elements.

For Key Stage 2 there was a
Christmas card to design and use but
this was more than a little

temperamental and hung my
machine. Do ensure that you are
familiar with the tools and ensure

that the right selection are available
on the toolbar before you let the
children loose. Moving on to the core
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Pam Tumbull looks at a nice little extra lurking

on Softease's new range of educational products

subject of English, there are files for
Key Stages 1 to 4. Again colour-
coded and with very clear links to
the National Curriculum learning
objectives there are colourful
activities well supported by sound
on phonemic awareness and
knowledge (syllables and same
sounds in particular), letter
recognition and CVC construction.
For Key Stages 2, 3 and 4 there is
prefix wheel, punctuation passage,
magazine cover to construct again
using the world bank to store words,
phrases and images, while for Key
Stage 4 there is an advert to write
mixing fact and opinion.

There there is Maths: counting to
20 with simple but effective images,
audio and animation, rounding to 5
and 10, as well as the characteristics
of 2D shapes. Key Stage 4 resources
are to follow. At about this time I

became concerned that I was missing
things and some of the files didn't
seem to be working as they should.

Following up with science, there
are activities for Key Stages 1 with
animals, living and never lived, parts

of the human head, foods and parts
of a horse. While Key Stage 2 offers
pages on pulse rale, magnetic
materials and naming parts of a
skeleton. Finally Key Stage 3 covers
nutrition and rock formations.

These resources were not as well

organised as I would like. You can
dive into each subject and find the
screen/activity you want. However,
a better first-time route is to go the
the index directory and then load the
subject index (SUBJECX1). You'll
then see the recognisable colour
coding and access the subject then
Key Stage and finally the activity
you're interested in. Using this route
activities and subjects are linked
using TextEase's built-in linking.

There are over 80 activities

available at present with more
(especially for Key Stages 3 and 4) on
the way. Green-backed Design and
Technology has offerings for primary
schools only. Younger children
explore paper-based constructs such
as cylinders which they see being
made courtesy of a movie clip, while
slightly older children look at the



properties of different materials with
obvious links to maths and science

respectively.
All About Myself is the topic for

Key Stage 1 ICT with a booklet of
tables and charts to complete as well
as recording voices straight into
TextEase — great fun for all.
However, Key Stage 2 children
design a poster naming the parts of a
computer before listing 10 things you
can use one for — a nice

introductory exercise for Year 3.
History was my next port of call

and offered here for the youngest
was a jigsaw of famous leaders. This
was a little tricky for this age group
especially for those with poor motor
control. There is also a chance to put
Olympic events into chronological
order, which is a challenging activity
but which could prove a useful
follow up or extension.

Key features of the Crimean War; a
class survey on fast food; facts and
emotions about using a Gas Mask in
World War 2 and an interview to

write up with an imaginary Victorian
Family are on offer for 7 to 11-year
olds. While Key Stage 3 students use
the same technique with a knight
and World War 2 soldier, again using
the word bank to help with spellings
and ideas.

Geographers will find Gardens and
Litter featured, as well as a traffic
survey for primary schools, while
secondary students can use their
knowledge of the water cycle to add
a key to a talking diagram.

So far there is only one activity for
music and that cover the ideas of

pitch with Key Stage 1. 1found that
disappointing as there is a huge

scope for simple music composition
in TextEase.

At present, citizenship is only
taught at secondary school and here
there are files for Key Stage 3 and 4.
The younger of the two groups look
at the European Union. This activity
is not very thrilling being a piece of
text to read and then to answer

questions about it, but it's followed
by the opportunity to build a debate
between two characters. This is

followed by a Key Stage 4 activity
where students have to put their
own views forward in an imaginary
piece for the local newspaper.

Some of the activities are

contained one page, while others
take the form a mini-project using a
simpie forward/backward/home
button system to navigate. Some
exercises feature a lifebelt icon which

gives children or students a quick
glimpse of the correct punctuation or
labels required. Younger users are
rewarded with animations of

wandering numbers or letters and
here feedback (audio and visual) is
immediate, with other activities it is
the teacher who will act as auditor.

As well as using good quality
images and an attractive cursive font,
the instructions are written but by
clicking on them TextEase will read it
all out to you. In addition many of
the activities features tips on how to
use new tools or how to make the

most of what's on offer.

All use the facilities of TextEase are

available and while these activities

are useful and fit well into National

Curriculum, Literacy and Numeracy
framework initiatives, the beauty of
this is that it may well persuade

more teachers to use the computer
within class activities by designing
their own activities. Especially once
they discover the versatility of the
word bank.

In essence this is a taster of what

you can produce with TextEase
adding animation, sound, video
simply and effectively to documents
to create attractive and worthwhile

classroom activities for all ages. My
niggles concern the presentation of
the files within the directories which

is messy and confusing as to what
you click first.

True, the structure makes it easy to
take out what you need or edit
screens to fit with your teaching.
And while nothing disastrous
happens if blunder around click-
happy, this organisation — or lack of
it — does not enhance some excellent

resources.

Having said that SoftEase have
informed me they are adding even
more resources and fixing some of
the problems — from such a reliable
and decentcompany, 1look _____
forward to it. _=___)

3roduct details

Product: TextEase National Curriculum

Resources

Ages: 5 to 15

Price: FREE with all new TextEase

products or downloaded from
Web site

Supplier: SoftEase, Market Place,
Ashbourne, Derbyshire
DE161ES

Tel: (+44/0) 1335343421
Fax: (+44/0) 1335 343422
Web: w w w. textease.com

E-mail: sales@softease.co.uk
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VI The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax+44(0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp:

3.xx/0lymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00 3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00

Special
upgrade

Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympicor Olympic
add only £25

OHP 2 £40 (upgrade from 1.xx £ 13)
OHP is a screen-based presentation package (or use with RISC OS computers

A\ fJl&bt?lllUllur 0Hp |els you comp||e Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, whict1
POCkOQQ OH CO-ROM'. vou create or purchase outside OHP, and show them on your computer's VDU as a

full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consisted

Version 2 nOW haS s'y'in9' add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
P • . \r\A access l0 an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto 6

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with yoir
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations ar
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras All cameras Include PhotoLink software

Worth £69

MULTI CAMERA LINK FOR

by

C860L £290
C960L £390
C960L £490
C2020Z £550
C21OOUZS90O
C3030Z £800

PRINTERS

C3030 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, sound and movie feature, takes
lens attachments. Manual as well as automatic controls, internal (lash with provision for external flash. 16MB
memory card and remote control standard. £800 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C2100 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 10xzoom, movie feature, Sound, Electronic TTL SLR
with image stabilisation Manual as v/ell as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. _
16MB memory card and remote control standard. A real photographer's camera at £900.00 inc.VAT and C2lUU Ultra.

C2020 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, movie feature, takes lens
attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. 8MB
memory card and remote control standard. £550.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C990 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory
card £490.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C960 Zoom
£390.00 inc.VAT and RlSCOS software

1.3 MegapixeMJ 280x960pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card

C860L 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card
inc.VAT and RISCOS software

Parallel Port Smartmedla or Compact Flash reader with any camera: add £70

NEW! BJC8200 £350
All printers Include PhotoReal software

Worth £69

BJC8200 £350 including PHOTOREAL ...the brilliant new PHOTO printer
• from Canon 6 separate ink tanks...40% higher resolution than Epson 870

Please ask me for a sample print and be prepared to be
^•u delighted:

, -• I IT reviews said: "The BJC-8200 is another nail in the
_r--r • coffin for traditional Photography"

%jg£ PhotoReal for current printers £69.00 PhotoReal for discontinued printers £25

Hardware prices are constantly changing, please contact me for
quotes on Cameras, Scanners, printers andother graphics devices.

mm
mm
*rt irl ifi iff lr,»

PholoRwal Printer Driver fx.i

L0®K £(59
...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera.
Scanner, or Printer!



education

But is it art?
Way back in the days before

the A5000 was new, digital
cameras had already started
appearing. They were not

the all-singing all-dancing models
that we have today. The first camera
that 1used with pupils was a Canon.
It needed a digitizer called
TechnoEye.Storage was on a mini
floppy disc and it seemed reasonably
speedy at the time, unfortunately the
quality of the images produced was
not brilliant.

The current digital cameras are
vastly superior to those early models
particularly in terms of functionality.
However, no matter how many
pixels, megapixels, etc. that they
have one feature that is worth

checkingout is the quality of lens. A
cheap digital camera, no matter how
functions it has, the picture quality is
still only as good as its lens.

The storage media is one that may
not occur to non-educational users as

important. The three current
methods are: Compact flash, Smart
media and floppy disc. It's worth
thinking about these in terms of
being handled by pupils. When I was
considering a camera for use in
school, one of the prime concerns
was that of the storage.

1 felt that the SmartMedia cards

were not particularly robust when
being handled by large numbers of
pupils. The contacts are visible and
very touchable. The card seems

Richard Skegg gets snap
happy in his classroom

rather flimsy. Floppy discs were
robust but lacked capacity. It would
be possible to carry a stack of
floppies but not practical for
students.

I finally opted for CompactFlash.
It has a reasonable robustness and all

the contacts are hidden. The storage
available was quite good too and,
with the advent of the 1Gb IBM

Microdrive (the size of a matchbook),
looks like it's going to go on
expanding. However, as I discovered
after I left a card in a shirt that went

through the wash, even
CompactFlash can be ruined.

Another consideration was cost.

This is a matter of balancing cost of
the camera, against number bought
and the damage inflictable on it.
Putting it another way, which would
you rather do; let pupils lose with a
camera costing in excess of £300 or
having two cheaper and less well-
featured cameras?

I have observed that pupils are
generally very good with expensive
items and although I was initially
worried the first time I let some

pupils take one of the cameras they
were very good with them. If
anything pupils are quite wary of
such small expensive items. Thinking
along this line I would strongly
advise anyone using such cameras at
school to follow the age-old practice
of clearly marking them clearly and
visibly. Also I have one other small
trick. Somewhere inside the item I

put a small slip of paper with the
school's name and address for

additional security.
As part of this article I was loaned

a Casio QV-8000SX by Neil Farnham-
Smith of Surftec. A rather neat piece
of kit. It uses CompactFlash as its
storage media which is in its favour
but trying to access the card was

initially confusing. One has to open
the compartment for the card,
depress and release a spring-loaded
button, press the button down to
eject the card and press it down
further to re-engage the button. 1
know that sounds rather long-
winded but imagine a child trying to
use it for the first time?

One of the features that does

impress me about the more
expensive and newer cameras is the
ability to take a short movie. The
movie format used on the Casio is a

QuickTime format, an AVI. One area
that quickly came to my mind was
that of sports days. It could take
'movies' of the end to races. There

was enough for three 10 second
movies on an 8Mb card. The only
drawback is that there was no way
that I could play them on a RISC OS
machine — though the camera can
do it.

I normally used a Kodak 200
series 'megapixel' camera. Which
lacks many of the features of the
Casio but does have a greater range
of resolutions available. However

both cameras, and other digital
cameras 1 have used, suffer from one
drawback. After one takes the picture
there is a delay of at least four
seconds as the camera saves the

image. This is really irritating.
The single biggest problem for

RISC OS user has to be transferring
images from the various cards. With
the Smart Media cards there is a

'floppy disc' mechanism available.
One places the card inside the
mechanism and puts into the floppy
drive. Providing one has the software
installed all is well. Disappointingly
it's not available for RISC OS.

Only the Sony Mavica overcomes
transfer with the images stored on
floppy disc. However even this is a
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problem for my computers. We use
NCs and they do not have a disc
drive. Neither do they have a serial
port so we are scuppered again as
we can't use any serial port software.
Surftec's Digiflash would seem to
provide an answer for us and 1await
the necessary drivers for NCs. Once
we have those it makes it much more

viable.

Curriculum use
1 cannot think of one area in the

school that would not benefit from a

digital camera. The ones that I'll
mention are only a few. 1hope that
they might give you some ideas of
your own.

Towards the end of the summer

term at Win ton School our Year 10s

are off on work experience, the Year
lis have finished their GCSEs and no

longer appear on the scene. This
leaves us with Years 7, 8 and 9. The
Mathematics, Science and
Technology departments run a
project called 'In-Control' that
involves Year 9 pupils doing lots of
work to do with control technology;
Our Year 7s go off to a camp; this
leaves Year 8.

The school organises a series of
workshops arranged around a
common theme which in the last

academic year was theatre-based and
involved groups of pupils producing
scenes from different

Victorian /Edwardian based

musicals. To keep a record of all the
activities in Years 7, 8 and 9 one

group of the Year8s produce a daily
newssheet/paper.

The Plead of English usually
organises this and the entire IT suite
is turned into a newsroom for the

duration. A photographic record of
all the activities is kept using both
conventional and digital photograph.
Pupils booked out the digital
cameras that we had. With their

return it was then a matter of

downloading the images, via a
laptop, and cleaning them up in
RISC OS which can be a tedious

affair.

Pupils were then able to crop and
alter the images according to their
needs. However using the camera
was a liberating experience for them
as they could take a several images
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of the same scene and choose the

best one. There was no waiting for
any processing and it was quite easy
to crop the images. Using programs
such as ProArt 2, ProArt24 and
ImageMaster it is possible to achieve
some very respectable effects. We
managed camera-use timetabling by
organising a rota.

One could take several cameras

on school educational visits. The

images could be downloaded and
the cards released back for

immediate use. Pupils may have
digital cameras of their own and
could be encouraged, with suitable
reminders about the attendant risks,
to bring them along. Again, the
images can be stored on a portable.

The Geography Department at
Winton do a project on Southampton
that contributes to GCSE

coursework. In the past pupils might
have taken along their own cameras
to record the necessary pictures to
illustrate the work. This academic

year one of the members of staff took
a digital camera along. Fie took a
whole series of images which were
cleaned up, using JCIean and resized
using ChangeFSl by the ICT
Technician.

The Geography teacher and
Technician worked together going
through the images to tidy them up.
These were placed in the shared area
on the school network so that pupils
could access them for inclusion in

their course work. Several

downloaded them onto floppy disc
for use at home.

Progressive results
In Science lessons a digital camera
can be used to record an experiment
as it progresses. Many's the time I've
wanted to put on the worksheet a
picture of what to look for. With a
record of what's required or what to
look for, the worksheet becomes
much more interesting. This raises a
major issue; printing in colour.

Although you have a whole set of
marvellous digital images that you
have put on a worksheet or the
pupils want to print out within their
work what do you do about the
colour? It is a matter of cost. For

most schools a colour laser

photocopier is still a touch too

expensive for printing coloured
worksheets; printing from a colour
laser printer is an option but again
it's a matter of having one and the
cost; one can safely rule out using an
ink jet to mass-produce worksheets
on two factors, cost and time.

In a Secondary school to allow all
pupils to print out work in colour is
time consuming unless you have lots
of colour ink jets. This in turn means
replacing colour cartridges and again
cost comes into the equation. It all
becomes frustrating at that point. On
the plus side HTML does provide a
way of displaying work on screen
and displaying colour images. Pupils
can create their work in whatever

program they wish to (my current
favourite is Textease) and convert the
work to a Web page.

Going back to Science what would
be useful would be the ability to
trigger the camera with an external
event. Out of the four digital cameras
I have used there was no facility to
do this. The Casio did have a time-

lapse facility which means that it
could be left to run through a series
of shots if the experiment had to be
left. On the thought of time-lapse
however because the new cameras

can take movies it is possible to use
them to carry out real-life speed
calculations. Again it is the ability to

A shot -without zoom

then withfull lens zoom



take the camera out on field trips, as
in Geography, and share the
resulting images easily.

Food for thought
Coursework for GCSE Food

Technology requires that the students
prepare various dishes and evaluate
them. In most subjects the material
produced can be stored and shown
to a moderator at some future dale.

Not so in Food Technology — food
has this unfortunate habit of going
off. The solution that for several

years was used was to photograph
the 'coursework' and use the

photographs.
A big disadvantage with this was

that the film had to be sent off for

processing. This meant at least a
week before the pictures could be
seen or even if taken to a rapid
processor there is always a time
delay. If the item prepared is
perishable, as most food is, and the
photographsare blurred, lost or
some other catastrophe occurs there
is a big problem. The digital camera
provides a much better alternative.
The pictures can seen immediately
and if unsuitable retaken. This means

that the pupil's work can be shown
to it's best advantage. Blurred
images can be rejected and only the
best images selected. These can then

--.,,-••

/';/// ZOOII) plus x$digitalzoom

finally wilhx32digital in tripod would help)

be printed off. For such important
work a good quality colour ink jet
printer using photo-quality paper
should be used.

In Design and Technology where
pupils are doing Resistant Materials
the stages of construction can be
recorded using a digital camera and
incorporated into the coursework to
show the progression that has
occurred. The use of the images in
the presentation can be very
impressive. In any research using a
digital camera can prove invaluable.

For packaging, actual packing can
be bulky to put into coursework.
Digital images of the packaging can
be easier to include and make

annotation easier. Obviously a
scanner can provide a similar
function. However not for 3D objects.
Think of the digital camera as a 3D
scanner. Objects that one cannot scan
can be photographed. Also textures
comes to mind. One may take images
for textiles, packaging, or Art and
use them without infringing
copyright. The images can be
manipulated and be used creatively
in the pupil's work.

Digital cameras and PE may not
seem immediate bedfellows but

consider the use of the camera to

capture and illustrate various
postures and moves on handouts.

It is the field trip that seems to
cover a large number of uses of the
digital camera. History and Religious
Studies trips, suitably recorded can
be used to illustrate worksheets and

act as reminders later in the course

for pupils.
In terms of school publicity and

displays a digital camera is a brilliant
piece of kit. We have used the
camera to capture images for use in
the school-parent magazine.
Although not in colour it does add
value to it. Certainly putting up
images from our sports day the
following morning was a real wow
for the children. Again it is this
immediacy that captures the
imagination.

If your school photographer
doesn't supply you with a CD-ROM
with the pupil's photographs the
digital camera can be used as a
reasonable substitute. Although I
have been teaching for many years I

ucatiotr

still find that children's names may
escape me on occasions, in particular
parent's evenings. If you take a
photograph of your classes you can
easily annotate them and keep them
at the ready as a reminder.

School producing their own Web
sites means that a digital camera is a
must. Flowever, the use of Web pages
and the Internet does bring one point
into focus about the use of digital
images with children in them. While
looking at some French school Web
sites recently I noticed that several
children's faces were blurred. This

was done so that the children could

not be identified.

One local education authority in
Scotland, 1 believe, now has policy
that primary school pupils in
particular must not be able to be
clearly identified from digital images
placed on Web sites. General shots
seem to be allowable but closer shots

are a 'no-no'. It's worth thinking
about.

A digital camera really can make a
positive contribution to pupil's
learning. I would suggest that when
you buy one or two or three, try
them out first. Go for the one that

you feel most comfortable with. I
have managed to ruin several good
shots with my Kodak because a
finger managed to get in the way.
Check out the camera that you buy
doesn't have a lens that you can
cover up with a finger.

As a footnote to all of this I had

intended to take lots of pictures and
use them to illustrate this article.

However I had real problems
transferring the images. Before
anyone thinks that was due to RISC
OS and any failure there, it wasn't. I
have a Jessop CompactFlash card
reader attached to my RISC PC
which I have used for transferring
images.

I tried using it, via the PC card, to
read the CompactFlash card from the
Casio. It point blank refused to do so.
Even when attached to my PC laptop
there were problems. 1ended up
using the PC card reader on my
laptop to read the Casio card, storing
them on the PC. placing the images
on my Kodak Compact Flash card
and reading that on the Rise PC.
That's life. 13>?I»1
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One of the most talked about Acorn games is available novtf

lay

, Transported to an
unknown world you must
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only are you
searching for power cells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil
denizens who are

determined to

kill you.

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acom Arcade

"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners" . _ .

Acorn Arcade

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW AND

HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001
i

YES! Pleasesend me copiesof Destiny @£10 each

Name

Address.

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable toTau Press Ltd)
1 Credit Card (No debit cards)

Postage & Packing
UKpostage,add£1 each

Pleasesend me copiesof Destiny @£8each (subs price) Europe, add £2each
Rest of world, add £'i each

Credit Card No:

ExpiryDale: /

Signature:

^J Please tick here ifyou donotwish toreceive promotional information from other companies

Send your order to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

High resolution 3D graphics
Huge varied levels V
Serious fire power

Intelligent enemies

Original music

Configurable controls

And much more never, seen
in any other game of thisftype,

on any other platform f
Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 orbetter. SrJo^gARM r"
recommended. Requires CD-ROM driv1* lO.Nftb RAM*
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC Cw4y>atch avail?
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RISC OS

Mike Cook studies the map for clues

M
ost people have tag lines
on the end of their e-mail

signatures, most are
supposed to be funny and

occasionally some are, like this one
I came across this month:

Windows: A 32-bit shellfor a 16-bit
operating system, originally written
for an 8-bitprocessor on a 4-bit bus by
a 2-bit company that can't stand 1-bit
ofcompetition!

Well I threw a challenge to you
utility writers the other month and
1am delighted to say someone has
taken up the gauntlet. I am even
more delighted that I tempted a
new author into the field.

He is James Shaw from
Abbotskerswell and he writes:

"In response to an article
in your column of the
Christmas Acorn User, I

have made an icon-hunting
program. It will search for icons
with the same name comparing a
master file and various

applications' sprite files and
rename/delete them.

"I am using Justin Fletcher's
excellent BASIC libraries which is

a great help to me. This is the first
application that I am releasing
into the public domain. I would
appreciate any help you could
give me on how to get my
program out there."

Well James, a great first step
iis to send it in to Acorn
User, I see you have

followed this advice already. For
further coverage you could start
your own Web site and put it on

there, or contact anyone with an
Acorn-based Web site I am sure

they would only be to happy to
include your offerings on their site.

Finally you can just send it of to
one of the PD libraries they are
always willing to accept new
material. If I could make a

recommendation it would be to try
an make your applications stand
alone as personally I find it
frustrating having to go off and
add third party files that are not
included in the distributed

application, I am sure I am not
alone in this.

Anyway keep up the good work
and now you have a taste for I
hope you get to distribute many
more applications.

In fact James did have another
offering which he included:

"I have also written

Number Crunch 2, this is
an educational program

but I am aware that there is a

problem with it. If you run it on
an A7000+ running RISC OS 3.7 it
crashes when you come to exit.

"I have trapped the escape and
break keys using OS_Byte 200,1 to
lock and OS_Byte 200,0 to unlock.
Is there any reason why this
shouldn't work? The surprise is
that there is no problem when
running on my A5000 running
RISC OS 3.11."

I had a look at this and

have a few comments. First

of all this is not a desktop
application which makes handling
the environment a bit more hit and

miss. Better to declare it to the

Wimp as a task even if you never
call Wimp_Poll, so you can exit
seamlessly with Wimp_Close
Down.

Also I noticed that in your exit
procedure you have a ^Desktop
command and you really only need
a standard END statement here.

Finally, this is a maths drill
exercise but I feel you have not
given enough attention to testing it
for usability. There are no
instructions on how to quit the
application, the backspace key
doesn't work preventing you from
correcting a mistake and finally the
input buffer isn't cleared at the
start so that an unsuccessful

attempt to enter your 'teachers
key' will result in junk numbers
being entered for your first answer.

I find that when 1am writing a
'robust' program, that is one
intended for release to a non

technical public, I need to spend
longer in writing the routines for
handling erroneous user input than
for the whole of the rest of the

application.
I did have another very helpful

reply on the same topic, two letters
from the same person, but
unfortunately the letters have
temporarily disappeared in a tidy-
up black hole, apologies and like
all good black holes they will
emerge some time in the future, or
past!

I got another piece of feedback
from John (second name not
supplied) via e-mail, he writes:

'With reference to one of

(the queries in the Rambles
'section of the Christmas
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Acorn User from Andy Burgess
about his Rise PC's mouse and

keyboard not working. This is a
problem I as a network manager
for a school using Acorn Rise
PC's, have quite often. It is caused
by a 2A fuse on the motherboard
close to the keyboard socket
blowing.

"This is usually caused by
plugging the mouse or keyboard
in when the computer is on — but
should be able to be repaired for a
very small fee by someone with
good soldering skills. The fuse
supplies power to the mouse,
which won't work properly
without it."

Now Tony Evans has a bit of a
follow up on some feedback:

T do enjoy reading your
column even though I
never follow it up in a

practical sense. However the
current issue has a piece from
Don Scott that made me take

notice.

"In particular the car battery as
a source of power as the most
common way is via an inverter —
expensive! I'm going to have a go
but I can't immediately lay my
hands on the manuals and can't

remember which pin is which on
the 9 way D connector."

The information is in the

Welcome guide, and if you
get a plug or socket it is

printed on the back of them. In fact
it was my inability to read these
numbers that prompted me to the
fact that 1actually needed glasses.

Anyway look at the connector
from the front (the side you are
going to plug things in to), with
the short edge of the D shape
facing downwards, pin 1 is the top
left hand pin. The number in
sequence along the top row until
pin 5, the top right pin. Then the
lower row has pin 6 on the left
with pin 9 on the right.

Next a follow-up on an ancient

March 2001 www.acornuser.com

system from Peter Wilcox:
"I contacted you a few
months ago about a routing
machine we have at work

which is controlled by a rack and
card system similar to a BBC
Micro and was made by
Cambridge Micro Systems. I have
been unable to find much else out

about the system, the people who
actually built the routing machine
and fitted the control system don't
even seem to know much about it.

"My problem at the moment is
that the keyboard is in a poor
state, key caps missing and so on,
and we'd like to fit a new one.

The connector on the keyboard is
the same as the connector on an

AT keyboard so we tried an AT
keyboard but nothing happened.
Key presses did nothing, Caps
lock and Num lock LEDs

remained off.

"I tried another AT keyboard
and again key presses did
nothing, but the caps lock, num
lock and scroll lock LEDs flashed

on and off simultaneously and
continuously at a constant rate. I
have looked at the connections on

an AT keyboard and only 4 out of
5 of the pins on the plug were
used.

"On the original keyboard with
the machine all 5 pins are used.
There are 3 ICs in the original
keyboard, they are SN74LS125AN,
SN7406N and SR0082. The first

two are an inverter IC and a

buffer IC but I can't find out what

the SR0082 is.

"Have you any idea what
keyboard I need or how to modify
another keyboard to work? I read
somewhere on the Internet that

Acorn used to produce their own
rack and card computer called
System 1 or something. Was this
at all similar to the Cambridge
Micro Systems computer that is in
our machine?"

1did mention your original
enquire a few months back
but I have had no response

so far. The keyboard you have
predates the AT keyboard and it is
just a coincidence that it has the
same type of connector. It is very
unlikely that you could get a
replacement one now as I have
only seen PC type keyboards for
years.

In those days a keyboard was a
major expense costing well over
£100 for a standalone model. I have

failed to find anything on the
SR0082 chip, but from the number
of connections I would suspect that
it uses a serial protocol.

At that time asynchronous
keyboards were popular and easy
to connect to the Model B because

the software in the machine was

designed to accept serial keyboard
input.

The system you have is basically
a Model B re-engineered to fit into
a rack system and used for
industrial applications. If the
company that sold you the system
has no information on it it is

probable that the employee that
was responsible for it has left and
not produced any documentation.

It would be possible to design a
PIC based project to convert from
an AT keyboard to this standard. I
know some one was selling a
similar converter to use PC type
keyboards on old Archimedes
machines. Alternatively you can
run a serial terminal emulator from

a computer and feed it straight in.
The original Acorn Series 1

system was the predecessor to the
Acorn Atom and as such nothing
like the Model B that the

Cambridge system was based on.
It had no BASIC language and

only a very crude operating system
allowing memory examine and
change, as well as loading and
saving to audio tape.

Contacting AU J
Mike Cook:

rambIes@acornuser.com J
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The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine
',:-'

You already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover CDs

available.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

back
. issue*

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.
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Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0103' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the April '01 Acorn User (issue 232) nil
subscriptions must be inby Tuesday 13th March.

Subscriptions received after this date will start
with the May 2001 Acorn User (issue 233).
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• Choosing the

right mouse
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Olympic
Having been the owner of an
Olympus C-2020Z digital camera
for nearly a year, I was most
interested in your review of the
camera in the February Acorn User.

I have been eminently pleased
with the camera and found that is

satisfies virtually all my (sometimes
demanding) requirements. There
are, however a few problem areas
which were not mentioned in the

review. It is very irritating that in
order to switch the camera on, one
has to remember to manually
remove the lens cap. If you forget,
loud crunching noises from the
gears quickly remind you.

The camera has an attachment

thread which provides the means of
attaching supplementary lenses —
and presumably a lens hood which
foxed the reviewer.

Unfortunately for the users,
though not for Olympus, the thread
is not the normal standard

40.50mm, but their own 41.00mm. It
is necessary therefore to buy an
Olympus adaptor. The adaptor is
from 41mm to 43mm and although
43 is a standard, it is a less common
one. My only other criticism of the
camera itself is the flimsy tripod
mounting bush.

The software is another matter.

Your reviewer showed a screenshot

of the clipboard with the
thumbnails numbered from 1 to 15.

All very well, but when the files are
in a filing folder they are arranged
1,10-15 and 2-9.

This surely is a most elementary
programming blunder. Leading
zeros would solve the problem at a
stroke.

The other programming
deficiency as far as I am concerned
is the apparent impossibility of
retrieving the date and time
information which is stored with

each shot. I cannot find how to get
it.

As I said at the outset, I am

highly satisfied with the camera.
Your pictures in the review do not,
in my opinion do justice to the
camera which I now use, among
many other things, for copying
photographs in preference to a flat
bed scanner because of the

resulting better tonal range.
Keith Reedman

Derbyshire

Un-connectivity
With reference to Martin Hodgson's
article in the February 2001 issue, I
already have an account with
Supanet.com on my Windows PC
so I thought it would be nice to
access this same account on my

Rise PC, especially in view of the
above article. Unfortunately, I have
totally failed to find the file
OFFL/INS on my Supanet CD
Rom, although the other file
SIGNUP/ISP is there, albeit in
S.SYSTEM and not in IF5.

Can anyone suggest what other
name it might have, as there are
almost 4,800 files on the CD, which
would take an awful lot of looking
through.

Ron Collins

roncollins@supanet.com

One option is to put the CD in the
Rise PC and use the Rise PC'sfile
search facility. At least you could then
verify whether it is, or is not, there.

BETT 2001 report
I like to visit BETT with a set task

in mind, otherwise it can be a very
confusing and overwhelming
experience. I recently bought six
RiscStations for my school, so I set
myself the task this year of
investigating networking
possibilities as well as using the
name "RISC OS" in the presence of
as many software houses as
possible.

My first port of call had to be
Castle Technology. I was aware that

Capable Web use?
After reading Chris Bell and Alan's comments in Acorn
UserJanuary 2001 they both hit the nail on the head.

Though Oregano is being developed and is the
preferred choice of browser along with DialUp opening
up more accounts with ease, allowing me to drop
Argonet. RISC OS is really dragging behind regarding
some standards of the 'Net.

I know it's capable but where are RealAudio, MPEG
movies with sound, WMV files and so on? The
multimedia side is frustrating, though I am grateful to
those who have made the effort to write programs which
are free and made browsing easier and don't got paid for
it. No other platform is so generous in that respect. I'm

prepared to pay for products, nothing should be free.
So what are the chances of us enjoying these

technologies with our Acorns? Is it up to Pace? What
about Oregan Networks? Maybe the debate about our
platform's direction should also view the software not
just the new hardware which hasn't appeared — yet.

Brian Ferris

by e-mail

This letter asked some very important questions and 1 did begin
to reply. But thereply grewand became theeditorialfor this
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ctures
they had chosen a double stand but
it was great to see them displaying
so much.

The Citrix demonstration told me

everything I needed to know about
networking my school's PCs and
RISC OS machines together. And
their thin clients are not only an
inexpensive way of extending a
RISC OS network, but they would
also be a sensible choice for PC-

only schools using Citrix and
TopCat.

It was also impressive to note
that I only saw this innovative
network architecture, which I had
heard so much about from lots of

different people, being shown at
Castle's stand.

Still with Castle, I was given a
demonstration of writing HTML
files in FasiWriter. I had been

turned away from HTML
converters after being put off by
their inaccuracies or unnecessary
complexity and had been
composing my sites the old-
fashioned way. I was shown how it
is possible to create page section
menus simply by setting the style
of subheadings to header.
EasiWriter then compiles these in a
menu at the top of the page setting
links to the different sections which

is something that MSWord cannot
do.

My next port of call was
Sherston. As a teacher I am very
concerned about the apparent
diminishing support for RISC OS in
terms of educational software.

Sherston told me that their last

triple platform CD-ROM will be
released in only a few months time.
After that time they will be
publishing software using
Macromedia Director.

Granada told me much the same

thing, however, if we can get an up-
to-date Flash reader and a

QuickTime player then we will
have no problem running the new

software through Oregano.
Sherston, however, seem to have

very close links with Apple. I was
subsequently dragged off to the
Apple stand to see their new Cube
and MacOS X.

I have to say the new MacOS is
stunning! There is an animated
iconbar at the bottom that

automatically enlarges and rotates
as needed and their animation

software is so beautifully smooth. I
saw how PDF pictures can be
edited using on-board PDF and
Java support. 1 then watched
astounded as a small PDF ship was
dropped onto a rotating bottle
creating a 3D label.

The Apple guy smugly
demonstrated their real time refresh

"just as RISC OS has always done"
I said. And I still feel the single
button is clumsy, necessitating a
permanent Windows-style menu
bar at the top of the screen.

Nevertheless, I asked for a price
list (but beware, Apple are actively
seeking RISCOS users to convert)
and enquired as to the price of an
upgradeable machine. At a mere
slip over £1000 the Apple G4 is
your box.

"But the Rise PC starts at just
under £800" 1 hear you exclaim!
Yeah, I left then too, but there was
an uneasy impression left upon me.

That was, at least, until I visited
RiscStation. I actually wanted to see
their networking system from
Surftec, using NCs. This looks
really good, using new NC
versions, of Draxv and Paint and so
on, enabling interactivity between
RISC OS and Windows with an

HTML front end.

However, I quickly moved
towards the MIDI demonstration at

the other end of the stand.

Wow! This would have been

impressive on a high spec PC, yet
here was a standard RiscStation at

56MHz replaying the most perfect

quality sound you could imagine.
With just a simple software package
(£199 including MIDI synth) you
can unlock the magic of the sound
card that is already present in your
standard RiscStation. Add a few

beefy woofers and your machine is
away.

You can record, edit and overlay
sounds and, with SouudCon, save
your files in any format (native
filetypes are Data and Replay). This
is a superb little package and the
hardware involved is already inside
the machine; hard to believe really.

Apple, eat my crotchets!
So, to sum up; I think the RISC

OS side of things was well
represented. It was great to see
Citrix at the Castle stand as it could

see RISC OS in through the back
door of many schools.

Castle's other products continue
to impress me: Oregano could renew
the education software market for

the platform if we can get
QuickTime and F/<7.s7; plug-ins. Icon's
EasiWriter has renewed vigour in
my mind and continues to impress
me.

The RiscStation stand was

impressive, to say the least,
although I feel RiscStation should
arrange a stand in a bit further from
the fire doors next year! I had
shown a number of colleagues my
Osaris and they had gone off in
search of one. However, they had
not found the stand when I was

about to leave and I had to

physically direct them.
What was on offer from the RISC

OS market was impressive and,
although on a smaller scale to its
competitors, could rival anything
else I saw.

Fingers crossed that next year we
can continue to see the growth that
we ha ve already seen over the last
twelve months.

Graham Wootton

by e-mail
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f Current

users

should

take the

plunge J

The problem with using red onion in a
quiche, is that it looks like ham. So you
are all ready for what ham should
taste like but there is that strange

feeling of confusion because it turns out to be
onion.

It was this sort feeling which came up
when I was interviewing Mark Gillard
because he looks very like Steve Turnbull (or
maybe it is other way round). Mark too
comes up with very bad jokes delivered
completely dead-pan so, when I asked how
he first got into computers, his reply was
'With a screwdriver'.

Mark is the Network and Education

Consultant for CTA Direct and also co

ordinates Riscstation developments with Roy
Fleslop and associated developers.

'Before my active involvement at CTA, I
managed a network of computers in a
school near Lancaster,' begins Mark.
'Which had a WindowsNT server and

both Windows and RISC OS clients. I also

trained the staff to improve their ICT
skills. Prior to working in the school, I
was the Acorn specialist in an Apple
centre, Holdens, working as part ol the
Xemplar Education team.'

There is a long list of people in the RISC
OS world that have been on TV and Mark

is high on the list, though not in
connection with the Riscstation, but choral

singing.
'The choir I currently sing with is quite

special. We give very few concerts and we
rehearse infrequently, getting together for a
weekend at a time say,eight times a year —
our main aim is simply to enjoy ourselves.

'It's called Choros Amid which, in no
particular language, means Choir of Friends
and that is exactly how and why we meet up.
We entered the Sainsbury's Choir of the Year
competition last year along with about three
hundred other choirs and not only did we
make it to the final of our section and earn

the title Mixed Voice Choir of the Year, but we
also went on to win the overall title of

Sainsbury's Choir of the Year 2000.
'The final was held at the Royal Albert Flail

and broadcast over Christmas on BBC2 —

anyone watching carefully would have
spotted me: the short, fat, bearded, and
bespectacled chap in the black DJand tasteful
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yellow shirt.'
It came as no surprise to find that Mark's

degree was in music, he still plays piano at
home, but there were times when he was out
every night of the week with a different band,
be it brass, choir or pop. At school he took
vocational subjects such as Religious Studies,
ancient Greek and Latin. He did use BBC B's

but it was not until he went to university that
he really got into computers, and he bought
one.

The assistant in the computer shop in the
Arndale Centre in Manchester recommended

an Acorn A3000, because it could handle both
word processing and music. Mark was the
first student on his course to submit printed
musical compositions and essays containing
printed musical quotations. It's sweet that the
machine was handed down to Mark's mum

who likes to play Scrabble on it.
'Being on the inside, dealing with hardware

developers and software programmers, I am
aware of many projects which are currently
undergoing development or testing and 1also
know of some proposed plans for the future. I
find it very encouraging that professionals
and businesses have enough faith in RISC OS
that they are prepared to invest time, effort
and money in new projects and products.

'Current users should take the plunge and
invest in products software and hardware
which are available now — so that

developers know that there is still a market
and are encouraged and financially able to
continue supporting the community which
supports them. However, in order for the
RTSC OS market to grow, we need to be
expanding the user base by attracting new
customers, entering new markets, and getting
a new generation of users hooked'.

There are lew things that Mark would still
like to do, but one thing he would like is
contentment. He would like to think, at the
end of each day, that he had done some good
— helped someone in some way and possibly
made a difference to their life. Mark does

seem to have built himself an environment to

be content in.

The living room of my house is painted in
bright primary colours — red, yellow, and
blue — with plasma lamps, lava lamps, fibre-
optic lights and water fountains. Right in the
middle is a huge widescreen TV wilh DVD
and surroundsound speakers. When it comes
to doing the things 1enjoy, I give the matter
serious consideration and priority. I like
watching science-fiction films such as Star
Wars and Star Trek, and horror films like A
Nightmare on Elm Street and Hellraiser.
Life's too short not to enjoy yourself and this
isn't a rehearsal.'

Jill Regan
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The new Kinetic RiscPC and Oregano Web browser from Castle

Technology enable you to harness the full potential of the Internet.

KINSTIC RiscPC

The Kinetic RiscPC is the first

of a new generation of
faster, more powerful RISC
OS computers. Incorporating
the latest SDRAM takes the

RiscPC's already enviable
performance to new, unrivalled levels.
Pre-installed with the acclaimed Oregano
Web browser, makes all Kinetic RiscPCs the
perfect Internet companion. Available in
various specifications.

From £999 + VAT

Oregano from Castle Technology has
received universal praise from both users
and magazines and has quickly established
itself as the premier RISC OS Web browser.
Speed, ease-of-use, compatibility and
configurability make Oregano the Web
browser of choice for the Internet

connoisseur. Download a free demo

version from www.castle.org.uk/oregano

only £49 +VAT
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